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Résun1é 
Après une description des mécanist11Ps de loop rhecking décrits da11s [BA K R!l) 
et. [B 90], <k,ux i111plé111ent.a.t.io11H d(' l'l'H mfra.nÎHlllPS sont pr{,spnt.ées. La 
première consiste en un 111éta.-int.erprH<·'llr, écrit Pli PROLOG, po11r dPs 
programmes logiqnes. La seconde est un pré-compila.t.Pur qui \.ransforn1P 
11n prograrnme PROLOG ett 1111 11011v('a.11 qui inrltt l<>s mécanis111Ps <IP loop 
cher king. 
Une étude comparative de ces différent.es implémentations e1,t effortu{,e, 
ainsi que la comparaison des différents loop cheeking. Finalement., la qu<'s-
tion "Qu€.'! est le eoüt du loop eheckingT' Pst posée. 
Abstract 
After a description of the loop checking 111echa.ni1,ms descrihed in [BA K ~D] 
a.nd [B 90), two implementations of t.hese mecha.11isms are preRe11t.ed. ThP 
ftrst one is a meta-interpreter for logir progrnm1, writt.en in PHOLOG. Th<' 
second one is a pre-compiler t.hat transforma PHOLOG progrn111 int.o a new 
one tha.t. inclnde the loop checking mecha11isms. 
A cornparison of the different implPme11t.a.t.ions is do11e, as tl1P compariR011 
of the different loop checking. Fina.lly, the question "llow rostly iR loop 
checking?" is discussed. 
ii 
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Sinn• the heginning of computN Rrience, 1wople have t.ried to make la11gua11/'R 
tha.t a.re easier for humans t.o express the111RPIVPR in. St.art.iug fro111 aRRPllthly 
la.nguage, t.hrough FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL, C, t.\wy ail carriPd tlH• 
imprint of the underlying ma.chine, named the Von Neumann archit.Pcl11re. 
Logic has heen used as a. tool for reasoning about co111puterR :u1<l progrnntR. 
but the 11st' oflogk directly as a progra11111ii11g language is q11it.e n•r<>nf .. ThiR 
has l'Psnlt.ecl in so-callecl logic 1n·ogr,1111min.<J. 
Logic programming is derived from an ahst.rac\; mo(lt,J. which has 110 di-
rPct dependency on one machine or a11ot.h<'l'. H suggPsts t.ha.t. t.Jw k11owh•d11;" 
a.bout t.he problem and assumptions arP r:;uffiriPnt t.o solw it.. A p1·011;ram h, 
a. set of axioms and its execution is for111aJi7,ecl as t.he a.tt.empt t.o JHO\'P a 
logical stat.ement. 
ln 19G5, .J.A. Robinson published tlH' 1111ifirntion algnl'it.h111 and t.lw l'<'Ro-
lution principle [R G5]. Short.ly after H. Kowalski formulated the proced11rnl 
interpretation of Horn da.use logic. An a.xiom 
A if JJ1 and J]z arnl ... and JJ 11 
ca.n be read and executed as a. procedure of a. recursive programniing \a.11-
g11age. ln t.he ea.rly 19îO's, A. Col111ern11N and ltis gro11p dev1•lo1wd a n1>w 
languag<', rnlled PRO LOG ( for J>HOgrn111111at ion Pli LOC:iqt1P ). haspd 011 
l\owalski's procedmal int.erpretat.ion. 
ln t.ltt> lat.e l!)70's D.H .D. Wa.rr<'ll lk\'('lo1wd au PfliciPnt. in1pl<'llH't1la-
t.ion of PHOLOG. For t.ha.t pt11')HJS<' ht' rreat.ed an ahstrnrt. 11wchi11P rall1•d 
tlw WAJ\J (vVarrPn Abstract îvlachi11P) [W 8-1] on which a\most ail pfl1fÎP11t. 
PROLOG implementa.t.ions are hased. H r:;J10ws t.hat. logic prograrn11ti11g is 
a. powerful, product.ive a.n<l pra.ctical JHogra11111lÎ11g formalislll. 
ln t.he remainder of t.his cha.pl.C'r. I pn'sPttl. logic progrn111111ing and PHO-
LOG framework. First l give the basic concepts of logic programming (s.vn-
t.a.x, substitutions, unifications), t.hen l IH<'St•1tl. SLD-rPsolut.ion and l'HO-
LOG it.s<:,Jf. Fina.lly I i11t.rodt1<'(' t.lw prohlPt11 of t.<'l'lllinat.io11. 
l 
1.2 The basic concept 
1.2.1 Terminology 
First, we suppose the existence of the followi11g sets of sy111bols: 
• set of 11arioblu1; 
• set of fun.riions. Funct.ions are essPntially delined hy two compoll<'llfs: 
a na.me, called the funrfor and a.n ority, whkh determines the nttmber 
of arguments the fnnct.ion ea.n t.ake. F1111ct.ion of a.rity O an, callPd 
cons lo 11 fs; 
• set. of prnlicates. Prediea.t.es a.re essl'nt.ially defined by two rotllpotH'llfs: 
a name and an a.rit.y. 
Terms are defined inductively as fullows: 
• a variable is a tenu; 
• a const.a.nt is a tnm; 
• if .f is a. 11-ary fonction and if 11, ... , /11 an, ternis t.hen .f( 11, ... , 1") iR 
a tenn . .f is called the funrfor of this tenus. 
lf pis an n-ary predirnt.e and t,, ... ,/1, are IN111s t.hPn p(/1,,,.,/ 11 ) is a11 
a/om,i(' fonnula or just an alom. An at.0111 is also ca.lkd a. /JOMÏit·c lifc/'(/1 and 
its negation ( -.p( 11 , • •• , / 11 )) a 11c!Jali1•c litr /'(/1. 
A formula of the fonn 
L1 V ... V /, 111 
where L1, ... , L111 are literais, is ra.lied a clau:::r. Clatts<'s a.rP i111plicitly uni-
versally quant.ified. A Horn clause is a dauRe wherP Pxartl.v one litPrnl is 
positive. lt is denoted by 
H~B1, .. ,,Bm. (ifm>O) 
or 
Il. (if 111 = 0) 
wit.h the con\'ention /l ~Bi, .. ., JJ 111 • is a Rhortliand for flV-,/J1 V·· ,V-.LJ111 • 
Th<:• a\.om H iR ealled the lwod of th(• cla.11s(' a.Hd t.l1P se<p1e11<·e JJ1, ... JJ,,, iR 
ra.lied th<.' body of tlw clause. A yoal is a clause with 0111,r negat.ivt> liternls. 
it. is denot.ed by - B1, ... , B 111 • 
A proccdure is a. finite set of Horn rlausps wit.h tlw same hPa.d 11a111P and 
a.rity. A Horn clause progmm is a sPt. of procedttres. 
1.2.2 Substitutions and renaming 
In logir progra.mrning, variables a.re ho1111<1 t.o val1te8 hy 111Pa11R of s11lrnt.it11-
t.ions. A :::11bslif11/io11 0 is a. finit.e 8<'1. of t.lw fonn {:l'1/l1, .. ,,:l'n/l 11 } wli<'l'P 
each :i:i is a. varia.hie, the va.ria.bles :r 1 , ••• , :r 11 are distinet, a.nd each I; is 
a tenn different from :r;. The suhst.it.ut.ion is t.o be read as t.he variahlPs 
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:i:1,,,.,:i: 11 a.re ho11nd to 11, ...• 111 n•8pecti\'l'l,V. The empty s11bst.it:11t.io11 is 
represenh'd by c A pa.ir :t:;/f; is called a. bi11di11g. {;r 1, ... , :i: 11 } is caJk,d tlw 
domaù1 ol' {a:1/i1,, .. ,:v 11 /t 11 }. 
lf {t1, ... ,t 11 } = {a:1, .. ,,:i: 11 } th('n 0 is rnll<'d a. 1·c1wmi11g. 
S II hsti t II tiotrn are appli<>d 011 I.P1'111S, sPq ll<'nres of lit.Na.ls, da.usps, For 
an <'Xp1·,,ssio11 E and a s11hst.it.11tio11 0, t.hP applirat.io11 of O t.o H. dPtlOIPd 
/'.'0, is t.lH• 11<'\V <'XJ>l'<'S8io11 oht.ai 11<•d l'ro111 /•,' hy si 1111111 a11<'01tRly l'<'plari 11g Parh 
orrnl'l'<'ll<'e in E of a variahk (:r;) from tlw doniain of 0 hy t.hP rnrr<'Rpo11ding 
Ü'l'lll ( t, ). Th<' expression EO is cal!Pd a.n i11.'l/o11rc of' E. WhPn O is a 
re1w.ming RllbRtitution t.hen E0 i::; ral!(,d a 11oria11t of J,;. 
For two subRtitutions, 
0 = {;1• il f \ , • • • • ;,: 11 / f 11 } 
a.nd 
1' = {.1Ji/.'l1 • .. •, .1/m /.'lm}, 
the compositfon of 0 a.nd 1·, deuoted (h. i::; t.11<' sd 
where the pa.irs a:ïftn for which .1· 1 = tn and t.lw pairn y,/-'l; for whirh 
.1/i E { :r1, ... , :i: 11 } are removed. 
A snlrnt.it.ntion 0 is mo1·e gc11cml /han a substitut.ion B' (B < O') if' for 
som<' substitut.ion î' we han, 01 = O'. 
1.2.3 Unification 
A substitution 0 is called an unifier of two expressions E and F iff il: VPl'ilir•s 
EO = F0. lt is ca.lled a mo8f gene/'(/l 1111i.fk1· ( mgu) of E all(l F if it. iR 111orP 
genera.l tlrnn any other unifier of E and F'. 
The following a.Jgorithm is based upoll llerbra.nd 's original algorit.hm 
which deals with solutions of finite sets of tenu equations. This algorit.lun 
was presented in [lvUvl 82]. 
The sta.nda.nl unification probl<'m rnn lw writ.ten as an P<J1t:it.io11 
t' = t". 
A solution of the Pquation, a. unifkr, is a substitut.ion 0, if il Pxist.R. whid, 
ma.kes the two tenus identical. 
For the set of equations 
t'• = t" j = 1 •...• !.: 
.1 ., 
a. nnifi<'l' is a substitution which iR RÎ111ulta11<•onRly the solution of ail 1111• 
t . 11 111 equa lOllS .i = ,i· 
A set of eqnationR is sahl to lw in soll'f· form iff it. sal.isliPR t.lw following 
conditions : 
1. the equations are :r,; = (; (.i = 1, ... l.-) where the :l',;'s a.re varia.b!PR; 
2. every variable which is the left. m0mber of Rollle <'qt1a.tion occ11rs 011l.v 
t.here. 
A set. of equa.tions in solved for111 has the obvions unifier 0 = {:r1 /11 ....• 
;rk/td and it is its mgu. 
Thus t.o find the 111g11 of a st-1. of eq11atio11s is snfTin•R t.o t.ra.11sfon11<'d il 
int.o an eq11ivaknt set. of equa.t.ions i11 solvecl for111. 
Tlw following algorit.h111 cloes it if t.hiR is possible and othPrwi1w hait with 
fa.il me. 
Give11 a set. of equa.tio11R, re1wat.Pdl_v 1wrform any of the following tra11R-
format.ions. If no transformation applies, stop with failure. 
1. f(81,, .... ~11) = .f(t1,,,,,i11) 
then replace by the eq nations 81 = i 1 •••• , 8 11 = ln 
2 . .f(s1, ... , .Sn)= g(i1, •.. , t 111 ) where .f :/= g or n =/- 111 
then halt wit h fail 11 re 
:3. X= X (Xis a. variable) 
then delete the eq11at.io11 
,1. i = X where X is a variable and t is not a varia.hl!:' 
t.hen replace hy the eq11atio11 X = t 
!). X = t where t is not t.he sa.me va.riahlP as X and X lias anot.lwr 
occ11rrence in the set of eq11at.io11s 
if X appears in t ( t.his t.('st is rnlled t.he orr111· rhrrk) 
then hait with failure 
otherwise perform th<' R1tbst.it.111.ion {X/t} on hot.h sid<•s of 
every other eq11a.t.ion 
The a.lgorithm terrninates whP11 110 Rt.Pp ran be 1wrforuH•d or whPn fail11r<' 
a.rises. 
1.3 Resolution 
A problem is presented to a Horn cla11se program in the form of a p;oal. 
G =- A1, ... , A 11 , called a goal. ThP resolut.ion of the goal G consist.,c; of an 
at.tempt. to prove the following SC'nt.ence 
wit.h t.he program da.uses ronsidered as axiorns of a. cNt.a.in t.hPory, wh('l'P 
X1,, ..• X, denote a.li the va.riahlPs that. a.pp0ar in 1\ 1 ••.• ,1\ 11 • 
Let P be a Horn clausP progrnm and(,'=~ A 1, ••• , J\ 11 a goal. Suppos,, 
t.hat C = A ~ B1, .. . , B 111 is a claust> in P such t.hat A; ( 1 ::; i ::; 11 ), ralkd 
t.hc 8dcrtcd a.tom, unifies wit.h ;\ wit.h a. 111g11 0. Tlwn 
,l 
is called t.he 1·csoluent of G and C with th<' mgu O and it; is <IPnotP<I h,v 
G ==>c,0 G'. The rule that chose the select.ed atom is called the 8dcrtion 
l'lllc. 
An SLD-dr:ri11afio11 ( SLD stands for St•IN·t.ion rule d rivl'n Linear H'so-
lution for Definite clauses) of PU {G} is a rnaximal sequence (.'0 .C,' 1 •••• 
of goals where G = Go together with a. seqtH'll<'P Cu, C1, ... of variants or 
da.uses from P and a. sequence 00 , 01 , •.• of substitutions such t.ha.t for all 
i = O, l, ... 
'2. ('; dot'S 11ot ha.vp a. va.riablP i II ro111111011 wi t. h t.l1P dP!'i vat.ion li p t.o ( ,';. 
This condition is calll'd the sland,mli::,1/ion <tJml'i. 
The sequence Go, G1, .•• is sa.id 11H1:tinwl if it. is infinite or the last. goal is 
the empty goa.l or has no resolvent.. 
SLD-deriva.tion ma.y he finite or infinite. A finite SLD-derivation rnay 
be successful or fa.il. A successful SLD-derivat.ion is one that. ends wit.h lhr> 
empty goa.l, denoted by □. And the output is t.he val11e assign<'d lo t.lw 
va.riables of the query; called the co111p11ful answr'I' substitution for PU { (,'}. 
If 01, ... , Om is the sequence of su bst.i t. u \.ions 1wrforn1ed in t.hP <IPl'Î vat ion t.o 
find the empty goal then the comput.ed anRWPI' Rtths\.it.ut.ion is the rPst.ridio11 
of 01 ... 0m to t.he varia.hies of the <pwr,v. A fail<'d SLD-deriva\.ion is OIH' t.hat. 
ends wit.h a goal for which it. is not. poRsiblP to find a resolwnt w.r.t. P. 
For a. goa.l G =.,_ A1, ... , A 11 it. is pmisible to ha.ve more than onP dat1s<'·s 
hea.d tlrnt unifies with A;, so WP ca.11 ha.V<' 11wn' tha.n Oil<' r<>Rolv<•nt. for U. 1\11 
S'LD-fl•r·r as in figme 1.1 is used to reprPRent. this; each node n.•prese11t.s a goal. 
t.he empt.y goal is represent.ed hy O wit.h the romp11t.ed an:=,wer :=,11hst.it 11t.io11: 
if for a goal there i:=, no resolvent. t.lw11 it is s11rroundPd h,v a hox. 1\ 11 a.rr 
representR one step in the deriva.t.ion and iR marked wit.h t.he ,·aria.nt. ol' IIH' 
clause a.nd the mgu used t.o find t.he reRolvent.. 
1.4 PROLOG 
PROLOG is cert.ainly the most. well-known example of logic program111i11g 
la.nguage. 
The varia.bles are strings of k•t.1.Prs a11d digit.s, lwginniug wit.h a capi-
tal let.ter; fonction and predicatC' symbols arC' strings of lett<'1'8 and digit.:=; 
lwgi1111ing wit.h a lower case lett.Pr. 
In PROLOG progrn111 t.hP hf/111.osl .,wf<dio11 rnlr is 1tsPd \.o fi11d thP rP-
Rolv<'nt. And a PROLOG program i:=, not j11st a. 8<'f. of cln1tRPs hui t.h<'I'<' 
is an order in thC' danses, thC' or<ler j:=, th<' order in the 1<'xt of th<' pro-
gra.m. So t.he SLD-tree is co11s\.rttd aR follow: for a. program P and n goal 
G == ........ A 1, ••• , A11 , t;o find the reRol VP1l1. in PRO LOG WP t.akP t. he nPxt. da1181' 
in .P, C = A ,_ B1, ... , IJ111 , such t.hat AI and 11 unify t.o find t.he l'<-'soh-Pnf. of 




Cl ~·~ ~ _C3 {Xifr{X2/1 ~Y:J/Z} 
+-b(Yi) '-c(Z) 1 ._d(Z) 1 
{l\}111 1zli11 
□ □ 
E { Z /2} 
Figure 1.1: The SLD-t.ree of PU { ,_ a(Z)} 
with P = { Cl : a(X) ,_ b(Y), 
C2 : a(X) ,_ c(X). 
c:3 : a(X) ,_ d(X). 
C·I : b(l). 
CG : c(2). } 
In PHOLOG, negation is clefined as llffj<lifon 08 f<1ifurc, whkh lllPHllS 
t.ha.t. not(G) is "true" if it is not possible to derive G from t.lw progra111. 
PRO LOG programs may cout.a in rul.c: ( ! ) which dynarnically })1'1llll' th,, 
search tree. For example if we have t.he followill?,; prngram: 
P = { Cl : a(X) ._ b(X). 
C2 : a(X) +- c(X). 
C3: b(l). 
C4 : b(X) ,_ e(X). 
C5: c(4). 
C6 : e(2). 
C7 : e(3). 
} 
then the SLD-tree of PU { ,_ <1( X)} is repr!:'sent.ed in fig11rP 1.2. If C3 is 
repla.ced hy the clause C3' : b(l) ,_ !. t.hen SLD-tree is t.he saml' as in fig11r<' 
1.2 except, the sUJToundPd part of the \.rN' is no\. developl'<l. 
PROLOG ha.s also ext.ra-logical predirntes, that have nothing t.o do wi1.h 
logic pl'<lgrarnming. They are mai11l,v lhP 1/0 prPdicates, ail progra1111ni11g 
la.ngua.gP twed them to read a.Jl([ wrilP lilPs, pri11t. 11tPssagl' 011 t.lH• s<T<'Pll. Plr. 
There are also other ext.ra-logiral prediraü•R like assert, retract, bagof. 
1.5 Tennination 
Beca.use of it.s depth-first searrh strategy. PHOLOG sull<c•rs from t.he prohk•111 
tlrnt it rnn fall in the exploration of an inlinite hra11ch alt.hough sol11tio11s 
might he present in some other branches. The undesired consequence is tlmt. 




,_ b(X) ,_ c(X) 
□ ,_ f(X) 
c:3 /•)\ / {X17 
□ □ 
Figure 1.2: The SLD-trPP p1·u1ws h_v "!" 
Example 1.1 To illtt.c:fmlr: this point, Id 11.<1 rnnsider 1hr lm11sifi1 1r do.<1111·, 
problr111. li ronsisis of .findina rwry pofh /,f11l'rr11 t1Po 11mlo1 nf" !JmJ1h, 
TIi<' 1d"lio11 r(a,b) holds i.[T ihrn· is ,111 <tl'<' lwt1t)(<·11 a 011d b, 'l'h<" nloli1111 
tc(a,b) 111rn11.c: that thCl'c cd.c:/s o JHilh /,rfu•n11 a 011<1 b. Lrl J> br th, 11aï1•1 
lo_qic proyram de.fin.in.y the lmn.c:ilil'<' do.<111/'C te for 1hr 1dotio11 r (.qi1•, 11 l,y 
the facls F1 - F4): 
P = { Cl : tc(X,Z) ,_ r(X,Z). 
C:2: tc(X,Z) ,_ r(X,Y), tc(Y,Z). 
FI : r(a,b). 
F2 : r(b,a). 
F;J: r(b,c). 
F4: r(c,d). }. 
In 1hr SLD-trer: of PU{'- fc(a.d)} (srr fiy111·c f.:J) ll1rrc i.<1 ,111 i11.fi11il< 
branrh mu! the only .c:olution i.e: 011 the ri.<Jhl of this i11.fi11ilr dcri11afio11, .~o 
PROLOC: 11cvc1· 1·cachc.c: thai .c:olulion. 
'l'hiH 11on-t.ernii11a.l.ion prohk111 ra11 I)(' solv<•d in t.wo ways: 
• t.ransform the program into a new 0111• t.hat doe8 1101. havP inlinit." 
branclws in it.s sea.rch space; 
• cha.ng(' the int.erprPter, 80 t.hat. il. do<'8 11ot. go into t.11<•' i111inil.P bra11rhPR. 
The t.h('sis take placP in tlw 8eco11d a.pproarh, a dt1pt.h-first. RPa.rch llH'ch-
a11is111 is trned in conjunct.ion with a nqrnliilit._v of prnning. Prnning an SLD-
tree 111eans that a.t. solllC' point. t.hP i11t.PrprPf.Pr iR fo1·n1 d t.o st.op8 it.R sParrh 
t.hro11gh a rPr1.a.in pa.rt. of t.lw l.rP<', t.ypirally an ittlîttit.P hrattch. I•>..-<'r~· 111Pt.hod 
of pruning SLD-t.n•es co11sidNPd so far ha8 hn1 n baRNI 011 Pxrl11di11g 80111<' 
--t.c(a,d) 
1 --r(a,d) 1 --r(a,Y),t.c(Y,d) 
1---r(b,d) 1 
l "'1 
--te( b,d) y~ 





--r( b, Y1 ),t.c( Yi,d) 
1 
T 
--r( cYr. ). te( Y5.d) 
l'l l 
._t,c(d,d) y~ 
l,_r(d,d)l l ... -r(d,);;).1.c();;.d)I 
Figure l.:l: SLD-1:n'P of PU{'- fr(<t,d)} 
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kind of repd.it.ion in the SLD-derivat.io118, IH'rallRP R1trh a. re1wt.it.io11 11i:1lws 
t.he interpreter enter an infinite loop. Tha.t. is why pruni11g SLD-trPPS has 
bN'n ca.lled loop chec/Jng. 
1.6 Plan of the thesis 
Following (BAK 89] and [13 90], in chapter 2 we rernll some rele\'a.nt. as1wrt.s 
of the tht'ory of loop checking, tog{'t.lwr wilh the dP!inilion of lh<> loop rl1Pdrn 
t.ha.t a.rP supported in implPmenta.lion. 
111 ch apt.N :l meta-i nkrpret.crn ni'<' dPRCl'Î lwd i II gPJH:'rn.l. ThPIL t. hP lllP1a-
i 11t.Pq>r<'t.Pr t.hat suppor(.i; loop d1<•rki11!,!; is pr<'S<'lll.<•d. Ev<'r,v part of th" ro111-
puta.t.ion process, deriving new guais as wl'II as loop checki11g. is progrn111111Pd 
explicit.ly in PRO LOG. This mean8 t.hat t.lw program iR slow, h11t. allows t.o 
mensure the time spent on loop cheddng separately from the tinw spent. to 
find the next goa.l. Finally the out.put procluced by the meta-intPqHel.er are 
expla.ined. 
In clrnpter 4 a. more efficient irnplementat.ion is presented: tlw progrn111 
given hy the user is tra.nsformed int.o a. 1ww program that includes luop 
checking ( the program is 1n·c-co111pilrd). 'l'hPn the a.clditional lay<'I' of i11-
trepreta.tion is removecl. Firnt the transfornrnt.ion of progrnm is prPSP1t1.pd 
and the pre-compiler with loop checking is descrihed. The search for applira.-
hle da.uses a.nd unification is clone h,v the underlying PHOLOG s~·st<,111. 1>111. 
the computations performed for t.hP loop d1Pcks arP still <:'xplidt. This in-
equality hetween the efficiency of g<>nerating the next. goal and loop cherking 
makes this implementa.tion Jess suitahle for j11dgi11g the relative rnst. of loop 
checking. Sorne modifications of tlw pn•-rnmpiler are pr<'sentPd to incrPas<' 
the effidency of the transformed progrnrn. 
In cha.pt.er 5 results obtained by t.he implementations presented in chap-
ter 3 and 4 are a.na.lyse t.o comJHll'P 1.lw 1><,,rforrna.HcP of thosP i111pl1•111P11-
tations. Afterwa.rd the loop rh<'cks are compar<'d for 011(' of t.h<' m<'la-
interpreter, to show the relai.ive rnst of thf' different loop checks. Finally 
the question "How costly is loop checking?" is discussed, as somP possihlP 
optimiza.tions of the meta.-interpreter. 
In the a.ppendix, the PROLOG code of the meta-interpreter and thP 




This chapter presents several loop checking nwchanisms fnlly introduced iu 
[BAK 89]. 
The p11 rpose of loop chPrki ng is to pru llP ( stop the sea rrh of) i Il li Il i1P 
branches of the SLD-tree wit.hout. losing a.ny sol ut.ion. Th<> loop d1eck (lrllll<'8 
a brandi when the rnrrent goal i8 "snffident.l,v similar" t.o Olll:' goal 1.hat 
appears previously in t.he derivation. 
Different loop rhecks arises fron1 giving clill1.0 n•nt. meaniugs to thP felïll 
"sufficiently similar". 
The ideal loop check may be charart.1•1'Î7,ed a8 foltow. Firstly. it should 
give all the solutions and prnne every infinite hranch as soon as ptl8sihl<'. 
Furthermore, if there are two branches ii;iving the fmme solution it ouly 
keeps the short.est one. Finally, it sho11ld not denense the efflci('JH'.V of t lw 
interpreter (in time and memory sparP) for programs wit.hout infinite loops. 
Ohviously, such an ideal loop check does not exist and t.his for at. least the 
two following reasons: 
• PROLOG has the full [H)W<'I' of l'('<'t1rsio11 t.lwnr,v a.nd tlH•rdor<' th<' 
termination of PHOLOG progra1118 is underidnhl<'; 
• a loop check necessn.rily keeps so111t• informa.lion a.bout. th<1 pn1 \'io1t8 
goals and compares that with t.hP <'lll'l'Plit. goal, 80 it. llPeds hot.li PX1.rn 
space and time. 
'vVe will only be concerned lwre with loop checks that. art• co111putahl<• 
and inclepenclent. of t.he program. They ,\J'P callecl 8Î111plr foop l'!lfd.·s. Of 
ro11rse simple loop ch<:>cks t.hat. pl'lllH' P\'<'I',\' i11fi11it.e hraurh and du 1101. lrnw 
solnt.io11s exi8t. only for some class<'8 of programs. 
2.1 General considerations about loop checking 
A loop check can he seen as a. function fro111 SLD-t.rees to SLl)-t.rPrn (1mht.r<'P 
of SLD-tree ). transforming an SLD-tree t.o a. subtree of it. thnt con tains it.s 
root. and prefera.hl,v no more t.he inlinit.e hra11d1es. If anode is pruned 1.hP11 
it. is t.reated as if failed: ail it.s clesrenclants are remowd. In t.he loop d1Pclrn 
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used in this t.hesis, the decision that a node is pn111Pd dc-'\Wllds only 011 its 
ancestors in the SLD-tree and no\. on the program. Decanse they are bas<>d 
on exduding some repetit.ion in the SLD-derivat.ion (if the pruned nodP is 
t.he sanw as one of its a.ncest.on;). 
Obviously, we would like the .loop cheeks t.o !ose no solutions. This 
corresponds to the concept of soundness. Different degrees of soundness an' 
defined herea.fter. 
Definition 2.1 (Soundness) 
• A looJJ chccli i8 weakly sound ~ff for c1·r1·y 1n·or11·a111 P """ uoal (,', if 
the SLD-trec of PU { G} co11/<1i11.c: " 8ll<'N8sf11l l,mnch 1Pith 11 ,·01111,11/ul 
0/18WCI' 811b8titution 0 ihcn the p1·1111ul SLD-t1w: of PU { (,'} co11/ai11s 
also a .<:uccc.<:.<:ful bmnch with n ro111puinl <11181l'CI' 8ttbstil11tio11 O' possil,ly 
df[fCl'cnt from 0. 
• A loop clucl,: ù, sound i,/.f foi· e1•r1·y JJl'Ofll'fl1H P and goal C:, if //,1 
SLD-tnx: of PU {G} conlnins a Slff'Nssful lm111ch wi/1, ,, ,·0111JJ1tlfll 
answcr Mtbstitution O thcn the pr1111cd SLD-trcc of PU { (,'} co11/ai11.~ 
a s11cre88f11l bmnch wilh a comp11/ul answc,· .<:ub.<:/itution O' 1•Hif1;i11y 
C:0'::; C:0. 
• Ji loop check is shortening ur for Cl'Cl',l/ /Jl'Of/1'<1111 p 011d yool (,', ,J 
the SLD-fl'ec of PU { G} co11lai11.<: o 8IIC<Y8s/lll lm111ch wilh <1 co111JJ11lul 
answrr s11bsWulio11 0 lhcn lhc pr1111nl Sl,D-lrcc of PU { G} co11loi11s 11 
s11ccr·ssf11! branch, tlwt i8 11ot l011yrr, 1t•ilh a co111p11/rd 1111s11•r1· s11bs/i-
fllfion 0' Vfl'ifying (,'0' :::; (,'0, 
Ano\.h('r desired propert.y or a loop cl1<'ck is that it prnues e\'Pf'.\' inlînitP 
branch. This corresponds to the uotion of completeness. 
Definition 2.2 (Completeness) 
_A loop chcd: i,,, complete ur if /Jl'll/118 ( P<l'.l/ infinitc SLD-dnfralio11. 
Different. loop ehecks will lw pn•spnt.ed in t.his rhapt.(•r. On<' 11nt11ral wny 
of compa.ring them is to test whPther if one d<:,tects a loop t.he ot.h<>r oil<' 
det.ect.s titis loop too. 
Definition 2.3 (Stronger than) 
The loop check L 1 i8 stronger than the loop chcd: L2 • ~lT for c1·c1·y pmyr,1111 
P and goal C:, if lhc SLD-rlo·fo11tio11 G * G1 * · • · is pn111ul l,y L 2 11/ 1hr 
goal (/J,. ihrn il i.e: p1·uncd by L1 11/ ,, goal (,'i with i::; /,-. 
The following results an• \Hoved in [BA K R!)j: 
Proposition 2.1 Let L1 1111d L2 be loop chcd.·s and L1 br s/1·011rJ<I' //,an /,.2 , 
1. If Li is wc11kly sound, ihrn /,2 is 1Nakly so1111d, 
'
1 If L1 is so1111.d, thcn L2 is so1111d. 
l 1 
:J. If L1 is shortcning, thcn L2 is shol'lrni11y. 
4, If L2 is co111plcfe, the11 Li is ,·0111pfrfc. 
In the following sections, the ronnete loop cheelrn implement.Pd will IJ,, 
present.ed. 
2.2 Equality checks 
A first class of loop check, na.111Pd tht• u111a1if.l) chcd,-s, consist.s of 1111dN-
sta.nding "G' is suffidently simila.r to (;'' as "G' is equal to G" in one of I he 
following two wa.ys: 
1. G' = Gr for some retw.min~ r ( G' is a natianf of G) 
2. G' = Ga for senne substitut.ion a (G' is a.11 i11sf<t.11œ of G) 
Tlw inducecl pruning is justified as follow. J\s1,un1e that in the sParrh 
tree tlwre ÎR a. hra.nch wit.h a desr<·'l1<la111 no<IP of(,'; ::;ay G', ''frnlliri<'111ly 
simila.r". Two cases must he considNPd: 
• there exist a. proof for G' so we ran apply it dirertl,v t.o O ( wi1 h so111<• 
modification beca.use G' is no\. exartly G). H is not necessar.v to prov,, 
G'. we ca.n prnne G'; 
• t.hNe is no proof for G', so 1.h<' a.t.t.empt t.o prove G via G' rn111101 
sncceed, so we ca.n prune G'. 
Fina.lly, the first two equality cl1Pcks ( ralled u111a1ify chccb foi· yoals) ar" 
the Equf/1s Fari<t.11f of Goal and the f:qua1s lnst,111N of Gof/l, 
Definition 2.4 Equals Variant of Goal (EVG) 
A dcrfootion 
iB p1·1111cd al the goal Ch, by the Equals Variant of Goal <'f1<d· if/,· is ll1< 
8mallcsf lnwl such that ihHc e:i:Ï8f8 i. 0 ::; i < I,·. and o renaming r s11,·I, 
that Ch. = C:;r. 
Definition 2.5 Equals Instance of Goal (EIG) 
A dcril'afion 
i.s p1·1111ul ai the goal Ch by the Eqtmls Variant of Goal chc<'f.· if I.: is thr 
smaflcsf fcvcl such that thf'l'c e;1·isfs i, 0::; i < li, and thcrc is o substitut.ion 
a s11ch tlrnt G,.. = Gw. 
The following proposition is provPcl in [BA K 89]. 
l2 
Proposition 2.2 The /1,'q11als l'a1·ia11f of (,'oal "11d Eq110/.c; Jn,qfa11cr of (,'oals 
loop r.hccl.·.c1 arc wcaH.11 soun.d. 
Let. G; and c;,.. (i ~ /,:) be two goals of a <krivat.ion with G;r = c:,. .. To 
be sound an equality check must only prnne (h if the SLD-tree pruned at. 
(h, gives the same solution as the unprnned SLD-tree. This is the case if 
GuB1 · · · B;r = C,',..B, · · . o,. . . 
The construction Go01 ··•Bi ,_ C'i is called a 1·c.rnlto11f and G0 (/i · · · 0; i:;; th(' 
1'<'8Ulfanf hnul. 
Here a.re the two new loop clwcks wi\.h this addit.ional rnu<iil ion ( ('all<-d 
rquo/ity r/ur/,:.c; for rc81diant8). 
Definit.iou 2.6 equnls Vnrinut. of H.esult.nut (EVR) 
;l dCl'il'ation 
is J)l'UHcd af the goal G1, by the Equals Variant of Resultant. chrd, 1f /,· 
is the smallcsf lcvrl s11ch that thcrr r·;l'ists i: 0 ~ i < li. "nd a renaming r 
such ihat (h. = G;r and GuB1 · · ,0,.. = GoB1 · · ·0;r. 
Definition 2. 7 Equals Instance of Resultant (EIR) 
A du·i11alio11 
Ï8 p1·11ncd af the goal Ch b.11 the Equals Instance of Resultant ch,ck 1J /,· 
is the 8mallu:i lcwl such tll(/f thrrr r.risf i: 0 ~ i < /.:. and a substitution 
a 81tr.h th"t G,.. = G;a and G0 01 · · ,0,.. = G0 01 · · -0;a. 
The following resnlts are provl'd in [BAK ~!J]. 
Proposition 2.3 The Equa/8 ,·a,.ia11i of Rr.c:11/fani and Equals /n.<1ta11<Y of 
Rcsultani loop chccb arc 8ho1·tcnin9. 
The equality checks are not complet.e for all funclion-fr(c programs ( pro-
gra.ms wit.hont. function symbols). As an exarnple considN t.hp prngra111 P 
={a,_ a,s.}. The SLD-tree of PU{,_ a} is 
,_ a 
,_ a,s,s 
'l'hP l'<ptalit.,v rhPrks do 1101. J>l'IIII<' it. hPl'llllRP th<' 1,j7,p of' th" ~oal Îtt<'l'<':IRPR, 
Ro thNe are never t.wo "pqua.l'' goals. The prohl.-111 ÎR t.ha.t. t.here iR att i11Ji11ity 
of s at.oms prod1trPd and l h<'y ar0 llf'VPI' RPIPr!Pd. 
A dass of programs where this never happens can he poin1.ed 0111.: t.h,, 
rt•st.l'ict.ed progra.111R. 
Definition 2.8 Restricted program 
l,f'f P br a pmgram. A rlausr ,\0 .,_ ,,\1, ... , A 11 ( 11 ~ 0) i.e; rallrd re-
stricted w.r.t. P if there is 110 rrc111•.c;i1•c (direct 01· i11<lfrcri} rail fo 1'0 in 
A1, ... , A 11 _1, The only (l/0111 lhaf ca11 lw a rcc1tr8ii•c coll is 1\ 11 • 
A pro!Jram P i.e, callf<l restricted if rwry clause in P i.<1 1·rsfriclrd 11'.1·.f. 
P. 
The following results are proved in [BAK 89). 
Proposition 2.4 
The u111alify chcck8 are complcte for fu11cfio11-frf<' 1·cstrù·tul 1n·oym111s. 
Proposition 2.5 
1. rq1t(l./.<1 i11 .. <ifant of !JO(ll Î8 .<1( 1·011un· f ha II r·q1u1/s 1•ari(/ ni of yoal: 
:2. cqua/8 11ariant of aoal is .stmngu thon cqurtls l'(ll'iont of 1·cs1tltr111/: 
:J. cq11als in8tant of yoal is .stronycr than cqua/8 instant of ron1lla11f: 
4, cqua/8 i ll8t ant. of 1·csulf a nt Î8 st rongu I han rq1t(l/,5 nm·ian f of /'CS1t/l a 11 I: 
Example 2.1 To illustmfc the <li.f.Tnn1cc lwfw<rn the cq11alify chcrl.·s foi· 
goa/8 and fol' re.sultants, !fi 118 co11side1· the following p1·ogr,1111: 
P ={ Cl : a(Y) -- b(Y). 
C2 : a(l) +- a(l). 
C."J : b(2) -- a(Y), 
C4 : b(3). } . 
The SLD-tree of PU{-- a(X)} i8 8ho1P11 ù1 the .fiy111·c .'!.1. ln lhi8 ln<:. lh<" 
nodo:: (Il'(-' not the goa/8 but the l'E'8ttlta11i8 fo 8how 1hr dzlTE'l'rn.rr brltPffll loop 
check8 for goa/,c; and fo1· rcs11ltrmfs. The placr· 1PhC1'r· a loop d1ccl.: pr1111rs i.<1 
111arh·d by a line label by 1hr 1w111c of the loop check. 
Thr cquality chcd\<i for goafo al'f wraldy 801111.d 80 thr:y JJl'lll!C foo rndy 
for .fiwli11y the sol11tio11 {X/2}. 
2.3 Subsu1nption checks 
ln the suhsumption checks the relation "G' is sufüciently similar to (,'" is 
undersl:ood as G is induded in G', modulo a rPnaming or a sttlmtit.nl.ion. 
Similar t.o the equality checks, W<:' consider four subsumption dwcks: two 
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Fignre 2.1: SLD-t.ree of PU {-- a(X)} 
Deflnition 2.9 Goal inclusion 
For two goa/8 G1 and C-:2~ G1 Ç G2 if ail the rlemrnts of the rqn·esrn/alion 
of G1 08 a li8t occw· in the samc ordu in the list rcp,·csrntolion of G2 • no/ 
necf1:1.<:ary in adjacent po8ilio111:1. 
For example (a,c) Ç (a,b,c), h11t. (c,a) <f.: (a,b,c). llN<' 011l,v tlH' list. 
representation of goa.l is usPcl. In [ Il A K 89] t.he m11 lt.iset l'('presc•1\1a t.ion of' 
goal is a.lso used, the distinction between lists and mttlt.iset.s plays also a roi" 
for t.he equa.lit.y checks. If Wl' use t.he tnultisc•t represl'Jll.ation or goals 1l1P11 
(c,a) Ç (a,b,c). 
Deflnition 2.10 Subsumes Variant of Goal (SVG) 
A deriuation 
is 1n·u11nl al the goal C:k· by the Subsumes Variant of Goal chcd· UT k 
is the 8malh.<:/ lcvel such ihal /hue e;ds/8 i: 0 :S: i < f.: and a renaming r 
.-iurh th<1t Gk· ::2 G;r. 
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De-finition 2.11 Subsumes Instance of Goal (SIG) 
A deri11alio11 
Uu ⇒ c.•,,01 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒c;,lh. (,'~. ⇒ · · · ⇒c\,.Oi. G\. ⇒ · · · 
i8 pruned at the goal G'k, by the Subsumes Instance of Goal chccl.· i.lf /,· 
i8 the .c;mallcst lcvd 8itch tlwt th.ac c:ri8t8 i : 0 :S i < /,: and a substitution 
cr 81tch that (h, 2 Gia. 
De-finition 2.12 Subsumes Variant of Resultant (SVR) 
A du·foation 
i8 JJl'll/1.('([ at the yoal (h b,l/ the Subsumes Variant of Resultant c/11 d,· ur 
k i8 the 8111a/lc<1f level 81tch ilwl I /,r I'( r ;l'Ïs/.<1 i : 0 :S i < /.: and a renaming 
T 811rh that (h 2 C:;T and C:001 · · · 0~. = Go01 · · · 0;T. 
De-finition 2.13 Subsumes Instance of Resultant (SIR) 
A dCl'i1 1atio11 
Î8 1n·unul ai the goal Ch by the Subsumes Instance of Resultant rhrd: iJT 
/.: i.e; the 8mollcst lct1el 81tch that thc1·c ea·i8f i : 0 :S i < /,: and o substitution 
cr 81tch that Ch 2 G iCT a,ul C:001 · · · 0k = Gu01 · · · 0;a. 
The following results are proved in [BAK 89]. 
Proposition 2.6 
1. 81tiJ811111C8 variant of goal, 81tbs11mcs in8fancc of goal ore tProl.:/y M1111d; 
2. 8UIJ,q11111.c8 variant of rrs11lta11t. ,q11/Js11mcs instanrc of 1•c,q11/la11/ Off slw1·f-
e11i11g. 
Proposition 2. 7 
1. 8ttb811111es i118tant of yoal i8 8fronyer !han s1tb811111r8 variant of yoa/: 
:2. 81tb.<111111f8 varia11 t of goal Î8 8( l'ollfJCI' 1 ha II subsu 111e8 ua ria 11/ of rr sul-
ta 11/; 
;J, 8llb8ume8 Ù18lant of goal i8 8t1'011fJf'I' !han sulJ.<mmcs i118l<111/ of rr.c;11/ta11/: 
,1. sub.<111111c8 i118tant of 1·es1tlto11/ is 8tro11r1cr thon 811bs11111r8 1•ariont of ff-
su.ltant; 





.- a(X1 ),s(X1 ,Xu),b(Xo) 
1 
+- a(X2),s(X2,X1),s(X1 ,Xo),b(Xo) 
1 
,_ a(X,,.),s(X1,,X1,_1 ), ... ,s(X1,Xo),b(Xu) 
1 
Figure 2.2: SLD-tree of PU { ,_ a(Xu),b(Xu)} 
Corollary 2.1 Ali the 8Ubsu111plio11 chrcb aff complr:ir for f1111<'1io11-fl'u 
1·c.c;friclcd progl'am.s. 
Subsumption checks a.re stronger than t.he corresponding equali1,v rlwrks. 
soit couic! be possible to find othN c\assps of programs foi· whkh s11hs11111p-
t.ion cheeks a.re rnmplete. 'l'o sngg<'sl. what can lw t.heRe diffPl'<'III. class<'s k-t. 
11s analyse the following program P = { a(X) ,_ a(Y),s(Y,X)} wi1 h l'PRpecl. l.o 
the query ,_ a(X0 ),b(X0 ). The SLD-trN' of PU { ,_ a(X0 ),b(X0 )} is displa.,·<'d 
in thP figure 2.2. 
It cont.a.ins an infinite bran ch that iR not pru ned h,v an,v of t.he s11 hsn 111 p-
t.ion clt<><'ks. As far as the Rttl>8t1lllption cherlrn for goals are concerJH'<I. otw 
has t.o fi11d a renaming or a snhstit.ut.iun r snch t.hat. for one i : 0 ~ i < /,· 
a(X1,.),s(X1,,Xk·- t ), ••• ,s(X1 ,Xo),b(Xo) 
=:> 
(a(X;),s(X;,X;-1), ... ,s(X1,Xu),b(Xu)) r 
This a.mount.s to finding a. r such t.hat. X0 r =X0 , •.• ,X;r == X; and X;r =Xk·• 
which is impossible beca.use there Pxist.s 110 r such that X;r = X; and X;r = 
x,... The resultant checks a.re weaker so we obtain the same rf's11lt.. 
vVhy is this deriva.tion not pruned'? Ifs a combina.tion of three proble1m;: 
1. a new variable is int.rodnced by tlH' "n•cmsive'' literai a(Y): 
2. t.hPre is a. relation bet.ween the HE:'\\' rnriahll' Y a.nd tlw old va.rialil<, X 
(via. t.he lit.era.l s(Y,X)); 
:}. 1.IH' n•cnrsive literai a(Y) is sp\eded lwforp t.he ot.her OIIP b(X0 ). 
Th<' last. problem is avoided h,v the use of rPst.rirted progrn111R. W<' ra11 
ddine t.wo new classes of progra.rns t.\mt. a.\'oid t.he ot.h('r t.wo prohle111s. 
li 
Definition 2.14 nvi program 
11 dausr· (.' is non-variable int.roducing (nvi) i.lT Cl'fl'.lJ 11m•iabfr fhai ap-
JJC<l1'8 in lhc bod.l) of C of..w ll)JJJ<m·s in the hrnd of C. 11 JJl'Of/1'0111. P is nvi 
(ff r1iel'y clause in P i8 nvi. 
Definition 2.15 svo program 
A clausf C has the single variable occurrence (svo) JJl'OJJITfy i.l.T in the 
body of C, no 11a1'iable occurs more //,1111 oncr. A JJ1·oyn1111 P ù; svo ilT cw,·y 
c/011.'le in P i8 svo. 
Cleady nvi programs a.void t.h<' first prohlem and svo programs avoid 1hP 
second one. Th<' following results are proved in [BAK R9]. 
Proposition 2.8 Su(ummplion rhcrks 111·r romplcle fol' f1111rtio11-ffff 111·1 
1111d sl'o 1n·or1rams. 
Example 2.2 To ilht.~imic wherc //if di.ffrrcnl loop ,,!,cd: p1·1111r. Ir! 11.c: c1111-
,c;irfrr I hc folf owing p1·oy1·a m P 
P = { Cl : a(X) ,,_ a(l), b(X). 
C.'2 : a(l). 
C:J : b(X) ,_ c(X), b(Y). 
C4 : b(O). 
C5: c(O). }. 
The Sl,D-frf'f of PU { ,_ a(Z)} i,c; sho11•n in fiyurc :J.;J. Thr cq1111lity ,·hr<'h 
do nof 1n·1111e the left branch bccausr P is nol a l'fst1•1:ctnl 1n·oy1·,1111. Thi8 i.e: 
onl.v the ca8c foi· the 8td,s11111ption checks 8i11cc llwy arr co111JJ!cfr for .c:ro 
JJ1'0,fjl'm11 and P is 011c r~f !hem. 
The fi.1•,5f loop chcc/.: llwt p1·1111c,c;, 11111011r1 the loop chrd:.ci u•c h111•c sfu<fi,tf. 
Î8 the SIG cher!.· bcca118r a(l),b(Z) 2 a(Z)r foi· the 811b,,;/it11lio11 r = {Z/1}. 
The 11c;rt 1n·uniny loop chrc/,: is the STU chrd· ll1<1/ p1·111H8 111 t 1110 pf"''' .i;: 
on onr h"nd bccm18c a(l),b(l),b(Z) 2 (a(l),b(Z))r /01· the rr·11<1111Î11.<J T = r 
and on thc othe1· lwnd bcca118c c(Z),b(Y2 ) 2 b(Z)r foi· 1hr l'f 11r1111i11y T = 
{Z/Y2, 12/Z}. Finally the .ci11b811mplio11 check,;; fo1· 1·es1,lt,111f8 JJl'IIH<: <1/ Iwo 
di,[T<'1'cnt place,,;; thc fol'm<'1' one a(l),b(l),b(Z) 2 (a{l),b(Z))r and a(Z) == a(Z)r 
fol' T = c and the othe,· onr bu·au8c c(Y2),b(Y~~) 2 b{Y2)r and a(O) = a(O) T 
foi· T = {l'.2/l'.1}, 
2.4 Triangular loop checks 
The equality and subsumption checks compare every goal wit.h evPr.v pn•-
vious goaL The nnmher of goal compa.risons perfornwd is t.hus q11adrat.ic 
in the 11111nlwr of goals genernted. For a finite SLD-derivat:ion ]) , if I Dl is 
the length of the derivation D, then the equality and subsumpt.io11 d1<•eks 
perform ½ !Dl( IDI - 1) goal comparisons. 
To improve the efficiency of loop chC'cks, it is necl:'ssary to decreasP 1 lw 
nnmher of performed comparisons. ln this section \.wo loop d1Pcks 11<:-ri\'!•d 
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Figure 2.:3: SLD-treP of PU { ,__ a(Z)} 
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rda.l.ion "is ::;uffick11Uy Hi111ila.r" is 1101. dia11p;Pd l>ttl. t.h<• loop rhPrks dill'l•r i11 
where the compa.risons are perfon11ed: givP11 an infinite 1wt of na.\.ura.l 11u111-
bers S, two goals (~'i and (h are rnm1rnrPd if i < /, and /,· E S ( resperli\'e)y 
i, li E S). 
Definition 2.16 single selected 
A single selected loop checl..i S only compa re.c: two goals G;, G 1, ( 0 s; i < li) 
if li E S. 
Definition 2.17 double selected 
A double selected loop checl..i for S 011/y compare.<: two yoaf,,; G;, G1, (0 ~ 
i < /.:) if i, li E S. 
Note tlrnt by ta.king S as the sPt of 11at.11ral nnmlwr N, 1.lw si11gl<' and 
double sPlPrt.ed loop checks bernllll' fu/1-eomJHll'Îson loop rherki, (t.h<, Oil<' W<' 
ltacl before ). 
Obvionsly, the number of rnmpa.risons deJH'l1<ls on tli<> set. S. ln [JJ!)Oj il 
is shown for t.lw double selected loop checks tlw.\. if S == {½i(i + l)li E .N} 
then the number of comparisons is linear in the 11umlwr of goals developP(I. 
N urnbers of the form ½ i( i + l) are t1su ally called I rio11r111lw· 1u1 m lwrs. th is 
is why select.ed loop checks with S = {½i(i+ l)li EN} are rnllPd lria11f111lm· 
loop chëCI.'..~. 
The following soundness and complet.t•m•ss result.s are also provPd in 
[IJ 90]. 
Proposition 2.9 Foi· a .fia:cd loop <'llff'I.·: 
1. full compa,·i.son is sil'OllfJ<'I' /han sinyle sr/cc/Hl: 
2. 8inulc selected is stmnyer thon do11ble sdected. 
So we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2 
1. The single and <loublc selcclcd cq11alily ond subsu111plio11 chcckc: lJ<t8«/ 
011 r;oal.c: arc wrnkly so1111d. 
2. The sinulc and double sclrricd cq11alil,11 and 8ulm1111p/.ion chffks lJ<tsrd 
011 l'fsullants are 8hortc11i11y. 
Proposition 2.10 
1. The sinr,lc and double scfrcfcd r,1110/ily chcc/.-.c; m·c compldc for f1111dio11-
frcc rcstrictcd prog1·a1118. 
2. Th<' single and double sclcctul s11bs11111plion r•hffk8 arc con1plrfr /01· 
funrlion-frce 1·cst1'icted z11·or11·ams . 
.J. The ûnglc and double sdccled 811bs11111plion check~ m·e co111plcfc foi· 
fu 11dion-f1·ee nvi 1n·ogra 111.c;. 
,f. Thc single and double sclrdul .c;11/,.c;11111plion chrrk8 arr eompl< k /01· 




This clrnptN presents a meta.-interpret.Pr eq11iped wit.h loop cherking nwch-
a.nisms for logic programs. 
The loop checks are first.1y impkme1it.ed in a mPta.-interprP(PI' lwra11s<' 
it is the easiest way to build a lll'W PHOLOG int.erprPt.er without. ha.vi11g 
to writ.e a hnge program. Tlw ohjt,ct.ive of t.his 111et.a-i11t.erpl'('I.N is 1101 lo 
ha.ve an efficient implementat.ion of t.hP loop chPcks bnt. rat.lier t.o ena.hk, 1 hP 
pra.ctical comparison of the different loop checks. 
ThiR chapter is strnchtrPd a.R follows. GenNal 11wl.a-i11I.PrprPl.t-rn <>111-
bodying no loop checking are prese11t.ed in sert.ion :3.1 and some exa.n,plP of 
simple meta-interpreters are giveu in s,~dion :J.2. In sert.ion :J.:J, the meta-
interpret.er that implement the loop checkR present.ed in cha.pl.t•r '2 iR dP-
scribed. Finally in section :JA, the results ohtaiued by tlw mPt.a-intPrpret.N 
are discused. 
3.1 Introduction 
Followiug [S 88], we define m"'ta-interpreters as followR. 
Definition 3.1 Meta-interpreter 
A meta-interpreter i8 <111 i11fr:Tprclc,· foi· (a suli8cl of) " la11u11<1yc ll'rilf< n 
in the lanuuagc füielf. 
So meta.-interpreterR treat other prngram as data. 
1'11 only consicler here meta-int.erpreters for PHOLOG. lu PHOLOC llw 
ria.uses of a. program are represp11(('d as PHOLO(~ tNms and f hPI'<:' exi::;ls 
severnl "non-first order predirnte8" t.o read or moclif,v them. Therpfon, PHO-
LOG does not ma.ke difference bet.ween program and data. llerp tliis facilit,v 
is usecl. The meta-interpreter is just acl<kd lo t.he prograrn and it l'Pad th" 
program clauRes when it needs them. Other solutions are possible, b11f. f h"ll 
the progra.m must be store in a. file ( or a data.base) and tlw ace<:'8S t.o pro-
gram da.uses must. be explicitly progrnmmed in the 111et.a.-interpret.P1\ whidt 
is less efficient and needs more prograrnmiug efforts. 
Differences between meta-int.erpret.ers can be charncterized in f.en11s of 
t.heir y1·a1111farity, tha.t is the parts of tlw computation t.ha.t, iR ma.de explidlly 
by the nwta.-interpreter. 
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The coarsest grnnula.rity is just to kt PflOLOG do cv<'l'ything: t.\w go:-d 




where call(Goal) is a PROLOG JUl'l:a-logirnl prt•<lirntl' t.hat i:;olw.• t.he goal Goal. 
On the oth<'I' hand the finest granula.rit.y iR oht:ainecl hy t.he 111<:,ta.-intPrprP-
tl't' doing everything: it ehooRes the a.tom to he RolvP<I, th<' c\a11se to lw usNI. 
makes the unification, ha.ndles baektrncking .... The advantage of a finer 
grannlarity is t.hat the meta-inü1 rprPIP1" cout.rois morp ( for ('Xa111pl(' it. rnn 
use an ocntr rherk in the unifirat.io11) h11t. of" co11rse R11rh a meta-in1.Npr<'1N 
is Rlower, neeclR nwre memory space and reqnires m11d1 more programmi11g 
effort. 
In the l'('mainder of this sert.ion diff<'n'nt. Rimple meta-inl('l"JlH't.Prn arP 
expla.ined, t.hese meta.-int.erpret<'rs rnn not handk, f11ll PHOLOG: R_vstPllt 
preclica.t.es a.nd ! a.re not treat.ed correetly. 
The "vanilla." met.a.-interpretPr j11st sPlect.s t.ll<' ( left.most) lit.na! to lw 







Figure :3.1: The "vanilla." met.a-int.Npn,,t<'I" 
To und<'l'sta.nd the "va.nilla" intPrpr<'tPr, we have to explain t.lw PHO-
T,()(; predicate clause. clause(A, Body). where Ais a. non-va.riahle t.erm. sParrh 
for a. da.use whose hea.d matches A. The h<:'ad and bod,v of t.hose rla.11seR arP 
unified with A a.nd Body respectivl'ly. If the da.use re<lncPs to a fact. t he11 
Body is the atom true, otherwise Body reprPsents the hody as a fonction wit h 
t.wo argumeht ( "first litera.!" and "remaillliPr of the body") and t.he in rtxed 
fnndor ",". 
Decla.ra.tively, the meta.-interpreter ads as follows. 'J'hl' a.tom fr11r iR 1.rn<' 
( first cl a.use). The conjunct.ion (A,B) is trne if Ais true and Bis 1.ntP ( S('rn11<l 
da.lis('). A goal A is true if tlwre is a. cla.nsp A ,__ Body in the int.1•rprPt-Pd 
progra.m s11rh that Body is truP ( t.hird rla.11Re ). 
lier<' is the prorNlnral rea.ding of t.he vanilla. 111eta-i11t.Npr<'I.N. l11 t hP 
lirst. cla11st', t.ltP ('Ill pt.y goal, l'l'!)l"PSPJitPd by t. hP a tom / 1·11,·. is sol n,d. 'l'hP 
next danse concems goa.ls wit.h mon• t.han Oil(' litNalR, t.o RolvP a ro11j1111dinn 
(A,B). solve A and lhcn solve B. Th<:' goal reduction is coven,d hy tlw final 
clans(', To salve a. goal, choose a da.use from t.lw program whose h('ad u11ili1'R 









append_body_to_goal((A,B), Goal, [AIB_Goal]) :-
!, 
append_body_to_goal(B, Goal. B_Goal). 
append_body_to_goal(B, Goal, [B]). 
Figme :3.2: Meta.-interpreter t.hat. keeps the entire goal to he soJvpd as a !ifü. 
Tlw JHoredural readiug is 11eeessa.r.v to shO\v that, t.he vanilla Jll('t.a-
int.erpreter reflects PROLOG's ehoi<'<'s of implenwnt.ing the a.hst.rnrt eo111p11-
ta.tion mode} of logic programming. The kftmost sdection rnle is g11arn11t.ied 
hy the second da.use, the left.most goal in the ronjunction is solwd lirst. 
The sequentia.l search and hacktrneki11g eonws from PHOLOG'.c; lwliaviour 
in satisfying the procedure clause. 
This meta.-interpreter doPs not. ke<>p <•xpliritly the eut ire goal to IH' 
solv<•<I. So wh<'ll W<' need it ( W<' ll<'<'d it. for t.hP loop rhPrld11g! ), "'" hav<' 
t.o maintain a list, with Uw goal. 'l'ile rnd<' of s11rh II llH-•la-i11t.nprdN is 
given i11 ligure :3,2. 
ThE' rentra! part of th is met.a-in t.Np l'<'ff'l' i.e; t.h<' JHOr<'d llrP 
append_body_to_goal(Body, Goal, NewGoal) 
wlwrP NewGoal is Body tra11sformPd int.o a lis\. appeud t.o Goal: 
if Body = true 
then 
NewGoal = Goal 
otherwise { Body = (JJ1, (JJ2, ( ... (fl111 _1, JJ, 11 ) ... ) ) ) m '2. 1} 
NewGoal = [B1, ... , Bm!Goal] 
The first danse is used if the daus<> was a fact. ( the body i.e; reprPS<'ll t.ed 
by the a.tom fr11e), then the list. of hod~· litPral.c; is the empty list.. so NewGoal 
= Goal and it is the only solution. 'fhe eut(!) prPve1ll. to IISP t.lH' t.hird rla11sP 
that gives the wrong result: [trucjGoal]. 
The second clause is 11sed if the body has more than one lit.ernl. t.hf'n thP 
lirst Oil(' is the hf'ad of t.he tist and the tail of the li.c;t is t.lw re11mi11d1•r of 
the body, which is trnnsformed in a. list. is appetHI t.o Goal, this is doue by a 
recursivf' ca.ll to append_body_to_goal. 'J'he ! is also t.lwre t.o avoid t.h<> IIR<' of 
third clause, if the body has a.t least two lilPrals. If the t.hird cla11.c;e is 11.c;Pd 
wit.h Body= (A,B) then t.11<> result is [(A,B)!Goal] and not. [A,BIGoal]. 
The third clause is used if the body cont.ai11s only one literai, 1.hen New-
Goal is the list with this literai as first elPnwnt. followed hy Goal. 
Now for the solve procedure il.self, t.he first danse is nsed if the goal t.o 
salve is empty, then the goal is solved. Ot.herwise we take the first. element of 
t.he goal ( hE'rnnse P HO LOG uses th<' IPft.mosl, ru!Ps select ion). and l'<'pl,H'P it. 
by its body. which is done by append_body_to_goal. Agnin the mgu is appliPd 
implicitly. Finally the new goal, NewGoal, is solved. The sequent.ial Sl'arrh 
a.nd ba.ckt.racking comes from PROLOG's beha.vionr in sat.isfying pron•d11r<0 
clause. 
3.2 Adding functionality to 1neta-interpreters 
'l'h<' 11H•l.a-i11l.<'qHel.Prs pr<'s<'lllPd 1111til now jusl. PX<'rtll.P logir progra111s and 
no\. 111orP. B11t it: is possible to add snnw si<k pf(°pct.s. for Pxan1pl(l t.rnring 
(print.ing each goal on t.he screen), producing the proof t.rPe. stopping t.)11, 
1·esea.1Th a.fi.Pr D dPriva.t.ion:;;, ... 
llerP is a mpta.-i11teq>r<•l.<'I' t.hat. stops IIH' S('arrh if t.h<' proof dPpth is 








Dl is D-1, 
solve(Body,Dl). 
It is ha.Red on the vanilla. meta.-interpret.er. At. ea.ch dNivalio11 RI.Pp (i11 
the third da.usP) t.he numlwr of !IPrivationR )pft. is dPcrPnsed hy one and t hP 
:;;ea.rrh stop when il. rea.ch O. 
Here is a.nother interpret.er t.hat ~ives the number of derivation Rleps 






solve( A, D) :-
clause( A, Body), 
solve(Body, Dl), 
Dis Dl+ 1. 
The 1wxt interpreter ca.n handle the system predicales (i-9, <, >. == ••.. ) 
[SS 8G]. For t.hat purpos<' we add n. Ill'\\' clause t.ha.t. din•rt.ly cal!R PHOLO(: 
to :;;olvl' thl's<.' prediraü.'s. 
solve(true). 
solve((A,B)) :-






And we have to dedare all the system predirntes as 
syst( clause(A, B)). 
syst(X=Y). 
syst(X is Y). 
syst(X < Y). 
Almost ail meta.-interpret.ers are hnsecl on t.lw "vanilla.''-intPJïHelPr or t.lw 
meta.-int.erpreter with goal represPnted as a list with sorne lit.t•rals addt•tl. 
parnnwtPrs and/or danses to oht.ain th<' dPsirPd f1111ct.io1rnlit.y. 
3.3 The 1neta-interpreter with loop checks 
In t.his section a. meta.-intt>qneter that. perfornrn luop checkinµ; is pres<>1d.P<l. 
First t.he information needcd t.o perform loop cht'rking and t.lw rhoÎC<'l'l 111ad" 
for thei1· representa.tion are explnined. and t.hen the met.a-int.erpr<>t.er a.nd tlw 
loop checking procedure are described. Finally, modifications are presP11t.Pd 
t.o make possible sorne prediction ahont mort> efficiPnt. intPrpret.Prs with loop 
check. 
3.3.1 The implementation choices 
The implementat.iou of loop checks dPsnihed in chapt.er 2 requires at lt>ast 
the memorization of the list of previous goals and the current. goal. Loop 
checks for n'sultants also need the list of the previous resultant ll<:'ads and 
the cnrrent result.a.nt head. Single and double select.ed loop checks twPd th,, 
current depth in the SLD-t.ree. 
So our starting point is the meta-intt,rprl't.Pr t.hat Pxplirit.ly re(HPSP11ts 
the curr0nt. goa.l as a. list. It heps t.wo ot.lwr lists, onP with the previo11s 
goals and the other one with the previous resulta.nt hea<ls. ln this 111Pt.a-
interpreter, the mgu found by the unification between t.ht' first. lit.Na! of 
the goa.l and the head of the da.use is 11ot given explicit.ly, but. fou11d b~· 
the underlying PROLOG interpreter, and hencP appliPd evpr_vwhere. B11t 
here this substitution must not. be applied to the list. of pn•vio11s goals, 
but. must only be applied to thP eurrP11t µ;oal and 11sPd t.o ro111p11\P th" 
new resultant. llence the unification must be made lc'Xplicit.ly hy t.lw 111Pt a-
interpreter and the mgu must lw memorised. An additional advantagP of 
ma.king the unification in the mPta-interpr<:'t.Pr is that. it a.llows us t.o opt. for 
a sound nnifica.tion procedure (with ocrm check). 
2-5 
Another prohlem in the previons meta-interpreters is tha.t they do not. 
nrnke a. difference hetween variables of the i11terpreted progrnrn ( 0/1,ircf-1,a,·io-
/Jlcs) and va.riahles of the meta-int.Prprc>te1· ( rn.11<:'d mcta-1,arialJlr.c:: lwrn11se 
they rnn be instantiated to a goal). To prevent this problem, the object-
variables are repla.ced hy new constants st.a.rting with the cha.rncter "$" ( a 
variable A hecome a constant $,l ). 
A binding is representl'd by a f1111rl.io11 with r11 as funct.or and two nrg;11-
ments, the first one is the name of t.11(' variabk and t.he sern11d 011P is th<' 
term hound t.o that variablP and a. sHbst.it.nt.ion is reprPse11ted as a list of 
hindings, {:i:i/l.1, ... , :i:n/tn} becomes [rq(:r1, f.1 ), ... , cq(:rn, i 11 )]. 
3.3.2 The meta-interpreter 
ThP user a.dds his program to the meta-i11terpretN and presPnls a goal of 
the fonu ;.-solvel(Goal.Check) to it. (the prograrn must; not. IISP prediraü•s 
defined hy the meta-interpreter). The parameter Check sperifiPs tlw kind 
of loop check that is to he used. The availahle va.Ines are 11011 ( no loop 
check and does not keep the lists of goals and result.a11t. liea<ls, 0111,v t.ht> 
usual int.erpretation), empt.y (no loop check but updat.Ps the lists of goals 
and resultant heads), for the full comparison ct'ff, ciy, c111-. cir. 8PfJ, siy. snr. 
si,· and for their single triangular (***,si) and double triangu\a.r (***.tli) 
variant.. Goal is the goal to lw solvPd (t.hP l'Oot or the SLI>-tre<') whN<' 
variables are represented hy a si.ring start.ing wit.h "$". 
The procedure solvel initializ('S th<' cou 11 t.Prs us('d for tlw sta t.ist.irs. ca Ils 
the meta-interpretPr itsPlf (with ail the parnmet.ers) and prints t.111• valttP of 
the cotrntPrs and thP derivatio11 aft.pr it. linds a rmlution. ThP rnuntNs nr<• 
used to compare the nmnher of unifications and rna.tchings mac!,, t.o lind t.hP 
solution and those made by the loop check. The meta-interprPter stops and 
gives the value of the cou nt.ers :wd th<> rnrrPnt. hranch of t.hP SLD-t.r<•<> wlH'll 
it fi.nds a solution, when it prHnes a branch and when it. arriws al. a goal 
tha.t fails. 
The main prncedure of t.he n1el.a-i11terpreter iH 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth, 1, FI, Derivation). 
It has eight input pa.rameters and one out.put paranwter. '''heu the dPriva-
tion 
Oo *c1,o, · · · ⇒ G1.--1 ⇒ c~-.ok G,.. 
ha.s been construeted, these para111et.Pr8 ha\·e th<' following 111ea11i11g. 
Input. parameters for the construction of the (kri\'a.t.ion: 
Goal (h- (also 11sed for loop checking): 
Substitution 01 · · • 01, .• rest.rict.ed to the variahki, of G0 ; 
LastVar the n11111her of variahlPs 11s,,d 
(needed for standanlization apart). 
Input parameters for loop checking: 
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solve(Check, 0, -, -, -, _, _, _, -, -, [true)) :- /* success * / 
{ prints the corn puted answer substitution and the length of the derivation}. 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, listGoal, listResult, 
LastVar, Depth, 1, FI, Derivation) :-
check(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, 
NewlistGoal, NewlistResult), 
! , /*no loop has been detected * / 
find_new_goaLresultant( Goal, Resultant, Substitution, LastVar, 
NewGoal, NewResultant, NelJl!Substitution, NewlastVar), 
( NewGoal = [falsel-J - > 
). 
/* the current goal has no resolvent * / 
Derivation = [false], 
{ prints the length of the derivation} 
/* the current goal has a resolvent * / 
update_depth(Depth, 1, FI, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI), 
Derivation = (NewGoaljNewDerivation], 
solve(Check, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewlistGoal, 
NewlistResult, NewlastVar, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI, NewDerivation) 
solve(Check, Goal, _, -, -, -, -, -, [prune]) :-
{prints the length of the derivation}. 
/* a loop : prune * / 
Figure :3,:3: The solve pron~dnre 
Check is t.he loop check that is nsed: 
Resultant is Gu01 · · · 0k.; 
ListGoal is [Ch-1,,,,,Gu]1: 
Depth is h:; 
FI= ½IU + 1) and ½U + l)J < Drplh s; ½IU + l). 
Output (provided that a. fini te derirntion is p;enern.ted ): 
Derivation: ( C\.+ 1, •.• , G,1 , f 1· ne] lllPn 11s C: 11 = □, 
[G k·+ t, ... , G11 , 1n· nnc] nwa11s (/ 11 is prnnPd atHl 
[(~\+1, .. ,,G,1,.fa/g] lll<'Hlls <:11 haR faile<I. 
The ligure :J.:3 present.s a simpliliP<l version of the JHorednre solve witho11I 
the oui.put predica.tes whirh print. so111e i11for111atio11 011 1.hP R<'l'PPII. Tlw 
rnmplPt.e version of the meta.-int.PrJHPter ran be found in the ap1wn<lix. 
1\Vlwn a llouhle t.riangnlar loop check i1< 11:Sf'<\. lhese lisls cont.ain onl~· 1.he goal:s (n•snl-
t.ant. heads) wit.h a t.rii111gular index. \\'hen non is 11:sPd, t.hel'e lisl.s are nol n1ainlain~·d. 
2 The list. or resnlt.ant.. healls is 111aintai1l('<I onl~· for loop checks for res11llant.i< and for 
I.IH· rm11t11 loop check. 
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The first clause is uscd whcn the currcul, goa.l is cmpty, that is wh('II 
the meta-interpreter has found a solution. In that case the complete ven,ion 
prints the associa.ted computed answer substitution together wit.h the lengt.h 
of its derivation. 
Tlw second da.use invokes the loop rhf'ck procednrl:' it.Relf. If check R1tc-
ceed8, no loop is detected, find_new_goaLresult computes the next goal \.o lw 
solved. If the current goal !tas no resolvent., there is 110 ria.use lH•ad t.hat. 
unifies with the ::;elected (leftmm;t) atom, t.hen a liRt of the form [falsel-J iR 
procluced as the next goal. So if the next goa.l is of the form [falsej_) thPn 
curreut goal fa.iled and Derivation iR [false] othenvise the current goal iR Rol\'<•d 
by a. recursivP cal! to solve. ThiR is doll<' hy the rontrol seq11e11n' P- >0:R 
which is analogous to "if P t.lwn Q" Pls1• R. If a loop is de\1-•rtl:'d in \.h1~ RPrnnd 
clause, check fa.il, then the t.hird datuw applies. In the full versio11 t.hP dPpth 
of the pruned leaf is printed. 
3.3.3 Loop checking 
Tite prm·edure check, which perfonns the loup checking il.self, i::; in fart a 
kind of select.or that caUs the right loop check procedure according t.o tl1<~ 
Check para.meter and updateR the listi:; of th!.' previo11s goa.ls and reRult.ants. 
Thi8 procedure has 11 clanRes, 01w for Parh loop checking mechanisrn i111plP-
lll('lltPd. 
The II pdatiug of tlw list of goali:; ( a 11d t hP list of re8Ulta11 t ht>a.dR l'or 
the cll<'clrn for resultants) 11sed for th<.' loop cherk is th(' samP for ni! tlH' 
loop checks, t>Xcept for the douhl'-' t.ria11g11lar loop check. For the do11b!P 
t.riangular loop ch0ck W<' 0111,v put. th" rn1ï•<•11t goal and r<-'still/1111 in th" lists 
if t.h<' <'lll'l'Pll\. ckpt.h ( /)) is in th<> SPI S = Hi( i + 1 )li E IN}. To lu10\\' 
wht>thPr lJ is in the set S, thr0P co1111t<'rs arP maint.ai 11, D. i a.nd fi. wit li 
fi== ½ï(i + 1) and ½U - l)i < D ~ ½i(i + l). Wlwn D ==fi.Dis in th" i:;PI. 
S. 
For the otlwr loop checks. W<' juRt add t.11<' c11rre1it. goal (all(I c111TP11t 
result.ant. for the rht>clrn for resulta.11\.s) to the liRts ever,v tinw. 
The loop checks use five proeedmes: compute_substitution. renaming, incLsub. 
incl_ren, sam e..substitution. 
corn pute..substitution(E.F ,Substitution) rh<'clrn w lwt hPr E Î8 an inst.an<"<' of' F. 
Ea == F. If so, it returns the substitution a.Substitution. 
renaming(E,F,Renaming) cheeks ,vh<.'\.hl'I' F is a variant. of E. F== Er. If so, 
it returns the substitution T ( Renaming). 
Note tha.t., thi8 is not a renaming but the renami11g rest.rict<>d t.o tl1P 
variahll.'R of E. For example if E = a(X,Y,A) a.ncl F = a(A,B,C) then r = 
{X/A,Y/JJ,A/C} and not {X/A.V/IJ.1l/C',C'/X,B/}'}. Thi::; ::;1ilrntit11-
tion is e11011gh, the only t.ime ,w need T iR in the variant. rheclrn for rPsttl-
tant8, when we compare G001 • • • O; ,_ (r'; and G0 01 • • • Ok· +--- C\. ( i < f, ). 
We want to know if there Pxists a n•1iarning T, s11ch tha.t G;r = (h and 
Go01 · · · O;r == Go01 · · · Ok·• We \pst. thi::; in thrPe stpps. 
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2. r2 = {yi/.s1,,,.,.1Jm/.o.m} such t.hat. Gu01 ···0;r2 = Go0t ···(h; 
:3. if for .i E {1, ... ,n} and/ E {1, .... m} \\'e havP ;r,; == .111 t.hen I,; = 8/ 
must. hold. 
The only case when the three rnnditions are satisfied and thE' rennming 
r does not exist is when for example we have 
G0 01 · · · 0; ,_ G; = g(C) ,_ f(B) 
a.nd 
Go01 · · · 0J.- ,_ Ch- = g(A) ,_ f(A) 
where r1 = {JJ/A} arnl r2 = {C/1\} sal.isf~· 1.llP third co11<lit.io11. B11t. 1.his 
Hit.11at.io11 lll'V!'I' orrnrs lwrn.11s1• t.lH• l'!'H1tll.a11t. hl';ul g(C) t.ra11sf'or111s i11to g(A) 
011ly il' C//\ E 0,+ 1 • • -(1,... C dol'H 1101 appPar i11 tll!' vnriahlPs ol' 1 liP d11111u-,q 
11sed t.o Hnd t.he derivation from U; t.u G1.- h,\· st.a11da.rdizi11g a part. So (' 
must be in G, and hence in the domai11 of r 1. 
The ll<'Xt hvo proc<:'dttr<:'s aw nsf'd for t.h1• s11hs11111pt.ion dwcks. incLsub(E,F,-
Substitution) checks if there exists a s11hst.it.11tio11, Substitution. s11d1 t.hat ap-
plied t.o E. E is induded in F. 
incLren( E, F, Renaming) checks w hd h(')' \.ht-n• !:'Xists a. l'P1m11ii 11µ,, Renam ing. 
snch that applied to E, E is induded in F. 
same..substitution(S1,S2) where S1 and S2 are two snbst.itutions: 
S1 = [eq(l't,At), ... ,r:q(l~"A 11 )]. S2 = [fq(ll'1,H1), ... .r-q(ll'111,B11,l], lt 
checks if for ail 1 :S i :S 11 a.nd l :S j ~ 111 r-;11ch \.hat I;-::: Il',; t.lwn 11; := /J_;. 
3.3.4 A more realistic meta-interpreter 
The question "IIow rost.ly is loop dwcking?" sugg<:'81. a romparir-;011 lwt \\'('!'Il 
a.n efficient. PROLOG i11tPrprt-1,N with loop rherking and exisl.i11g PHOLO(: 
inteqHeters. As developing a. rea.lly dlici!'nt. int.erprpl.Pt' with loop ch<'rkiti,r.?; 
involves much mor<:' work t.han making the relatively simple irnplenwnt at ion 
presented in t.his thesis, it woultl lw lwlpful to have a nwta-i11tPqHeler wh1•n• 
the efficiency ( or ineffiriency) of the loop dwcki11g and the goal ckrivat.ion 
a.re the sa.me. 
H must. be possible to make a 11101'<:' effiriPtlt. loop checki11g pron•d11r" 
if we a.re not forced to memoriz<:' twice t.11<:' lir-;t of goals: one for the loop 
checking and the other one for the derirntion meclrnnism. lt. 11111r-;t. lw alr-;o 
possible t.o find faster if t.here is a goal s11flîciently similar \.o t.he rnrre11t 
one wit.hout. comparing the curr<:'nt. f!:oal wit.h PVPL'Y previous f!:oals. But lo 
do t.his we have to write a compktdy diffNent meta-int.1:•rprel.N with ot.hN 
da.ta. st.r11dme. 
The met.a.-interpreter presented until now ha.ve the advantage to r-;how 
ail the SLD-t.r<:'<' even the prt111Pd and foilPd branch which is 1101. dont' by a 
"real'' i11tPrpr0t:N and is q11ite eo11s11111i11g in timP and Hpact-. 
'l'o have a meta-i11te1ïHet.N tlrnt. r-;top 0111,\' whe11 it. lindr-; a sol11tio11 \\'P 
haw to change slightly the spPeilirnlion of solve and find_new_goal_result. 
For 
solve( Check, [], _, _, _, -, -, _, _, -) :- /*success* / 
{ prints the corn puted answer substitution} 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth, l, FI):-
check(Check, Goal, Resultant, listGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, 
NewlistGoal, NewlistResult), 
! , /* no loop has been detected * / 
find_new_goaLresult(Goal, Resultant, Substitution, LastVar, NewGoal, 
NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewlastVar ), 
update_depth(Depth, 1, FI, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI), 
solve(Check, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewlistGoal, 
NewlistResult, NewlastVar, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI). 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, listResult, 
LastVar, Depth, l, FI). 
the meaning of the eight input parameterR nre the same as hefnre. ln t.hii:. 
new version the output parameter has <liMlppeared and i\, s11rn'ed only wh<'11 
a solution is fonnd. lts code ÎR given in t.he lig11re :JA 
Th<-' lirst da11i:.e is ui:.ed, like in the pr<'vio11i:. VPl'Rion, when th<' rnrrPnt 
goa.l is empty. 
ThP SPCOtHI clause invokes t.h<• loop clwck procedurP it.sl'lf. lf check sttr-
eeeds, 110 loop is <kl.ecü•d, find_new_goaLresult co111 p l1 tes t. hP next goal t.o h<• 
wlved. If the current goa.l haR 110 rPsolvent then find_new_goaLresult fai!R ( t hii:. 
is the difference with the fixst. vernion of find_new_goal_result). If t:lw <'ll!T<'lll. 
goa.\ has a. resolv<'n\. \.ben it. i:;; :;;olw•d hy a l'PrnrnivP rail to solve. 
lt is also possible t.o i11crease tlw Pl!icirnry of the goa.l derivation h~· 11sing 
PROLOG variable in the progrnrn. Then the application of the suhstit11t.io11 
is done implidtly to a.Il the tenus. ln order to avoid t.he s11hstit.11t.io11 to 
be applied to the list of previouR goa.ls and res11lt.ant. hea.ds, gon.l ( rPs11lt11nt 
hea.d) tha.t is a.ddëd to the list of previous goals ( previons resulta.nt headi:.) 
is renamed first, using fresh va.riables. 
I do not use this technique h<'re lwra11:;;e I t.hi11k t.his is t.oo PffidP11t. if W<' 
compare it with the loop checking where the ma.tching is made compklPly 
explicitly. For example if we use the transitive closure program prese1tt.e<I in 
the first chapter with the rela.tion {r(a,b), ... ,r(y,z)}. and the met.a.-i11tPrpret.t'I' 
tha.t use om variables, the"$ varia.hies", the qm-time to comp11t.P t.he dPrirn-
tions ( the time spent in the procedure find_new_goaLresultant) is six tinw tl1P 
rpu-t.inw use t.o compute t.he satll<' derivat.io11 with the 111<>t.a-int.Pl'IH'PI.Pr t.hat. 
use dirertly the PROLOG vatfablPs, S<'P tabl<> 0.l. But t.he lime ww<I to 
make the loop checking itself ( the cpu-time spent in t.he check proePdlll'e) is 
a.hnost. the same in the two meta.-interpret.er. 
Thi:;; will hP discus in mon• dd;ail i11 rhapt.N 4. 
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3.4 The results 
In this RPct.ion, I descrihe th<' ronnt.ers and sonH' <'XampleR to show t.lw l'<'Stdt.s 
given hy the first. version of t.he 111et.a-intPl'(H'ef.er. 
'flw first. {.wo counters l'PJHnt, n•spertivl:'1.v, th<' cp11-t.i11w nsPd t.o ron-
Rtrnct the derivation ( the time spent in thP proc<'d ltl'P find_new_goaLresult ), 
tltt' <'jHt-t.inw use<l (.o ma.ke t.hP loop rhPcking ( tlw t.it11<' S(H'llt. in 1.h<' pror<'d1tn' 
check). This is the cpu-time given by PllOLOC:. Not.e that. it.s ,·alHP l'ha11g1>s 
ft-0111 01w <'X<'r1tt.io11 to a.notlwr, dPIH'tHling of tlw sl.al.11s of 1.h<' syst.P111 ( th" 
ot.hPr processPs) when the progrn111 is <'X<•cnt.ed. 
The other counters are the number of nodes of SLD-tree alrPady ck\'('1-
oped, t.hP numhPr of goa.l compa.risons performed in thP loop rlwck and t.h<' 
nttmlwr of goals added to the list. of pn,vio11s goals and t.he list of pre,·io11s 
res11lta11t. heads. 
In PROLOG there are 110 global variables and if t.hP rPsnlt.s arP passPd 
by pa.rametprs, the information is lost. when harktrarking ocrnrn. ll<m·,,,·,,r. 
I use t.hP Quint.us PROLOG which off Prs thP possibilit.y to mil some pror<>-
dures written in another Ja.nguage. Thns t.he ro11nt.ers are implement.ed wit.h 
global variahles in C. Th(•re is 10 coun(.<•rs, IivP (0 ... ,1) 1.hat ns<• inl<'!!/'I' 
11umhers a.nd five (0 ... •l) that. use real 1111mbers. There is six pn•diraf.Ps lo 
manipula.te t.hem: 
iniLint(Counter): the int.Pger count.er Counter is Pqual t.o 0; 
iniUloat(Counter): the real count.Pr Counter is Pqt1al t.o O; 
add_int(Counter,Value): the integer Value is added to the int.eger ro11nt.pr 
Counter; 
add_float(Counter,Value): tlw real Value is added to the real co1t1lt.N Counter: 
read_int(Counter,Value): t.hl' valu(' of thl' int.C'ger connter Counter is put in 
Value; 
read_float(Counter,Value): the va.lue of 1he real co1111t.er Counter is put. in Value. 
Let. us take somP examples of t.he second chapt.er t.o see what. t.he output. 
of the met.a.-int('rprPt.Pr looks like and how it rnn lw t.ra.nslat.Pd hark 1.o an 
SLD-trc''-'· 
\,Vit.li progra111 of Pxarnpk :2.1 (usi11g PIJHalit.y d1eclrn), the followi11g an-
swers an.' produced. 
?- solvel(eig,[a($X)]). 
derivation ([ a($X )] , [b($X)], [a($Y2 )), prune] 
computed answer substitution [eq($X,3)] 
deriva tion [[ a($X )], (b($X)J, [], true] 
derivation [[a($X)],[a(l)J,pruneJ 
?- solvel( evr ,[a($X)]). 
derivation [[ a($X )] , [b($X )] ,[ a($Y2 )] , [b($Y2 )] ,[ a($Y 4 )],prune) 
computed answer substitution [eq($X,2)] 
derivation [[a($X)],[b($X )],[a($Y2)},[b($Y2)],0, true] 
derivation [[a($X)], [b($X)], [ a($Y2 )], [ a( 1 )] , [b( 1 )} ,fa Ise} 
derivation [[a($X)], [b($X )], [ a($Y2)], [ a( 1 )] ,[ a( 1 )], prune] 
computed answer substitution [eq($X,3)} 
derivation [[a($X)],[b($X)),[], true) 
derivation [( a($X )] ,[a( 1 )] , [b( 1 )] , fa Ise] 
derivation [[ a($X )], [ a(l )], [ a( 1 )] , prune} 
As shown in figure 2. l the <'ig loop check linds on ly 01w solution, { X ;:q 
and prnne the tree two times. The evr loop check ftnds t.wo solutions, {X /2} 
and { X j:3}; prunes three times and find a leaf that failed. 
And for the program of example 2.2 (usin)!; subsume chPcks). the follow-
ing a.nswers a.rP prnduced. 
?- solvel(sig,[a($Z)]). 
Derivation = [[a($Z)],[a(l),b($Z)],prune]; 
corn puted answer substitution: [eq($Z, 1 )) 
Derivation = [[a($Z)),[],true] 
?- solvel(svg,[a($Z)]). 
Derivation = [[ a($Z)) ,[ a( 1 ), b($Z )] , [a( 1 ), b( 1), b($Z )] , prune]; 
Deriva tion = [[ a($Z)], [ a( 1 ), b($Z)] ,[b($Z )] ,[ c($Z), b($Y2 )] , prune]; 
computed answer substitution: [eq($Z,O)] 
Deriva tion = [[ a($Z)], [ a( 1 ), b($Z )) ,[b($Z )] ,[], true]; 
computed answer substitution: [eq($Z,1)) 
Derivation = [[a($Z)],[),true] 
?- solvel(sir,(a($Z)]). 
Derivation = [[ a($Z)],[ a( 1 ),b($Z)] ,[ a( 1), b( 1), b($Z )] , prune]; 
Derivation = [[a($Z)],[ a( 1 ), b($Z)),[b($Z)),[c($Z),b($Y2)],[b($Y2)], 
[c($Y2),b($Y4)], prune]; 
computed answer substitution: [eq($Z,O)] 
Derivation = [[ a($Z)], [ a( 1), b($Z)], [b($Z )] , ( c($Z), b($Y2)], [b($Y2)), 0, true); 
computed answer substitution: [eq($Z,O)) 
Derivation = ([ a($Z)], (a( 1), b($Z )] , [b($ Z)], [J, true]; 
computed answer substitution: [eq($Z,1)] 
Derivation = [[a($Z)],[],true) 
The resnlt of t.his program for t.lw <'qt1alitr rh<'cks is not. diRpla,ved lwcat1R<' 
they do not prnne the first. branrh whieh is infinit.e. so tlH'Y IH'Vel' ~Ï\•p a 
solution. AR show11 in figme 2.:J t.lH' sig loop rh<'ck findR onl~• OIIP Rol11tion. 
{7✓ /1} and J>l'lltl<'R oncP. ThP svg loop rhPrk lindR t.wo Rolut.ions, {7,/0} n11d 
{ Z / l} and prnnes two titnes. The sil' loop rlwrk findR tluw Rol11 t.ions, { 7, /0} 
t.wo times and { Z / l} and pntnes t.wo t.im~•R. 
Cl1apter 4 
The pre-compiler 
This rhapter (HPsents a pre-rnmpilN 1 hat trn11sfnrn1R a. PHOLO(~ progrn111 
into anot.he1· one wit.h loop el1Pcki11g 11H•rha11iRtllR i11rl11dPd i11 it.. 
The loop checks a.re implernent.ed al111ost. i11 t.hP sa.me way aR i11 th<> 111P1.a-
interpret.er. but the tra.nsformed program executed under PHOLOG is mon.' 
efficient tha.n the program interpreted h.v the rnet.a.-interpretPr. 'l'lw 111ai11 
reaso11s an' that the addit.iona.1 layp1· or i11tNprPtatio11 is r<>111owd and llw 
Rearch for a.pplica.ble da.use and unification ÎR then do11P by t.lw 1111ckrlyi11g 
PHOLO(l system, but the romp11(.a.t.ions performed for the loop clH'<'kR a.1·<• 
still explicit. 
4.1 Presentation of the pre-co111piler 
Tlw purpose of the pre-compiler is t.o tah, a. program (lwre a PHOLO(; 
progra.m) and to tra.nsfonn it into anotlwr program of tlw Ra.111<' lan!};11;1gP 
by a.dding instructions t.o improve or modify the execution of the original 
progra.m ( here a PRO LOG program t.hat. trnes a loop cherking mechallisn, ). 
Then t.he resulting program can be int.Prpreted or rnmpik,d likt' evPI',\' pro-
gram {here it. is int.erpreted by the ordinary PHOLOG int.erpre1.er). This iR 
schematized in figure ,l, 1. 
1 program 1 
-lJ, transformation 
prograrn t.ransfornwcl 
1 res11lts 1 
append([ ],L2,L2). 
append([HIT],L2,[HILApp]) :-
append(T, L2, LA pp). 
append([ ], L2, L2,1). 
append([HjT], L2, [HjLApp], LA) :-
append(T, L2,LApp,LA1 ), 
LAl is LA+ 1. 
Fignre -1.'2: t.ransfor111atio11 of t.lw append proc<'d11rP t.o rn111p11t.p t.lH' IPllf!;l,h 
of the derivation. 
Example 4.1 
An e.rample of a prr-compilc1· trr111sf<n·111atio11 ,·0118i8f in addinrJ nru• 11m·,1111-
ders and Werals to evo·y cla11.<1cs of ihf' p1·or1m111 in on/rr fo ,·01111wtr th, 
lcnrJth of the derit•ation. Two 1u11·a111ctc1·8 nud to be addul to uw,·y litrml 
for thal pw·po8c: the fi1·st onf' i8 the lcnyth of the de1fratio11 brforr tin litrmf 
i8 p1·ovfd and the 8ccond i.e: the lcnuth of the dCl'ii•ation. aftcr the .<i11r<'<88 of 
the literai. Fm·thr:Tmore, an r:·:i:lm i11sfructio11 is lo be addf'd al the bryinniny 
of each clause: if con8i8ts in addiny 1 to the l< ngth of the dcriPalion. Fiyun 
4, 2 yi1'c8 an c.Tample of thi8 lm11sfor11wtio11 to th< append JJ1·0rcd111·r. 
Afff'r tlu: l'f'solution of append([l, 2, 3], [4, 5], LApp, Length), Length is 1hr 
length of the derfoation to .find Lapp = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. the co11calr1Hllio11 of th, 
li.<it.<i [1, 2, 3] and [4, 5]. 
It is possible to execute the transformed progra.m with th<:' tt:-1ial PHO-
LOG interpreter and t.hen to rnmpa.r(1 it.:- exPcut.ion wit.h \.h(' progra.111 lw1'01·(• 
its tra.nsforma.tion. The transformation rnn be done a11t.oma.tically a.11d onn• 
for a.Il. 
4.2 The pre-co1npiler for loop checking 
ThP tra.nsfornrntion of a. program without. loop cherk t.o one wit.h loop rl1<'rk 
eon:=;ist.:=; of adding a call t.o the pron•dure loop_check in each da.use and addi11g 
the pa.rnnwt<:,rs 1weded for the loop rlwcking in each lit.<:•ral. To eXPlïltl• th" 
tra.nsformed progra.m it ha:- to lw loaded in 111e1110ry wit h the loop_check 
p1·ocPdure. Tlwn it can he direct.l,v <•xecutl•d wit.h the PHOLOC: i11t.Prpret.er. 
IJecause the goal derivat.ion is done hy t.ht- 1111derlyi11g PHOLOG :=;yste111 it. 
is not possible to stop when a d<:1rivatio11 fails like wit.h the met.a-int.PqH<:'t.<:•r. 
Th11s the transforrned program only :=;top wlwn it. find:- a :-0l11tion and not 
wh('n it JH'llll<:>S or finds a. fail<:>d derivat.ions. 
4.2.1 Representation of the objects 
To be able to use t.hP PROLOG int.('rprder the normal PHOLOG variah!P:-
are ns<:'d, and not our own varia.hies as in t.lt<' meta.-int.erprl't('I'. W<:' 11111:-\. 
still avoid tha.t a va.riable t.ha.t is bound b~1 solving the CUl'l'('l\t goa.l i:- al:=;o 
bound in the list of previous goals (resultant heads). To t.his end Parh 
goal ( re:=;ulta.nt hPad) that is addPd to t.lw list. of previou:=; goa.ls ( prp,•io11:-
resultant heads) is rena.med firnt., 11:-ing fre:-h variabl<-1:- (of rn11r:-P thP :-a11H' 
renaming must be appli('d t.o a goal (h and the corre:=;ponding res11lt.a11t. 111,ad 
G0 01 · · · 0,.. ). This re11a.11iing iH dot1P hy thP p1·orP<l11re copy_term. 
4.2.2 The transformation 
The paramèters to he added to the literal8 are of three kill(ls: 
the loop check to be performed; 
the parameter values needed by the loop check before the execution of thP 
dauRe; 
the parameter values a.fter the execution of the clause. 
As seen in subsection :3,;3.t the pien•s of information twedecl by tlw loop 
check are the following: the kind of loop rherk to be performed, t.lw ctll'l'('lll. 
goal, the list of the previous goals, the current resultant head, tlw list of tlw 
previous result.ant heads and the cnrrent dept.h in the <lerivatiou ( for llw 
selPrte<l loop checks). 
lf W<' have the following ckrivation 
=> Gm-1 =>c,,,,0111 C~'i" = (l1(Z1),. • ., l11(Z11)W.;+1 · · ·0111 => · · · 
sttch that no loop is detected and 110 goal wit.hout. resolvent arP found in 1.hP 
8e<1ne11ce C-: 1• => · · • =>c I o 1 (r'm-1 then the call to the )>l'O<'P<l11re h in t.lH' • 111- , u1-
tra.118fo1'tned program to solve h(.\) in G.i wit.h t.he loop check Check ÎR 
h(.Y, Check, List Goal, ListResult, Goal. Resultant, Depth, ListGoal', 
ListResult', Goal', Depth ') 
when the clause is entered 
· · [c·· c·· ]1 L1stGoal 18 .r.;, ... , ru ; 
ListResult is [ Go01 ... 0.;, . .. , G0 ]1 2 ; 
Goal is G,; =[h(.Y),l1(Z1), ... , l11 (.Z11 )]; 
Resultant Î8 Go01 · · · 0_;; 
Depth Î8 j 
and when the clause Î8 done 
ListGoal' is (Gm, ... , Cr'oJ1; 
L. R 1 , • [c·· ,1 ,1 c·· 112 1st esu t 18 .roui ... u111 , ••• , .ro ; 
Resultant is Go01 · · · 0,;0.i+l · · · Orn; 
1 \iVhen a. double t.riangnla.r loop chffk is used, t.hese li1,t.1, cont.ain oui~· t.he goal.~ (rnnil-
t.a.nt. hea.dR) wit.h a. t.riangular index. \Vh(•n non ÎR ms<•d. thcRe Ji1,l.1, are not. 111ainlni11<·,I. 
2 The list. of rŒult.ant.· heads is maint.aine<! onl~· for loop checkR for re1<11lt.a11t.1< nnd for 
t.hc crnply loop check 
:rn 
Depth' is m. 
The resultant head ( Resultant) a.ppears only once in the paramelNs lw-
cause it is alwa.ys the same term exrept 1.lrnt tlw substitution 0,;+1 ... 0111 is 
applied. PHOLOG int;erpr0(;er appli0s t.hPsP s11hstit.11tions t.o eVf'l'Y parnn1-
eters. Therefore, if before the cla11se is enten,,d Resultant is G0 01 · • • 0.i tlwn 
when the da.use is doue Resultant is Gu01 · · · 0.i0.i+l · · · 0m. 
If a loop is detected or there is a. goal without resolvent in t.he seqll('ll<'P 
G 1· :::> · • · ===>c 1 o 1 Gm-1 then the rall to t.l1P 1nored11r(' h faits. • n1- , n1-
loop_check is the only literai added in the hod,v of tlw clause to 1wrforn1 




then the transformed dausP will be: 
h( S, Check, List Goal, ListResult, Goal, Resultant, Depth, 
ListGoal 11+ 1, ListResultn+ t, Goal 11 + 1,Depth 11 + 1) :-
loop_check( Check, [b1(f\), ... , b11 (f'11 )], ListGoal, ListResult, Goal, Resultant, 
Depth, List Goal 1, ListResult t, Goal1, Depth 1 ), 
b1 (f',, Check, ListGoal1, ListResult1, Goal1, Resultant, 
Depth1, ListGoal2, ListResult2, Goal 2, Depth2 ), 
611 (1\, Check, ListGoal 11 , ListResult 11 , Goal 11 , Resultant, Depth 11 , 
ListGoal 11 +1, ListResult11 +1, Goal 11 +1, Depth 11 +1 ). 
4.2.3 The loop_check procedure 
loop_check 11pdates the c11nent goal, the list of goals, the lii:;t. of rei:;1iltant 
heads and the depth; dwrlrn if il delPrls a loop or 1101.. If it <IPt.ects a loop 
it prints that it prunes thl' tree, tlw Clll'l'<'IÜ list of goals and (kpth and t h<.'ll 
fails. If it has found a solution it prints the current list of goals and <kpt h. 
loop_check has seven input paraL11el.ers: 
Check: the ki11d of loop check to lw pNfonll<'d; 
[b1(l\), ... ,6 11 (1\)]: the hody of the clause; 
ListGoal: the list of previous goals without t.he rurrent 01w; 
ListResult: t.he list. of JHcvious l'('Sllltant. h~,;uls ,vithout tlw Clll'l'Pnt. O1w: 
Goal: the p1·evious goal, thP goal wit.h h(S) as lirnt literai; 
Resultant: the current rcsnltant. hcad; 
loop_check( Check, (], List Goal, ListResult, [H], Resultant, Depth, 
[[H]jlistGoal], [ResultantllistResult), [H], NewDepth) :-
1 ,, 
copy _term ([Resultantl [Hl], [NewResultantl NewGoal]), 
NewDepth is Depth + 1, 
{prints that it found a solution, the derivation and the length of the derivation}. 
loop_check(Check, Body, ListGoal. listResult, [H!Goal), Resultant, Depth, 
NewlistGoal. NewlistResult, CurrentGoal. NewDepth) :-
NewDepth is Depth + 1, 
append(Body, Goal, CurrentGoal), 
check( Check, CurrentGoal, Resultant, List Goal, listResult, NewDepth, 
NewlistGoal, NewlistResutl), 
! . /* no loop has been detected* / 
loop_check(Check, Body, ListGoal. ListResult, (H!Goal], Resultant, Depth, 
-, -, CurrentGoal, NewDepth) :-
{prints that it prunes the SLD-tree, prints the derivation and its length} 
!, /* there is a loop * / 
fail. 
Figure .l,:l: TIJP loop_check procPdlll'P 
Depth: the dept.h of Goal in the derivation 
and fom out.put paramet('l'8 
ListGoal 1: the list of previous goal with the cunent. one: 
ListResult1: the list of J>rPvious l'Pstll\.an\. headR wit.h t.l1e n1rrPnt. on<>: 
Goal1: the rurrent goa.\; 
Depth1: the rt1ne1lt depth in the derivntion 
A simplifted version of the loop_check pro<·r,d111·e is giwn in !igttl'P ,l,:J, This 
is a version without t.he pn,dirnl<'s t.hat display t.lH' result.s on t.he sn('<'tL 
The full vPrsion rnn he found in t.hP appPndix. The prorPdtll'e loop_check has 
t.hree clauses. 
The first clause a.pplies ,vhPII a so\11tio11 is fo1111d, t.he <'111'1'<'111. goal is 
empt.y ( the body of the clause is empt.y and t.he previo11s goal rnnt.ain only 
the head of the da.use). It does not. look for a loop. 
If the cnrrent goal is not empty t.he sernnd danse is invoked. H co111p11t.es 
the rurre1lt goal and depth and rnlls the check proced t1re ( t.o check for a loop ). 
The check proredure is almost the sanl<' as the one in the Hwt.a-int.r,rprPIN 
(it.s text is in the appendix ). If check does not det.ect a. loop, t.hen it. s11<·ceP<k 
If check fail<'<I. a loop is dPt.Prted, t.he t.hird clause is involœd. Th<' third 
clat1se 1nint.s that. it prunes the tn'<' at this point and prints th<' list. or goals 
and the dept.h. If the user il, not. inten'slNI in knowing when tlw trPe is 
pnrned, t.his clause can be removell. 
4.2.4 The pre_compiler program 
The tramiforma.tion of the program. to add t.he loop dwrking 11wcha.nisn1. 
is quite eas:,r but it's tedious heca11se of the 1111mber of paranwlers to add 
to a.li the clauses. Ilere iR a. progrnm (a "pre-compiler"} which makP thiR 
transfonnation a.utoma.t.ically. 
Anotlwr problem is thal wit.h t.hP t.ra11Rfornwd prograrn, \\'lwn t.hP 1181'1' 
wants t.o ask a. query, he has t.o init.ializP t.lw parnnwtern for th<:' loop rh,xk. 
The solution is to provide a. new clat18<' t.hat füls a.li ther;;e Il('\\' parnnwt.Ns 
for him. This new da.use has the sa.me na.mt• as the old one and the sam<' 
para.rnet.erR phrn a. new one ,vhirh is 1.hP kind of loop checking t.o lw pPl'-
formed. If h(.\) is a predicat.e th(' HRer will 11se in the q11ery, a new rla11s1• 
is added: 
h( X , Check) :-
copy _term([h( X)], OldlleadHename ), 
h(,\°, Check, [OldHeadRename], OldHeadRename, [h(.\")], h(,Y), 0, 
ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, Depth). 
ThiR worlrn only if' t.he \IRN nRlrn only <jll<'t'ÎPR tltat. ronsir;;1 of Oil<' a101n! 
The arguments of tlw pre_compile proc<'dt1r<' are: 
the file wlwre th(• progrnm t.o he lransforntl'd is; 
the flle wh('r<:' it, puts t.lt<.' l.ra11sfor1t1<'d progra111; 
the name of the procedure \.hat t.hP URer ca.11 use as a q11er.v; 
the a.rit.y of this procedure (withont the loop checking arguuwnt). 
Tlw procedure pre_compile op('IIR t.lw i11put and ont.put file. <Tea1.ps 11H' 
clause that the user canuse as query (the one with the sanH' paramPtNs as 
the original one pins the paramet.er for the kind ofloop rh<:'rk) and tra11sforn1s 
the progra.m. To ma.ke the transfortned progrnm it ca!IR tlw transform_clause 
procednre which transforms ail the clauses from the current clause to the 
end of the input Hle and pnl.R the111 into t.hP output file. 
Tlw first da.use of transform_clause procedmP is used wlwn it is at. IIH' <'1td 
of the inp11t file (the current clause is "end_oLlile"). 
The second one is used if t.he curren(. clause has a. body, it is a fu11dio11 
with two argument ( the hea.d a.11d the bod.v) and ":- '' as fundor. H 111alws 
the lwa.d of the n<.•w danse hy takinf!,; t.lH' old 01w and n.d<ling t.h<' 1•xl ra 
arguments. To make the body of the 1ww da.use, it put.s t.hP cnll l.o t.hP 
loop_check procedure as th<' first lit.Pral of thP body and thP11 tlw )il.(,rnls of 
the original hod,v, where it adds the extra parame\.Pl's. H l'(':tds tlH' ll('XI. 
danse and ca.lls recursively transform_clause for trairnforming the renH1i11d<'I' 
of the input stream. 
Til<:.' third one is used if the curren(. dans(' has no body, it. isn 't. a f11 ndion 
with ":-" as functor ( the \.Pst in th(' previo11s da.use fail ). ThP head of t.lw 
11ew clause i1, the hl:'ad of the original OIi<' whNP WP add tlw ext.rn. pa1ï1111Pt.Prs. 
'l'he body of t.11<> 1ww cla.11sP has 0111,v 011P lit.l'l'al. t.h<' <'ail t.o t.h<' pron,dun• 
loop_check. lt rPads the next clause a11d rail l'P<'lll'siwly transform_clause for 
tra.nsfonning the rema.inder of the input. s\.ream. 
4.3 Modification of the pre-co111piler 
The program tra.nsformations }HPsent.Pd in the previous section. ar<' q11il.P 
simple, as they ahvays do the sa.me thing to a.11 the clalHws of the progra111. 
But it. is convenient to ma.lw other transformations. In t.his section thrP<' 
of them are presented: adding a nnifica.t.ion with occur check, omit.ting tlw 
loop check in certain clauses ( for which the user knows t.here is no loop) and 
a.llowing to use "huilt-in predica.tes" that. ca.11110(. be t.ra.nsfornie<l. 
4.3.1 Sound unification 
In the previous section, only the unilica.t.ion of PROLOG is ns<>d, wit.ho11t 
occur check. To a.dd the occur clwck \.o t.hP u11ifica.\.io11, it is possiblP lo wrile 
a. 1ww preclica.te tha.t performs t.he uniliration with ocrnr chPck and IISP il 
when the occur check is 1wcessa.r,v. Let us look where unification is 11::;Pd 
in a. PROLOG program to see how \.o inrnrporat.e the so11ncl unification. 
First, unification is used when the user ar;ks it. explidt.l.v (i.P. X=Y). 111 this 
case it is up to him to decidc if he 11eeds the 11nifirntio11 with or \\'itho11t. 
occnr check and we have t.o provid(' hi111 wit.h both of the111. Ther<•artPr. 
we will use X= Y for a unification wit.ho11t occur-cherk and unif(X, Y) for a 
unification with occur-check. The second case i::; the 1111ificatio11 of a cla11::;p 
head with a literai. Ail the va.ria.bles of the clause hea.d are di fü,rPll t. fro111 
the variables of the literai. The occur check is unnecessary if the clause 
head has no repeated variables ( each variable of the da.use head uniHPs with 
one term that does not conta.in the variable itself ). Heads wit.hout repeat.ed 
variables are called linem· (S 89]. \Ve rnn transform nonlinear dause hPa.ds 
hy repla.cing repea.ted occurrences of va.riahles by new variables t.o make the 
rla.11::;e head li11ea.r and the new va.ria.bks in t.lH' tra.nsform<'d cla.11se hPnd 
are then nnified with the origitrnl variables by r;onnd 11nifirntiou wit.h occ11r 
check in the transformed da.use bod>·· Now unifying the clause hPad wit.h 
a. litPl'al can be doue wit.hout on·ur d1Pck. 'J'lw user desiring a 11nificat.io11 
wit.h o<-c11r dtt'rk ca.11 use t.lw IH'W pr<,dirat.P unif(X,Y). 
This transformation rnn be done a.ut.omat.irnlly b>· the pre-rn111pikr. Th" 
prineiple is t.o find the repeat.ed occt1t'l'<'ll<'PS of variables in t.h<> h<>;ul t.o 
replace them by new varia.hie except 01w ocrnrreuce of each and t.hen to add 
in the body calls to the JH'Pdirnt.e unif ( which performs sound 11nificat.io11) t.o 
unify the new variables with the original one. 
Example 4.2 
p(X,Y,f(X,Y)). 
p(Xl, Yl, f(X,Y)) :-
⇒ unif(X,Xl), 
unif(Y, Yl ). 
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Of course, the pre-compiler will perform the other body transformntion 
to inclttde t.he loop check mechnnism i11 the transformed progrn111. TIH' 
complete program tra.nsfor1Ha.t.ion is decomposed int.o t.hree pa.rt.s. 111 t.h<• 
first. one, the clause head is made li11Par, ns just. cksnihPd. This is ad!ÎPV<'cl 
hy the procedure find_dupl. 
The second one t.ra.nsforms the clause t.o i11d11de the luop d1ecki11g 111<>rh-
a.nism. 
And the third one, realized when we have the transformed body. is to 
add at. the heginning of the body one mil to unif per pair in the list. of pairs 
( original variable, new variables). This is done hy the \HOcNlt1n' add_unif. 
4.3.2 Omitting loop check in certain clauses 
Another modification of t.he transformed program is a.imed at deneasing 
t.he cos\. of loop checking. Somet.i111es we lrnow that some \HOn'clure IIPWI' 
/1;<'1H'l'HÜ\c.; an inf1nite loop. For t.hC's<' p1·nred11r<'s it. is a good idPa 1101. to 
perform the loop check, but. t.o 11pdat.(' the diff<~re11t argttllH:'Hts 011ly. Th<' 
easiest way t.o do t.hat, is to use in these procedures the loup check CIIIJJl,11 • 
to be a.ble to continue the loop rl1c•cki11g al. the Pnd of the proced1trP. 
Tlw user has to put the at.om noJoop_check as the first litera\ of t.lH' body 
when he does not wa.nt to perform t.lw loop cl1eck in tha.t. clause and tlw 011P 
that a.re caUed hy it (the pre-compilet· pnts the loop check unpl,l) in that 
clause). 
ln the pre-compiler thPrP are two diff<'n'III ways of trn11sforn1i11g t hP 
body. lf the first litera.! is t.ht' at.orn noJoop_check t.hen t.h<> tra11,c.;fornwd body 
has the ca.11 to loop_check as first liü•rnl ami t.hen thP literais diffPrent fo11n 
noJoop_check tra.nsfonned in the usnal way, exrept. tha.t the kind of loop check 
is cmpty. Otherwise we transform the body in the usua\ way. 
4.3.3 Built-in predicates 
The original version of the pre-compikr transforms ail the lit.Prals in th<' 
body, but if some "bnilt-in predica.t.e" a.re usPd as write. we ca.nnot. add tl1<' 
extra. arguments to this predica.t.P. The sol nt.ion is t.o test heforP a.ddi1111: t hl' 
extra arguments if the predica.te is not. a system predicate. This is donP h.v 
the procPdure transformJiteral: H the JHPdicate is dPclarPd as syst!'lll ( h.v t.hP 
predicat.e system) then the new literai is the same, otherwise extra. parauwtPrs 
are a.dded t.o the original one. 
4.4 Exa1nple 
The result of tra.nsforming the program of fi11:11 re 2.1: 
a(Y) :- 6(Y). 
a(l) :- a(l). 
6(2) :- a(Y). 
6(3). 
is: 
/* new program created 6y transforming the file fig2.2 * / 
a(_20,_8):-
copy_term([a(..20)),_l l ), 
a( _20,_8, [-11 ),-11, [ a( _20 )] ,a(_20 ),0 ,_12 ,-13 ,_14,_15 ). 
a(-92,_ll 7 ,_118,_119,_120,_121,_122,_123,_124,_125,_126):-
loop_check(_l l 7 ,(b(_92)],_l l8,_l l9,_120,_121,_122,_167,_l68,_169,-170 ), 
b(-92,-117 ,_167 ,_168,_169,_121,_170,_123.-124,_125,_126). 
a(l ,_254,_255,_256,-257 ,_258,_259, _260 ,_26 l ,_262 ,-263 ):-
loop_check( _254, [ a( 1 )] ,_255 ,-256,-257 ,_258 ,_259 ,-304,_305,_306,-307), 
a( 1,-254 ,-304,-305,_306,_258 ,_307 ,_260,_26 l ,_262,_263). 
6(2,_392,-393,-394,_395,-396,_397 ,-398,-399, -400,-401 ):-
loop_check( _392, [ a(-37 4 )),-393,-394,-395 ,-396 ,-397 ,-442 ,-443,-444,-445 ), 
a(-374,_392,-442,-443,-444,_396,-445,-398,-399,-400,-401). 
b(3,_512,_513,_514,_515,_516,_517 ,_518,-519,_520,_521 ):-
loop_check(_512, 0 ,_513,_514,_515,_516,_5 l 7, _518 ,_519 ,_520 ,_521). 
The transformed progra.m is diffic11lt. to l'('a.d lwratt8e it. \18<:'8 the PHO-
LOG notation for the variables ( numbers prPceded by a. "-") a.nd not tlw 
variables of the original program (st.ring8 with a. ca.pital letter1, as first. char-
a.cter). This is due to t.he fac\. t.he prc-ro111pi1Pr 1.alu•8 t.lH' rla.\18('8 of tltP pro-
gram as PROLOG objeds (varia.bics, predica.\.es .... ) a.nd not. a.8 a 8t.ri11g of 
cha.ra.ct.ers. Herc a.re the re8ttlt.s of exec11t.ittg the t.ra.nsformed progra1u. 
?- a(X,eig). 
prune 
Derivation = [[a(_l13)),[6(_71)],[a(_l5)]] 
true 
Derivation = [0,[6(-71)],[a(-15)]) 
X= 3; 
prune 




Derivation = [[a( _295 )] , [6(_250 )] , [ a( _166 )] , (b( -71 )] , [ a(-15)]] 
true 
Derivation = [0,[6(_250)],[a(_l66 )],[6(-71 )],[a(_l5)]] 
X= 2; 
prune 
Derivation = ([ a( 1 )] , [ a( 1 )] , [ a( _166 )] , [b( -71 )], [ a( _15 )]] 
,]2 
true 
Derivation = [O,[b(-71)],[a(_l5)]] 
X= 3; 
prune 
Derivation = [[a(l)],[a(l)],[a(_l5)]] 
no 
ThC' deriva.tion is given in the reVl'rSC' or<kr. beranse in the pre-rompilPd 
program l dedded not to keep track of 1.hl:' deriva.t.ion, but to IISP the list. of 
previous goals instea.<l, whkh is co1rnt.ructt-d in thl:' reverse order. 
Cl1apter 5 
Conclusions 
Until 110w diff Pl'ent. imp!C'lll('llt.at.ionR of loop cl1Pcki11g werP pn'sP111.P<I. ln 1.hiR 
rhapt.('r, 1'11 compare tlt(' i111pk111P11t.at ionR arnl t.11<, lnop rhPckR thP111RPIV1'R. 
Aft.erwa.rds t.he question "llow cost.ly is loop cl1Pcking'' will be disCIIRR<'<I. 
5.1 The example progra111s 
vVhen a. loop check is use<I, we haw t.o 111ake a choir!:' bet.we<'n a. WPak loop 
check that pntne la.te ( or not a.t. a.Il) and a. At.ronger loop ch1:1ck whirh pru111' 
ea.rlier but is 11sua1ly coRtlier ( a.A shown laü'r ). The l'Xani pl€' progrn111 1!Pll'l'-
mines whirh is the hest. one. \,Vha.t does it. 1neans "the beRt. one'''! 011 oil<' 
ha.nd, tl1e chea.peRt. one iR cel't.ainl.v t.111' Oil(' t.hat IIR<' no loop r\1i>rk a.t. all. B111 
on the other hand, it fa.ils to detert loopR, 1·eR11lting in inlinit(' rn1n1)1ltatio11, 
whirh ÎR difficult to compare with a loop clwck t.hat dPtertR tlw lonp n11d 
gives a finite result! 
Our (Hll'pose is not t:o show whPl'I:' the diffPl'!'ltl. loop dwcks prlltH' 1IH• 
SLD-tree , whkh is done in [BAK FU)], hnt onl,v t:heir different rnRt. Th11R. 
if two loop checks arè compar1:11L t.he obj,,ct progrnm and the initial goal iR 
chosen such tha.t the resulting SLD-1.n'<' iR prnne<l, by the t.wo loop chPrlrn. 
at the sa.me place( s ). In pa rticular w he11 a loop check is ro111 parPd t o I hP 
empty loop check, the object progra.111 does not loop. 
In practice the transit.ive dosme program presented in the exa.mplP 1. l 
is us!'d wit.h diITerPn1. rela.1.ion r. 011<' of t.lH' i1111'1'PRI. of t.his prngra111 is t hat. 
it. allows us t.o control t.11<.' pres1•11ce and 11,ngt.h of loopR Pa.sil,\· hy 111odil\i11g; 
the rPlation r. 
The following numerical resnlt.s a.ri:' ohtained using t.hree differenl. graph 
st.ruct11l'es: one li1war and two drrular. Th1.' lin<'al' Oil<' ( rnll('d z,1·or1r"111 I iR 
the tmnsitive dosure program with the relntion {r: r(a,c), ... , r(y,z)} R11<l 1 h1• 
initial goa.l ~tc(a,z). The SLD-t.r1'<.' con tains i!) nodl's, on<> <INivat.io11 1 hat. 
succeed and 2ï tha.t failed. 
The fi.rst circula.r program ( callNl 1n·or1n1111 2) is also the t.ransiti \'!:' cloRu re 






















r( n,o ). 
and the initial goal --tc(a,c). Th<' SLD-t.rP(' prodll<'Pd hy any of t.hP f11ll-
rn111 pari son rlH1 <·k havl' 9G ll()(k8, 011<' <l«'riv:ll.io11 t. liat. Rll<T«'<'<I. :.W t. ha t. failPd 
and five tlrnt. are pruned. For singk, (res\H'ctivPly douh!P) t.ria11~11lar chP<'k 
the nnmher of nodes developed is of 110 ( rPspectively 188 ). one ( respectivPly 
one) derivation Sfü'CP('(l, 34 (respectively (il) failed and !j (res1wctivel:,' 0) ,HP 
j) l'\111 Pd . 
The second circula.r program ( cafü•d proy1·<1m .J) is a slight.ly diff<'H'll1. 
version of t.he transit.ive closnrP progrn111 [NS 91]. 
Let. e be the edge relation of a digrnph, a11d d he a sulw•t of the nodPs in 
the gra.ph. Then the following program dPttlll'S t to he t.hP transit.iV(' dos11r1' 
restricted t.o paths starting at a node in d and such that. ail i11ll'l'tt1ediatP 
nodes have self-loups : 
wit.h the fact.s: 
e(a,g). e(g,g). 
e(l,a). e(l,b ). 
e(a,a). e(b,b ). 
d(a). d(I). 
t(X,Y) :- d(X), e(W,W), e(W,Y), t(X,W). 
t(X,Y) :- d(X), e(X,Y). 
e( f,g). e(f,f). e(f,i). e(i,i). e(g,h). 
e(b,a ). e(b,j). e( d,c). e(h,d). e( e,k). 
e(h,h). 
d( e). d(f). 
and the initial goal -'-t(X,k). 
e(c,h). e(h,i). 
e(e,e). e(i,e). 
The SLD-tree produce hy the equalit.y loop checks (rPs1wcti\'ely suh-
sumption loop checks) have ,.IG!j ( respect.ively ,1:n) nodes, 10 ( respedivPl,Y 
10) deriva.tion tha.t succeed. 21-l (res1wctively 1:JO) that. failed and :J2 (l'P-
spectively 11G) that. are pruned. 
5.2 The different hnple111entations 
Tt. appears t.ha.t. t.he most. tilll('- and spar<'-ronsu111ing ronq)On<'nt. of 011r 
impletnenta.t.ions is the explicit 111anipula.tio11 of s11bstit.11t.ions, whirh orrnrs 
bot.h in the construction of the derivation (in tlw form of unificat.ion and 
a.pplicat.ion of snbstitnt.ion t.o the 11ext goal) and in t.he loop check ( i11 1 h<> 
fonn of nrntching and application of suhstit.11tion to th<' res1tltant. h<'a.d ). 
Consequentl,v the cpu-time spent to find the resolvent. of the Clllï'PIII goal 
( "derive"-time) and the cpu-time spent. in the loop checking ( t.he cp11-tinw 
spent in the procedure check and to apply t.lw suhstit.ution t.o t.he res11lt.a11t 
head) ( "check''-time) are good indications of t.hP PHici<'ncy of t.he implPnH'll-
ta.tions. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show our measurement.s (in seconds of 11sed qH1-t.i111<'). 
ln table 0.l "program l" wit.h t.he initial goal ,.._tc(a,z) is i11ll'l'pret.ed for fo11r 
different implementations and Jive loup checks ( non. cirJ, cir, .<iifJ, sir). 
,Il) 
progra.m 1 met.a. 1·eal-me1 a l'('al-nwtaWHV pre 
non de rive 78.0 (Vi.5 ·Ll 0.1 
check l.ï 1.:3 0 () 
eig derive 78.0 G-5.G 11.1 0.J 
check lï.2 IG.7 IG.O 1,t.'i 
eir derive 78.2 G5.8 11.2 0.1 
check 25.2 17.5 l(U lG.:J 
sig derive 78.ï (i5.2 11.2 0.1 
check 2G.ï 2:3 .. S 2:3,0 2 L.8 
RÎI' derive 78..J (i,1,8 1 l.2 0.1 
check 2<i.ï 2G.2 2:u) 22.(i 
Ta.hie 5.1: The derive and check-1,inw for i11\.erprdi11g pmgram. J wit.h difl'Pr-
en\; implementations 
progra.m 2 rneta real-111<'1.a l'('él 1-mPLa.\VHV )>I'<' 
eig derive 9:3.2 )q,1 14.(j o.:i 
check 10.8 10..t 8,8 8.1 
eir derive 9:3,2 84. L U.G o.:i 
check 1 u; J 1.2 D.G 8.ï 
sig derive 9:3.G 8,1.,l 1•1.5 o.:3 
check HLI J.1.G J:3.2 12.•l 
811' derive 9-1.1 8:l.5 l•l.0 o .. J 
check lG.ï lTJ. ï 1:3.8 12.n 
Tahle 5.2: The derive and check-ti11H' for i11lerpret.i11g pI·or1n1111 2 wit.h diff<'l'-
ent implementa.tions 
Ta.hie 5.2 shows "program 2", with t.ll(' initial goal "-tc(a,c). interprdPd 
by the fom implementat.ions wit.h four loop rherks ( riy, rfr. 8Ïff. ,qfr). 
The four implementa.t.ion are: 
"mda": the first meta.-interpreter prese11t.Pd in s11hsect.io11 3.:3.2; 
"1'Eo1-mcla": the meta-interpreler that. 0111~· sa.id when a. dNivat.ion suc<·<'P<I. 
as presented in su bsect. ion :3,:3,.J; 
"rrnl-mclalFRV': the sa.me 111eta.-i11\.Npr<'il'I' as "1·rnl-mrta" exc<'pt t.hat. it 
t1H<'s the PROLOG variabks and 1101. 01n "$ varia.hlt>s"; 
"p,.c": the pre-co111pikd progra111, pr('S<'llt.Pd in st•ct.ion ,1.2, i111<,1vn•t{,d liy 
the PROLOG system. 
The f-irst thiug to note is thal \.he "rh<'rk''-t.iml' is al1110s\. the sa111P for 
ail lhl' four implement.a\.ions. TherP is a snrnll diff<•rPnre lwt.WPPll th<> Iwo 
implenwntations tha.\. use the"$ variables" ( mda and rra./-111rfa) and thP Iwo 
progra.m 1 empt.y 11011 <'Îg <'Vg E'ÎI' <'VI' 
dE'rivE'-time 65.5 135.G 1>5.G G5.ï G5.8 G5.•1 
check-time 1.:3 1.:i 10.ï lï.ï lï.5 HU 
rom parison 0 () lVïR l!)ï8 Ulï,~ J!)ï8 
lit.Prats in list 18:l () 10-1 1 0-1 l 8:l IH:1 
progra.m 1 sig svg sir svr sir.st. sir.dt 
deri ve-t.irne (:i,5.2 G,J.8 64.8 60.0 G4.9 G•l,ï 
chN·k-t.ime 2:J.5 2,1.!"') 25.2 25.9 .1,5 2.1 
compa.rison 1978 l!Jï8 HJï8 HJT8 250 (j8 
li terals in list 10·1 104 Hn HtJ l,~q :35 
Ta.blE' 5.:l: Comparision of t.hE' diffPrent loop checks for 1n·oyr"m 1 
t.ha.t use the PRO LOG varia.hies. This is hera.use in the impl<'1ne11t.a1 io118 
with the PROLOG variahl<'s t.lw application of 81tb8t.it.ution t.o t.hP n,sul1ant. 
head is explicit and so we can not measure it. This can be sr>en in talilt> 
5.1 for the loop check non where t.he "check"-tirne is not eqmd t.o Zf:'l'o for 
the first t.wo met.a.-int.erpret.ers, this represe11t t.he t.ime nsed t.o apply th<• 
substitut.ion to the resultant head. 
Now let us analyse the "derive'' -t.ime of the different irn plemE'nt.atio11s. 
The derive-tirne with mda is abont 12 seconds higgt'l" than with real-mcla 
in table 5.1 and nine seconds in t.ahk 5.2. This reprPSPJlt the time wwd t.o 
find if a leaf of the SLD-treP failed a11d keep t.he derivation. ln rral-mda 
when a leaf failed it is the procedure find_new_goaLresultant which fnik•d. 
A large pa.rt of the tinw spent in Uw romput.a.t.ion of t.he rPrmlre11t. is 
used t.o apply the substitut.ion to thl' new goal. This can be sePn wlœn we 
compare t.he derive-t.ime of rrnl-mcta a11d of rrn.1-mda WR\ ·, du·i11r-li111< il, 
1·wl-mda is about six t.itue dcriiic-limc in 1·wl-mclo H'Rt ·. This is due ln 1hP 
fact. t.hat the application of substitution is made explicit.ly in 1·ral-111da and 
implicit.ly in 1·1:"l-mclavVHV hy t.hP 11nderlying PROLOC: system whirh is 
very efficient. 
Th<' romput.a.t.ion of t.he resolw11t. is Pven 111ore dlki<'nl. wit.h t.hP pre-
compilPd program, pre, hernttsl.' it. is clonP compll't.Ply implirit.J.v hy t.he 1111-
derlying PROLOG system. 
5.3 The different loop checks 
In this section the diffl'rent loop checks will be com1rnrPd. Tu do this WP 
use the result obtained hy 1·cal-mcla for the three programs. The n's11lt.s are 
tlispla.yed in ta.hie 5.:3, 5.4 and 5.5. Wh<>n' duillf-limr· is the total rp11-t.i11w, 
in seconds, used t.o compute tlw llPXt goal; rhrd·-fimc is the total rp11-ti11w, 
in sernnds, used t.o p€'rfortn t.he loop cl1Pcking itself. Co11111a1•i,qo11,q is th,, 
t.ota.l number of goal compa.riso11H. Lilcrn/,q in /i,q/ is t.hf:' t.ot.al n11111lwr of 
lit.ern.ls Htor<•d in the list of goals and t.hl' lis1. of res11lt.a11t lwads for th<> loop 
cht>ddng. 
•l ï 
program 2 eig evg eir ('\' r 
derive-time 8,1 .1 8,1.1 8,1,'2 8,J ,!j 
check-time 10,.J 11. l l l.'2 11.!j 
comparison 1150 llG0 1150 1150 
literals in list 120 120 211 211 
progra.m 2 sig svg sir S\'l' sir.si. sir.dt 
derive-time 8LL•I 8:U) R:l.5 82.9 95.:i lGï.:J 
check-time 15.G 15.5 15.ï lG.8 -1.G G.2 
comparison 1150 1JG0 1150 11.50 2,JG 1 ï•I 
literais in list 120 120 211 211 2,J:J 82 
Table 5A: Comparision of thP diff!!l'l'ltl loop d1erks for JJ1·oyI·a11I :! 
progra.m ;3 eig <:•vg eir PVJ' 
derive-time 444.5 ,1,1:3.G ,l-1,Ll ,1.1.1.01 
check-time G0.ï ï:L ï ï:LG ï!U) 
comparison (j~q2 ()8:32 m~:32 fütl2 
literais in list 8ï9 Rï9 1:n2 1:312 
program ;J sig svg sir S\ï' 
derive-tirne :rnG.5 :30ï.0 ;310.ï :Ho.5 
check-time 11 :J,G 1 L ;_1.;J l lG. ï 115.:J 
comparison Gfi2 G-lï2 ,5,1 ï2 :dï'2 
literais in list 6-lï Gclï !)6,1 9G,J 
Table 5.5: Compa.rision of tht\ different. loop clwcks for pI·or1ram .J 
For the linear program, progmm 1. al! the loop ch<'cks are 11sNI and for 
the \.wo circula.r, JJl'OfJl'<tm 2 and JJl'Of/1'<1111 .J, the loop chPclrn empty and 11011 
a.re not. used since they do not d!!lecl. loops and never give resultR. 
For the first two programs, see ta hie !5.:J and !5A the 1111mher of node in !.111• 
SLD-tree developed is the same for a.Il I ht> fnll-compariso11 loop dtf'cks. Thus 
dt::ritw-fimc is the same for ail the full-corn parison loop cherking. For tlw 
p1·oura111 .J the subsumption checks prune earlil'I' t.ha.n the (:'<(tiality d1Pcks. 
they develop respectively 5<32 ancl <îï8 nodPs. So dcri11r-fi111c for t.hP fo11r 
suhs11mpt.io11 checks is smaller than dc,·iPr-timc for t.lw four ('q1tn.lit.,v chPrks. 
Thl' results of t.a.b]es G.:J and G.,I show t.hat. thP s11hs11111plio11 cl1erks a.r<' 
r-;igllifiealy 11\01'(' PXJ>ensiv<' !hall t.lH' ('(l'lalil.,v rh('rks. D11P 1.o lhP s11i:1II i:;j7,p of 
t.lw goa.ls <kriv<'d with t.hl' initial goal "-lc(a,z) or <-tc(a,c) (Oil<' or t.,,·o lit<'rnls 
wit.h a 111ea.n length of 1.5) the su bs11m pt ion checks are approximal<:'ly ,1()% 
more PXpPnsive. 
[11 1n·orrI·am :J, where the goals are higgPr ( from olle l.o four lilPrals wi1h a 
mean lPngt.h of 2.5), it is more dillic11lt. \.o pvnluat.e thP cos!. of s11hs11111pt.i<111 
checks hecausp snbsumpt.ion a.ncl l'(llla.lity dt<'rks do 110\. dewlop t.hP sa111P 
number of nodes in the SLD-tree. B11t it is possible t.o evaluate the time of 
one goal comparison ( check-lime divi<!Pd hy the numlwr of goal co1111rnriso11s 
clone). The titne for one goal compa.rison is about 0.01 second for the equality 
checks a.ncl 0.02 second for the subsumption checks. This means that. t.he 
snhs11mpt.io11 checks are a.hou!. 100% morP expP11sivP. 
vVe can see tha.t if the me,\.11 size of the goals rais<'s fro111 1.5 t.o 2.r1 
literais, the cost of the snhs11mption checks augments from ,JO% t.o 100%. 
If the mean size of the goals augment.s we ca.11 imagine that. t.he cost. of 
snbsumption clwck innE>ases in tlw sa111<.• nrnnnN. 
The result show t.Imt thNe is 110 m11rh differencP a111ong thP equalit.~· 
checks (and among the subsumpt.ion checks). The clwcks hased 011 goals 
a.re slightly cheaper and use less spaee thnn tho.<i<:' ha1wd on rPstiltant. This 
represent. the time use to comparE> thP resultant: heads and the Rpare to i;t.or<• 
tlwm. 
The checks t.est.ing for instance are cheaper t.han t.hose testing fur rn.ri-
;u1ce. This is due to the irnpleme1\l.atio11: firnt a Rt1bst.it.ut.ion iR comp11t.<-'<L 
t.hen it is tested if this substitut.ion is renaming. 
In ta.hie 5.3, the ad vaut.age of the 1.riang11lar loop checks are evid(-'111: 1 hPy 
need much less time. But. this program does not show their disadva11tng/', 
t.h<:'y develop the sa.me SLD-tree as the fnll-comparison checlrn and so 111ah• 
Jess compa.rison. Usually, they prnne the dNivntion Inter, so they df'v<•lop 
more nodes. This is shown in tables 0.·I. Tht>,Y do not. rn111p:HP ea('h goal. 
so they del.<:'ct loops lat.er t.han the full-(·ompnrison rheck and develop 11101'<' 
node of the SLD-tree. Thus for the triang11la1· rlwcks r/l(d-timc decr<•as<•s 
but derii,c-time increases. Due to the fact, t.hat we usP triangular numlwrn, 
th<:' deeper we a.re in the SLD-tree t.111• lo11gPr is t.lw diHl.ance lwl.WP<:'ll t.,,·o 
checks a.nd we have to develop more nodPs nflPI' the lwginning of' th,, loop 
to de1.<•ct it. 
If we look more precisely to the ligurPs of chcd·-tim< foi· t.he singl<' and 
douhle t.1-ia.ngular loop ch€'cks, WP rnn see that sing!P t.riang11lar ch€'rk 111ake 
more comparisons but ched·-fimr is smaller than for do1thl€' t.ria11gnla1· dt(lrk. 
This is beca11se t.he time t.o apply t.he substitut.ion lo the l'<:'Rllltant hend, 
which is clone for each nodes, iR counl<'d in chcd:-fimr. In 1 ahl<' 0.:J thP 
t:ime to apply the substitut.ion to one resultant. head is about O.OIG S('COIHI 
( ched·-tùne for empty loop check, L.:3 second, divided by the 11111nher of 
nodes, i'G ), therefore for the single ( respedivdy double) lria11g1tla.r loop 
check t.lrn.t develop 109 uodes ( respectiwl,v l8ï 11odes) 1 he ti11w 111,ed t.o appl,v 
substitution to resultant heads is abo11t. 1.ï seconds (respect.iv('b' 3 seco11ds) 
and tlwrefore the time for the comparison ilsdf is 2.8 sPconds ( l'f'.'qwctiv(•l,v 
2.2). 
5.4 How costly is the loop checking 
To answer to the question "How coRl,l,v is the loop cl1erking'?" we Hho11ld 
compare an efficient PROLOG inl:NprPter with loop checking wit.h existing 
PROLOG interpreters. As developing a really efllcient PHOLOG intE>rpreter 
.l!) 
with loop checking involves a. lot. of work and it. is not tlw Jrnrpose of t.hi::; 
thesis, it will be helpful to use a met.a.-int.erpret.er t.o have an idea of t.he 
result obtained wit.h an efficient implement.ation. 
But. which implement.ation ::;ltould we 11se for t.hat. p11rpose'? This i111-
plementation is of course less eflîcient than the real one. but its ineHici<'ll<'~' 
11111st. hl' t.h<• sarne for l.11<' ronst.r11dion of t.h<• d<'l'ival.ion a.11d t.h,, loup rl1<•<·ki11~ 
il.self. 
The four implementa.tio11s 11sPd in t.his rhap(.Pr hav<' al111ost. th<• sa.111<• loop 
checking efficiency. At the opposite, the const.rnction of the derirnt.ion an• 
quit.e different. In 1·atl-111cfo 11'/ll' and /H'C, d11<' to the 11::;e of th<' PHOLO<: 
varia.hies. the rnanipula.t:ion of th<' s11lrnt.it.ut.ion is done implicit.1.v and ::;o i::; 
very efficient with respect of the loop cher king ( perhap::; t.oo eHiciPnt. ). 111 
real-nula the application of suh::;tit.11tio11. unifira.tion rt.Jl(l 111akhi11i:i; are u1ad<' 
explicitly. Thus it. seems 1.ha.t t.lw ro11::;t.r11ct.io11 of dNivation and lit<' loop 
cherking are ma.de with the same degrPeA of eflici<'nc,v. ln 111rla. the dririrnr,v 
of the applicat.iou of substitution, unification and 11H\.\.ching is thP ::;a111<' as 
for rcol-mr::ia. Dut mda do mor<' work t.han an usual PHOLOG sysl~•m: il 
stop wlwn a. goal fail<'d and wh<'n a <!Privation is pr111w<l. 
1 think real-mrta is a. good meta-int.erprell'l' to giw an idPa of t.he P'-'1'-
forma.nn' of a real PROLO(~ intPq>1·elPI' wit.h loop cl1<•rk. 'l'lw ta.hl<-::; G.:1. 
5.4 and !i.5 show the resnlts obtain by t.hoA<' t.hree progrnms iuterprPt<•d by 
rwl-mda. 
The cost of thP loop chPck depends of rn1trse on the program and the 
clwck 11s<•<I. If the a.verag<' sizP of t.lH• goa.ls is higg<'I' t.hP ti111<• 1.o <·0111pan• 
goals will be bigger tha.n for smalln goals. ThP t.hrer• exa.rnpl" Ils!' her<' h,l\'P 
qui te smaU goa.ls. Dut one may AllSpPct t.hat it. costs too m11ch to appl,r t hP 
fnll-compa.rison loop chPck t.o a. largp exarnplP wit.h few loopA. 111 Alll'h rasPR, 
tlw use of a. t.riangula.r loop chedrn <i<-finitel,v lwaü; 11si11g 110 loop clw('k at ail. 
This a.pp lies in particnlar to programA that. are At.ill heing (.pst.Pd/ dehugg<•d: 
they a.rp not. snpposed to loop but so111e loop,c; ma,v he preseut. 
The constrnction of the <IPriva.t.ion ca.11 lw gn•atl,v i111proved wit.h ,c;o1111• 
common optimiza.tion techniques, such ns la::;1. rnU optimizatio11. lt. is rnn-
ceivable tha.t such optimization wonl<l increasPs the rl'lative cost. of thl' loup 
checking. On the other hand, our loop clwcking procedure il.self could <'Pl'-
tainly be improved, for Pxample by using some kind of "increnwntal" \P::;ting 
(an P<JUa.lity check tests first if two goals have the same length, tlwn whPtlwr 
thPy have thP sa.me predica.tes in t.he sa.me order and so on), ordering t.hr, 
JH<•vious goal by the prohahilit,v t.o lw siniilar t.o th<' rnrr<•nt. 011P. i\lso thP 
storagc and retricva.l of prcvious goal::; rn11ld lw impro,·<•d b,v sollH' hashing 
techniques. These optimiza.tions would makP loop checking lesR co::;t.ly. 
1 think it's difficult to predict the cost. of the loop chPcking with th<• 
irnplernentations presented here. At the he~inning th(' mPta.-int.el')HPt.Pr wa::; 
just seen as a. prototype to show t.hat it was possihle to implenwnt. lonp 
checking a.nd to ma.ke some experiment.s t.o sPe wha.t was the SLD-treP pro-
dttcPd by some programs. It was onl,v a.t. thP end of thP work that. tlw 
question "How costly is the loop chPcking?'' was asked. This ÎA why thP 
different. implPmentntions do not. use all the optimiza.tion t(•chniq11Ps. 
!50 
Auywa.y the loop cltPcking a.lways eost. somet.hing, so a.11 inkqn•pt.er wit.h 
loop checking is less efficient tha.11 one wit.hout. In some case wherP t.hP 
efficiency is not too important, for example for debbuging programs or for 
wdting progra.ms in a more declarat.ive sytle, the cost of loop checki11~ is 
accepta.hie. The wea.kne,c;s of the loop dt<'cks prPsent.ed hPr<' is tlw n•latin•ly 




This is the code of the PROLOG met.a-int.erpreter, writ.t.eu iu qt1int11s PHO-
LOG, describe in section 3.3. 
lt rnn only interpret pure PHOLOG programs (wit.hont. 1wgatio11 and 
cuts ). It cloes not use ordina.ry va.riahles. the va.ria.bles must. st.art with t.he 
cha.ra.cter "$". 
The user rnll 
solvel( check, [a($X)]). 
means salve the goal +-a(X) with the loop check check. The nwta-int.erpretN 
and the program must be loaded in memory. ln the program ail the variahks 
must he a.toms that sta.rt with th(' charact0r "$". For examplP a(X) :- b(Y) 
must be transformed in a($X) :- b($Y). 
This implementa.tion updates fiw counters: 
two rea.l counters: the "check-time" ( t.he cp11-t.ime spent. in the pro<·<><l11 I'<' 
check and to apply the substitut.ion to the resultant hea<I) and the 
"derive-time" (the cpu-time SJH'llt to find the resolvent. of the ntl'l'Pltf. 
goal). 
thr('e integer counter: the mtmher of goal comparisons made, the 1111111lwr 
of node developed and the 111unher of lit.erals stored in the list of goals 
a.nd the list of resultant heads for the loop checking. 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/* Jean HENRARD 14 may 1991 * / 
/* CWI - Amsterdam - The Netherlands * / 
/* FNDP - Namur - Belgium * / 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/* The structure of solveI is : * / 
/* solvel * / 
/* create_answer_substitution * / 
/* print_derivation * / 
/* solve * / 
/* check (cfr the definition of the check procedure) * / 
/* find_new _goal_resultant * / 
/* app ly _sub_sub * / 
/* apply _sub_expr * / 
/* member_sub * / 
/* append */ 
/* is_var */ 
/* apply _sub_expr * / 
/* append */ 
/* d_clause * / 
/* d_unif */ 
/* occur * / 
/* is_var */ 
/* append */ 
/* is_var */ 
/* replace_ var_sub * / 
/* apply _binding * / 
/* transform_body_to_list * / 
/* fresh_variables * / 
/* apply_sub_expr * / 
/* make_fresh_substitution * / 
/* append */ 
/* list_var * / 
/*##############################-###########################*/ 
!*'========================*! 
/* solvel(Check,Goal) * / 
!*'========================*! 
/* type : Check in ( non. empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg. sig, svr, sir, * / 
/* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * / 
/* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * / 
/* (svr,dt), (sir.dt)}. * / 
/* Goal= expression * / 
/* relation - side effect : solve the goal 'Goal' with the loop check 'Check' * / 
/* if it finds a solution then prints the computed answer * / 
/* solution, the depth where the solution is found and the * / 
/* derivation; * / 
/* if it prunes the derivation then prints the depth * / 
/* where the branch is pruned and the derivation; * / 
/* if it finds a branch that fail then prints the depth * / 
/* where the branch fails and the derivation. * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
!*========================*/ 
solvel(Check, Goal) :-
/* Initialisation of the counters for * / 
init_float(l ), /* check time * / 
init_float(2), /* derivation time * / 
init_int(l), /* number of goal comparisons * / 
init_int(2), /* number of nodes developed * / 
init_int(3), /* number of literals keep in the lists * / 
create_answer_substitution(Goal, [). Substitution). 
solve(Check, Goal, Goal, Substitution, [1, [). 1, 0, 0, O,Derivation), 






nl, write(' check : '), 
write(Check), 
nl, write('derivation time '), 
write(TD), 
nl. write('time comparison '), 
write(fC), 
nl, write('number of goal comparisons '), 
write(GC), 
nl, write('nwnber of node developed '), 
write(G), 
n1. write('number of liter:tls in the lists '), 
write(LL), 
nl, write('derivation '), 
nl, print_derivation([Goal I Derivation]), 
nl, nl, 
fail. /* for finding all the solutions * / 
solvel(Check, _) :-






nl, write(' check : '), 
write(Check), 
nl, write('derivation tirne '), 
write(fD), 
nl, write('time comparison '), 
write(TC), 
nl, write('number of goal comparisons '), 
write(GC), 
nl, write('number of node developed '), 
write(G), 
nl, write('number of literals in the lists '), 
write(LL). 
/*'===================="! 
/* solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, * / 
/* ListResult, LastVar, Depth. I. FI, Derivation) */ 
!*'=========================*! 
/* type : Check in { non, empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg, sig, svr, sir, * / 
/* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * / 
/* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * / 
/* (svr,dt), (sir,dt)). * / 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* ListGoal, ListResult, Derivation : lists of expressions * / 
/* LastV ar, Depth : integers * / 
/* relation : * / 
/* When the derivation is * / 
/* Go=> {C1,81l ... =>Gic-1 => {Ck,0itl0ic */ 
/* has been consrructed, the meanings of the parameters are the following: * / 
/* Goal= Git (also used for loop checking); * / 
/* Substitution= the list of bindings representing 01 ... ek */ 
/* restricted to the variables of Go; * / 
/* LastV ar = the number of variables used (needed for * / 
/* standardization apart.) * / 
/* Input parameters for loop checking: * / 
/* Check = the loop check that is used: * / 
/* Resultant = GoS1 ... Sk; * f 
/* ListGoal = [Gk-1, ...• Go]; * f 
/* ListResult = [GoS1···Sk, ... , Go]; */ 
/* Depth = k. */ 
/* FI= 1/2 I(l + 1) and 1/2(1 - 1)- I < D ~ 1/2 i (i + 1) * / 
/* if D = FI then D is a triangular number * / 
/* If a double triangular check is used, ListGoal (ListResult) * / 
/* contains only the goals (resultant heads) with a triangular * / 
/* index. When "non" is used, these lists are not maintained. * / 
/* LisResult is only maintain for loop checks for resultant * / 
/* or "empty" loop check. * / 
/* Output (provided that a fmite derivation is generated) * / 
/* Derivation = [Gk+l• .•. , Gn, true] means Gn is empty * / 
/* [Gk+l• ... , Gn, prune] means Gn is pruned */ 
/* [Gk+l• ... , Gn, false] means Gn is failed * / 
!*=========================*/ 
/* if a solution is found (the goal to be solved is empty) 
solve(Check, [], Resultant, Substitution. ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth, I, FI, [truel) :-
nl, write(Substitution), 
nl, write('depth '), 
write(Depth). 
/* if Literal is a system predicate 
solve(Check, [Literal I Goal], Resultant, Substitution. ListGoal, 




apply_sub_expr(Goal, CAS, NewGoal), 
apply_sub_expr(Resultant, CAS, NewResultant), 
apply_sub_sub(Substitution, CAS, NewSubstitution), 
update_depth(Depth, I. FI. NewDepth, New!, NewFI), 
solve(Check, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult], 
LastVar, NewDepth, NewL NewFI, Derivation). 
/* we perform the loop check (Check) to see if we can continue, 
/* then we compute the next goal to be solved and the 
/* substitution (NewSubstitution) and the new resultant 
/* (NewResultant) and solve the new goal 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution. ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth, I, FI, Derivation) :-
/* Goal is not empty and ists first literal is not a 
/* built-in predicate 
check(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, 
Depth, FI. NewListGoal, NewListResult), 
!, 
find_new _goal_resultant(Goal, Resultant, Substitution. LastV ar, 
NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution. NewLastVar), 
( NewGoal = [falsel_J -> 
). 
/* the current goal has no resolvent 
Derivation = [false], 
nl, write('detph '), 
write(Depth) 
/* the current goal has a resolvent 
update_depth(Depth, L FI, NewDepth, NewI, NewFI), 
Derivation = [NewGoal I NewDerivation], 
solve(Check. NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution. 
NewListGoal, NewListResult, NewLastVar, NewDepth. 











/* if we are in a infuût loop (not(check( ... ))) then we 
/* prune the derivation at this point. 
solve(Check, [A I Goal], Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth. I, FI, [prune]):-
/* not(check( ... )), a loop is detected 
nl, write('depth '), 
write(Depth). 
/* definition of the built-in predicate 
syst(_ = _). 
syst(_ >= _). 
syst(_ > _). 
syst(_ < _). 
syst(_ =< _). 
syst(_ is _). 
call_syst(X=Y, Substitution) :-
d_unif([X], [Y], Substitution). 
call_syst(X>=Y, []) :-
X>= Y. 

















/* create_answer_substitution(Expr, OldSubstitution, * / 
/* NewSubstitution) * / 
/*========================*/ 
/* type: Expr : expression * / 
OldSubsti.tution. NewSubstirution : lists of binding * / /* 
/* relation : if [SX1, ... ,SX,J is the list of variables * / 
/* occuring in Expr then NewSubstirution * / 
/ * = [ eq(SX;1, SX;1), ...• eq(SXik, SXik) 1 OldSubstitution] * / 
/* where the SX;j are the variables that does * / 
/* not appear in OldSubstitution * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr, var) : out(gr, gr, gr) * / 
!*=========================*/ 
create_answer_substitution([], OldSubstitution. OldSubstitution). 
create_answer_substitution([E I Expr], OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution) :-
is_ var(E), 
!, 
(member_sub(_, OldSubstitution. E) -> 
). 
create_answer_substitution(Expr, OldSubstitution, NewSubstirution) 
create_answer_substitution(Expr, [eq(E. E) 1 OldSubstitution], 
New Substitution) 
create_answer_substitution([E I Expr], OldSubstitution, NewSubstirution) :-
/* not (is_var(E)) */ 
E = .. L I List], 
append(List, Expr. NewExpr). 
create_answer_substirution(NewExpr. OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution). 
/*--------------·-----------*/ 
/* print_derivation(Derivation) * / 
/*----------------------- ----*! 
/* type : Derivation : a list * / 
/* relation - side effect : * / 
/* Derivation = [L1, ...• L,,] * / 
/* then it prints * / 
/* Li */ 
/* .... */ 
/* ½,. * / 
/* directionnality : in(novar) : out(novar) * / 
!* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
print_derivation([]). 




!*----- -------------- -------------------------*/ 
/* update_depth(Depth, I. FI, NewDepth, Newl. New FI) * / 
!*-----------------------------------·------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Depth, I, FI. NewDepth, Newl. New FI: integers * / 
/ * relation : * / 
/* if Depth = FI * / 
/* thenNewI = I + 1 */ 
/* NewFI =FI+ NewI * / 
/* NewDepth = Depth + 1 * / 
/* elseNewl=I */ 
/* New FI= FI * / 
/* NewDepth = Depth ... 1 * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr, gr. var, var, var) * / 
/* out(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*------------------------*/ 
update_depth(Depth, L Depth, NewDepth, Newl NewFI) :-
! , 
New! is I + 1. 
New FI is Depth + Newl 
New Depth is Depth + 1. 
update_depth(Depth, I, FI, NewDepth, L FI) :-
NewDepth is Depth + 1. 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* TIŒ LOOP CHECK PROCEDURES * / 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* */ 
/* check(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, */ 
/* NewListGoal, NewListResult) */ 
/* */ 
/* check use CASE 1 : Ill// */ 
/* CASE 2 : check_EVG */ 
/* renaming */ 
/* CASE 3 : check_EIG */ 
/* compute_substitution */ 
/* CASE 4 : check_EVR */ 
/* same_EVR */ 
/* renaming */ 
/* same_substitution */ 
/* CASE 5 : check_EIR */ 
/* same_EIR */ 
/* compute_substitution */ 
/* same_substitution */ 
/* CASE 6 : check_SVG */ 
/* incl_ren */ 
/* CASE 7 : check_SIG */ 
/* incl_sub */ 
/* CASE 8 : check_SVR */ 
/* same_SVR */ 
/* incl_ren */ 
/* renaming */ 
/* same _subs ti turion */ 
/* CASE 9 : check_SIR */ 
/* same_SIR */ 
/* incl_sub */ 
/* compute_substirution */ 
!* same_substirution */ 
/* CASE 10 : check_t */ 
/* check_EVG, check_EIG, check_EVR, */ 
/* check_EIR, check_SVG, check_EIG, */ 
/* check_SVR, check_SIR */ 
/* CASE 11 : check_t */ 
/* check_EVG, check_EIG, check_EVR, */ 
/* check_EIR, check_SVG, check:_EIG, */ 
/* check_SVR, check_SIR */ 
/* •f 
/*'========================*! 
/* type : Check in { non, empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg, sig, svr, sir, * / 
/* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * / 
/* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * / 
/* (svr,dt), (sir.dt)}. * / 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* ListGoal, ListResult, NewListGoal, NewListResult : * / 
/* lists of expressions * / 
/* depth : integer * / 
/* relation : Check is the kind of loop check to be performed * / 
/* Depth is the depth where the loop check occur * / 
/* ListGoal = [G1, .. ,Gnl * / 
/* ListResult = [R1, .. ,Rn] * / 
/* if there is no i such that Goal 'is sufficiently sirnilar' * / 
/* to Gi w.r.L Check * / 
/* and Resultant 'is sufficiently similar' to ~ w.r.t. Check * / 
/* then NewListGoal = [Goal I ListGoal] * / 
/* NewListResult = [resultant I ListResult] * / 
/* exept if Check = *** _d_t then * / 
/* ifDepthin{l/2i(i+l)I iinN} */ 
/* then NewListGoal = [Goal I ListGoal] * / 
/* NewListResult = [Resultant I ListResult] * / 
/* else NewListGoal = ListGoal * / 
/* NewListResult = ListResult * / 
/* directionnality : * / 
/* in(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, var, var) : * / 
/* out(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*=========================*/ 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 1 no loop check 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(empty, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, [Goal I ListGoal], 





check(non, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth. FI, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 2 Equals Variant of Goal 
\************************•**********************************/ 





/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
/* check_EVG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
/*-------- ---------------------------------*/ 
/ * type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal: list of expressions= [G1, .. ,Gn] * / 
/* relation: there is no i and renaming 9 such that Gi 9 = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr. gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*----------- -------- --------------------*/ 
check_EVG(Goal, []). 
check_EVG(Goal, [G l ListGoalJ):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime,_), 
\+- renaming(G, Goal, Renaming), 




CASE 3 Equals Instance of Goal 
\**************************•********************************/ 






/* check_EIG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
/*--- -----------------------·---------*/ 
/* type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal : list of expressions = [G_l, .. ,G_n] * / 
/* relation: there is no i and substitution 9 such that Gi 9 = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*------- -----------------------------------------·-----*! 
check_EIG(Goal, []). 
check_EIG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+ compute_substitution(G, Goal, Substitution), 




CASE 4 Equals Variant of Resultant 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(evr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, [Goal l ListGoal], 
[Resultant I ListResult]):-






/* check_EVR(Goal, Resultant. ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
!*------------------------*! 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions= [G1, .. ,Gnl * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R1, .• ,R,,] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renaming 9 such that Gi 9 = Goal * / 
/* and R; 9 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(_gr, gr) * / 
/*--------------------------*/ 
check_EVR(Goal. Resultant, [], □). 
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], [RI ListResult]):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+- same_EVR(Goa!. Resultant, G, R), 
statistics(runtime, [_ , Tl), 
add_float(l, T), 
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" / 
/" same_EVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) "/ 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------"I 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions "/ 
/* relation: there is a renaming 9 such that G 9 = Goal * / 
I * and R 9 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------------- ------------------------------------------* / 
same_EVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
renaming(G. Goal, Renaming). 
renaming(R, Resultant. Renamingl), 
same_substitution(Ren<!rning, Renaming 1 ). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 5 Equals Instance of Resultant 
\*•*********************************************************/ 
check(eir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI. (Goal I ListGoal], 
[Resultant I ListResult]):-






/* check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
/*---------------------- --------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions = [G1, .. ,Gnl * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R1, .. ,Rnl * / 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 9 such that Gi 9 = Goal * / 
/* and~ 9 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
check_EIR(Goal. Resultant, [], (]). 
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], [R i ListResult)):-
add_int(l, l), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+ same_EIR(Goal, Resultant,G, R), 
statistics(runtime, L , TJ), 
add_float(l, n, 
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
/* same_EIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * ! 
/*--------- -------------- --------'"/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions 
/* relation : there is a substitution 9 such that G 9 = Goal 
/* and R 9 = Resultant 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) 
!*----
same_EIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
compute_substitution(G, Goal, SubstitutionGoal), 








CASE 6 Subsumes Variant of Goal 
/***********************************************************/ 





/*----------------------- ---- ------------------------------------------* / 
/* check_SVG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
!*--------------------·--------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal: list expressions= [G1, .. ,Gnl */ 
/ * relaùon : there is no i and renanùng 9 such that G; 9 = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------------------------------------*/ 
check_SVG(Goal, (]). 
check_SVG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\t- incl_ren(G, Goal, Renaming), 




CASE 7 Subsumes Instance of Goal 
\*********************•*************************************/ 





/*-------------- -----------* I 
/* check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal) */ 
/*---------------- ----·------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal : expression 
/* ListGoal: list expressions= [G1, .. ,Gnl 
/* relation : there is no i and substionion 9 
/* such that G; 9 = Goal 






/*----------------- -------------------------* / 
check_SIG(Goal, []). 
check_SIG(Goal. [G I ListGoal]):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+ incl_sub(G, Goal, Substitution), 




CASE 8 Subsumes Variant of Resultant 
\***************************~*******************************/ 
check(svr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, [Goal l ListGoal], 
[Resultant I ListResult]):-






/* check_SVR(Goal, Resultant. ListGoal, ListResult) * / /*- ----------------------- ___ ., 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions = [G1, .• ,GnJ * / 
/* ListResutl = list of expressions = [R1, .. ,RJ * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renanùng 9 such that G; e include in Goal * / 
/* and R; 9 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--------- ·------- ---------------------------------·/ 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, [), [)). 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, [G l ListGoal], [R l ListR~sultJ):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+ same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
statistics(runtime, L , T]), 
add_float(l, T), 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/* ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------* I 
/* same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) */ 
/*----------·---------·-----------------------------------------------* I 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation: there is a renaming 0 such that G 0 include in Goal * / 
/ * and R a = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*------ --------------------- -------------------*/ 
same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
incl_ren(G, Goal, RenamingGoal), 
renaming(R. Resultant, RenamingResultant), 
same_substi~•r:,m(RenamingResultant, RenamingGoal). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 9 Subsumes Instance of Resultant 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(sir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, FI, [Goal I ListGoal], 
[Resultant I ListResult]):-






/* check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
/*-------------------- -------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions = [G1, .. ,Gn] * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R1, •. ,Rn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 0 such that Gi 0 include in Goal * / 
/* and R; 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr. gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*---------- --------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, [], []). 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, (G l ListGoal], (R I ListResult]):-
add_int(l, 1), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
\+ same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
statistics(runtime, [_ , TJ), 
dd_float(l, T), 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
!*----------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * / 
!*------ -------------------------------------- -----*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution 0 such that G . 0 include in Goal • / 
/* and R . 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) "'/ 
!*--------------------------------*/ 
same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
incl_sub(G, Goal, SubstitutionGoal), 
compute_substitution(R. Resultant, SubstitutionResultant), 
same_substitution(SubstitutionResultant, SubstitutionGoal). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 10 Single Triangle loop checks 
\***********************************************************/ 
check((Full, st), Goal. Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, Depth. 
(Goal 1 ListGoalJ, (Resultant I ListResult)):-
!, 





check((Full, st), Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth. FI, 






CASE 11 Double Triangle loop checks 
\**"'**•••**************************************ll!C************/ 
check((Full, dt), Goal, Resultant, ListGoal. ListResult, Depth. Depth. 
[ Goal!ListGoal],[ResultantlListResult]) :-
!. 





check((Full, dt), Goal. Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth. FI, 
ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*------------------------*/ 
/* check_t(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal. ListResult) * / 
/*-----------------------------*/ 
/* type: Check in {non, evg, eig,evr,eir,svg,sig,svr,sir} */ 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal, ListResult : lists of expressions * / 
/* relaùon : ListGoal = [Gi, .. ,Gnl * / 
/* ListResult = [R1, .. ,Rn] * I 
/* there is no i such that Goal, Resultant is sufficiently * / 
/* similar to Gi.~ w.r.t. Check * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, novar, novar, novar, novar) * / 
/* : out (gr, novar, novar, novar, novar) * / 
/*-------------------·---- ---------------------------*/ 
check_t(evg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EVG(Goal. ListGoal). 
check_t(eig, Goal. Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(evr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(eir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_E1R(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(svg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SVG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(sig, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(svr, Goal. Resultant, ListGoal. ListResult):-
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(sir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* HNDTHE NEXT GOAL TO SOLVE * / 
/*######################################################*/ 
/*------------------ -------*/ /* find_new _goal_resultant(PrevGoal, PrevResultant, Substitution. * / 
/* LastVar, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution. */ 
/* NewLastV ar) * / 
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : PrevGoal, PrevResultant, NewGoal, NewResultant: expressions */ 
/* Substitution. NewSubstitution : lists of bindings "/ 
/* LastYar, NewLastVar: integers * / 
/* relation : NewGoal is PrevGoal where we replace the first litteral is * / 
/* replaced by its 'oody (Body) if it exist else by the atom 'false' * / 
/* NewResultant is PrevResultant to which we apply the. * / 
/* unification computes to found Body * / 
/* The new variables are numered from LastVar to NewLastVar. * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr, gr, gr, var, var, var, var) * / 
/* out(gr. gr. gr. gr, gr, gr, gr. gr) * / 
/*-------- ---- --------------- -------------*/ 
::;1d_new _goal_resultant([A I Goal].PrevResultant. Substitution. LastY ar. 
NewGoal, NewResultant. NewSubstitution, NewLastVar) :-
statistics(runtime, _), 
d_clause(A, Goal, NewGoal, Substitution Clause, LastV ar, NewLastV ar), 
apply _sub_sub(Substitution. SubstitutionClause, NewSubstitution). 
statistics(runtime, L . T}). 
add_float(2, T), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
apply _sub_expr(Prev Resultant, S ubstitutionClause, New Resultant), 




/* d_clause(Head, Goal, NewGoal, Unifier, Number, NewNumber) * / 
/*--------·---------------- ----------*/ 
/* type : Head : f(t1 ••• ,t,J * / 
/* t;_ = terrn * / 
/* Goal, NewGoal : expressions * / 
/* Unifier : list of bindings * / 
/* Number, NewNumber: integers * / 
/* relation: if there is a clause in the program (H :- B) * / 
/* and an unifier Unifier such that * / 
/* Head. Unifier= H . Unifier * / 
/* then Body = B . Unifier * / 
/* and all the variables that appear in H and B are * / 
/* renamed, NewNumber - Number is the number of * / 
/* variables renamed * / 
/* else NewGoal = [false I Goal], Unifier=[], NewNumber = Number * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var, var, gr. var * / 
/* out (gr. gr, gr. gr. gr. gr) * / 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
d_clause(Head, Body, Unifier, Number, NewNumber) :-
functor(Head, F. N). 
/* This part checks only if there is :!r least a 
* clause which head unify with Hea-:!, tt can be removed 
* as the second clause of d_clause if we are not 
* interesœd in the fact that the interpreter stops 
\* when it finds a failing branch 
functor(NewHeadl, F. N). 
clause(NewHeadl, Bl l). 
d_unif([NewHeadl], [Head], Unifierl), 
!, 
functor(NewHead, F, "N), 
clause(NewHead, B), 
fresh_variables([NewHead 1 [B]], [H 1 [Bl]], Number, NewNumber), 
append_body_to_goal(Bl, Goal, Goall), 
d_unif([H), [Head], Unifier), 
apply_sub_e;cpr(Goall, Unifier, NewGoal). 
d_clause(Head.[false], O. Number, Number). 








/* fresh_variables(In. Out, Number, NewNumber) * / 
/*----------- ------------------*/ 
/* type : in, out : expressions * / 
/* Number, Newnumber : integer * / 
/* relation : Out is In where we change all the name of the variables to * / 
/* unused ones * / 
/* NewNumber - Number is the number of renamed variables * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, var, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*----------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* ex : input 1n = [f(SX,SY).p(SX,SZ).g(SY)] * / 
/* Number= 1 */ 
/* output Out= [f(SX1,SY2),p(SX1,SZ3),g(SY2)] * / 
/* NewNumber=4 */ 
/*-- ------------------ -----------*/ 
fresh_variables(In, Out, Number, NewNumber) :-
list_ var(In, (], List_of_ var_In), 
make_fresh_substitution(List_of_ var_In, Substitution, Number, 
NewNumber), 
apply_sub_expr(In, Substitution, Out). 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
/* append_body_to_goal(Body, Goal, NewGoal) * / 
/*----- ----·------ --------- ------------*/ 
/* type : Body is the body like you recieve it from clause(Head, Body) * / 
/* Goal, NewGoal : expressions * / 
/* relation: NewGoal = [Body transformed in a list I Goal] "'/ 
/*·------------------------ ·------*/ 
append_body_to_goal(true, Goal, Goal) :-
!. 
append_body_to_goal(((A.B), Goal, [AIB_Goal]) :-
!, 
append_boày_to_goal(B, Goal, B_Goal). 
append_body_to_goal((B, Goal, (BIGoal)). 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* COMPtJfE SUBSTifUTION, RENAMING, UNIFICATION. ... * / 
/*######################################################*/ 
/*---------------------- -----------------------*/ 
/* compute_substitution(Left, Right, Substitution) * / 
!*---------- --------------------------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution Substitution such that * / 
/* Left . Substitution = Right * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) "/ 
/*----------------------------·--- -----------------------*/ 
compute_substitution(Left, Right, Substitution) :-
compute_substitution_l(Left, Right, [], Substitution). 
/*------------------------------------- ---------------------------* / 
/* compute_substitution_l (Left, Right, FirstSubstitution, * / 
/* Substitution) * / 
/*--------------------------------------------------------- -----* I 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or :uoms * / 
/* FirstSubstitution, Substitution : list of binding s * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution 9 such that Left . 9 = Right * / 
/* Substitution = (9 1 FirstSubstitution] * / 
/* without duplicates * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr. gr) * / 
!*-----------·------------- -*/ 
compute_substitution_l([], [J, FirstSubstitution, FirstSubstitution) :-
!. 




( member_sub(L, FirstSubstirution, Term) -> 
R=Term, 
compute_substitution_l(Left, Right, FirstSubstitution, Substitution) 
compute_substitution_l(Left, Right, [eq(L, R) 1 FirstSubstitutionJ, 
Substitution) 
). 
compute_substitution_l([L I LeftJ, (R I Right], FirstSubstitution, 
Substitution) :-
! , 
functor(L, F, N), 
functor(R, F, N), 
L = .. [FI ListL], 
append(ListL, Left. NewLeft), 
R = .. [F I ListR], 
append(ListR, Right, NewRight), 
compute_substitution_ l(NewLeft, New Right, FirstSubstitution, 
Substitution). 
/* -------------------- ------------------------------------------------* I 
/* renaming(Left, Right, Renaming) * / 
/*--------------- -----------------------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* Renaming : list of bindings * / 
/ * relation : there is a renaming Renaming such that * / 
/* Left . Renaming = Right * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
renaming(Left, Right, Renaming) :-
compute_substitution(Left, Right, Renaming), 
is_renaming(Renaming). 
/*----------------------------- -----------*/ 
/* is_renaming(Renaming) * / 
/*---------------------------*/ 
/* type : Renaming : list of bindings * / 
/* relation: Renaming = [eq(V1, T1), .. ,eq(Vn, Tn)l */ 
!* T1, .• ,Tn are distinct variables */ 
/* directionnality : in(gr) : out(gr) * / 
/*--------------------------*/ 
is_renaming([]). 





*/ /* no_in_renaming(T, Renaming) 
/*--- -----------*/ 
!* type : T : a variable 
/* Renaming : list of bindings 
/* relation: Renaming = [eq(V1, T1), .. ,eq(Vn, Tn)] 





*/ /* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr,gr) 
/*---- --------------------------*/ 
no_in_renarning(T, []). 
no_in_renarning(T, [eq(_, Tl) 1 Renaming)) :-
T\=Tl, 
no_in_renaming(T, Renaming). 
/*------------------------- --- --------------------*! 
/* incl_sub(Left. Right, Substitution) * / 
/*-------------------------------- ·-------------------------------* I 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terrns and/or atorns * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution Substitution such that * / 
/* Left . Substitution include in Right * / 
/* directionnality: in (gr, gr, v_,r) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*- ·------- --------------------- ------------------------*/ 
incl_sub(Left, Right, Substitution) :-
incl_sub_l(Left, Right, [], Substitution). 
/*--------------------------~ 
/* incl_sub_l(Left, Right, OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution) * / 
!*------------------------*! 
/* type : Left. Right = expressions * / 
/* = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* OldSubstitution. NewSubstitution : * / 
/* lists of bindings * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution theta such that * / 
/* Left . 0 include in Right * / 
/* NewSubstitution = [0 1 OldSubstitution] * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------- ·--------------------*/ 
incl_sub_l([], Right, OldSubstimtion. OldSubstitution). 
incl_sub_l([ExprL I Left], [faprR i Right], OldSubstitution. NewSubstitution) :-
compute_substitution_l([ExprL], [ExprR], OldSubstitution. 
NewSubstitutionl), 
incl_sub_l(Left, Right, NewSubstitutionl, NewSubstitution). 
incl_sub_l(Left. [ExprR I Right], OldSubstitution. NewSubstitution) :-
incl_sub_l(Left. Right. OldSubstitution. NewSubstitution). 
r------------------------.. , 
,.. incl_ren(Left, Right. Renaming) .. / 
r'------------------------.. , 
,.. type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms .. , 
,.. Renaming : list of bindings .. / 
/.. relation : there is a renaming Renaming such that .. / 
,.. Left. Renaming include in Right .. / 
,.. directionnality : in (gr, gr. gr, var) : out (gr, gr. gr. gr) .. / 
r------------------------.. , 
incl_ren(Left, Right. Renaming) :-
incl_ren_l(Left, Right, [], Renaming). 
, ..__________________________ .. , 
,.. incl_ren_l(Left, Right. OldRenaming, NewRenaming) .. , .. __ _ _____________________ 
,.. type : Left. Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or a.toms .. / 
,.. OldRenaming, NewRenaming : .. , 
/* lists of bindings .. / 
/.. relation : there is a renaming Renaming such that .. , 
/.. Left . Renaming include in Right .. / 
/.. NewRenaming = [Renaming I OldRenaming] .. , 
/.. directionnality : in (gr, gr. gr. var) : out (gr. gr. gr. gr) .. , 
r------------------------•1 
incl_ren_l([], Right. OldRenaming, OldRenaming). 
incl_ren_l([ExprL I Left], [ExprR I Right], OldRenaming, NewRenaming) :-
compute_substitution_l([ExprL], [ExprR], OldRenaming, NewRenamingl). 
is_renaming(NewRenamingl), 
incl_ren_l(Left. Right. NewRenamingl, NewRenaming). 
incl_rert_l(Left. [ExprR I Right], OldRenaming, NewRenaming) :-
incl_ren_l(Left. Right. OldRenaming, NewRenaming). 
1••···················••0••·················••0••···········, 
• occur_check(Y ar. Expr) • 
................................................................................................................. 
• type : Var : variable 
.. Expr : single expression 









occur_check(Y ar, Expr) :-
r' not(is_var(Expr) 
Expr = .• LI LT], 
occur_check_list(Y ar, L T). 
*! 
r------------------------•1 
/.. occur_check_list(V ar, List) * / 
r'----------'----------------*I 
,.. type : Var : variable * / 
/* List : list of atoms and/or terrns * / 
,.. relation : Var does not occur in List * / 
,.. directionnality : in (gr. gr) : out (gr, gr) • t 
/*------------------------*/ 
occur_check_list(V ar. []). 
occur_check_list(Var, [TI Ts]) :-
occur_check(Y ar. T). 
!, 
occur_check_list(Y ar. Ts). 
!*'-----------------------*/ 
/* d_unif(Left. Right. Unifier) * / (*·------------------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of atoms and/or terms * / 
/* Unifier : list of bindings • / 
/* relation : ùterc is a unifier Unifier such Ùlat * / 
/* Left . Unifier = Right . Unifier * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr. gr. var) : out (gr. gr. gr) * / 
!*'-----------------------*/ 
d_unif(Left. Right, Unifier) :-
d_unif_l(Left. Right. [], Unifier). 
!*------------------------*! 
/* d_unif_l(Left. Right. OldUnifier, NewUnifier) * / 
/*------------------------*! 
/* type : Left. Right = expressions = lists of atoms and/or terms * / 
/* OldUnifie. NewUnifier : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation : ùterc is a unifier 0 such that * / 
,. Left . a = Right. a •, 
/* NewUnifier = [0 1 OldUnifier . 9] * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr. gr. gr. var) : out (gr. gr. gr. gr) * / 
/*------------------------*/ 
d_unif_l([Left I Lefts], [Left I Rights], OldUnifier, NewUnifier) :-
is_ var(Left), 
!, 
d_unif_l(Lefts, Rights, OldUnifier, NewUnifier). 
d_unif_l([Left I Lefts], [Right I Rights], OldUnifier, NewUnifier) :-




apply_binding(Left. Right. Lefts, NewLefts), 
apply_binding(Left. Right. Rights, NewRights), 
replace_ var_sub(Left. Right, Old Unifier. OldUnifierl). 
d_unif_l(NewLefts, NewRights. [eq(Left. Right) 1 OldUnifierl], 
New Unifier). 
d_unif_l([Left I Lefts], [Right I Rights], OldUnifier. NewUnifier) :-
*/ 




apply_binding(Right. Left. Lefts, NewLefts), 
apply_binding(Right. Left. Rights. NewRights), 
replace_var_sub(Right. Left. OldUnifier, OldUnifierl), 
d_unif_l(NewLefts, NewRights, [eq(Right. Left) 1 OldUnifierl], 
New Unifier). 
d_unif_l([Left I Lefts], [Right I Rights], OldUnifier. NewUnifier) :-!* not(is_var(Left)) and not(is_var(Right)) * / 
Left = .. [FI ListLeft], 
Right = .. [F I ListRight], 
append(ListLeft. Lefts, NewLefts), 
append(ListRight. Rights, NewRights), 
d_unif_l(NewLefts. NewRights. OldUnifier, NewUnifier). 
d_unif_l(O, 0, Unifier, Unifier). 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* APPLYSUBSTII1JTION */ 
/*######################################################*/ 
!*-- -------·---- -------- --------------------------------* / 
/* apply _binding(V ar, Expr, Old, New) * / 
/*------------------------- ·----- ·------------------* / 
/* type : Var = variable * / 
/* Expr = single expression = term or atom * / 
/* Old, New= expressions = lists of terrns and/or atoms * / 
/* relation: New is the result of replacing ail occurrences * / 
/* of Var (a variable) in Old by Expr * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------·----------·------------------*/ 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, [], []). 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, [Var I Olds], [Expr I News]):-
!, 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, Olds, News). 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, [Old I Olds], [Old I News]):-
/* not(Old = Var) 
is_ var(Old), 
!, 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, Olds, News). 
apply_binding(Var, Expr, [Old I Olds], [New I News]):-
/* not(is_ var(Old)) 
functor(Old, F, N), 
functor(New, F, N), 
apply_binding_F(N, Var, Expr, Old, New), 




/* apply_binding_F(N, Var, Expr, Old, New) * / 
/*--------- -----------------------*/ 
/* type : N = integer * / 
/* Var = variable * / 
/* Expr = single expression = terrn or atom * / 
/* Old = f(X1, .. ,Xn, .. ,Xmx) * / 
/* New =f(Y1,-•,Yn,··•Ymy */ 
/* relation: (Y1, .. ,Yn) is the result ofremplacing all */ 
/* occurrence of Var (a variable) in (X1, .. ,Xn) by Expr */ 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr, var) : * / 
/* out (gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
apply_binding_F(N, Var, Expr, Old, New):-
N>0, 
arg(N, Old, Arg), 
apply_binding(V ar, Expr, [Arg], [Argl]), 
arg(N, New, Argl), 
Nl is N-1, 
!, 
apply_binding_F(Nl, Var, Expr, Old, New). 
apply_binding_F(0, Var, Expr, Old, New). 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* apply_sub_expr(Expr, Substitution, NewExpr) */ 
/*----------- ----------------- ------ --------- ---*/ 
/* type : Expr, NewExpr = lists of terms and/or atoms = expressions * / 
/* Substitution = list of bindings * / 
/* relation : NewExpr = Expr . Substitution * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--- -----------------------------*/ 
apply _sub_expr([], Substitution, []). 
apply_sub_expr([Var I Expr], Substitution, [NewVar I NewExpr]) :-
is_var(Var), 
!, 
( member_sub(Var, Substitution, NewVar) -> 
apply_sub_expr(Expr, Substitution, NewExpr) 
NewVar=Var, 
apply_sub_expr(Expr, Substitution, NewExpr) 
). 
apply_sub_expr([E I Expr], Substitution, [NewE I NewExpr]) :-
/* not(is_var(E)) 
functor(E, F, N), 
functor(NewE, F, N), 
apply_sub_expr_F(N, Substitution, E, NewE), 
apply_sub_expr(Expr, Substitution, NewExpr). 
*! 
!* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* apply_sub_expr_F(N, Substitution, OldFunc, NewFunc) * / 
!* ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : N: integer * / 
/* Substitution = list of bindings * / 
/* OldFunc = f(X1, .. .XN, .. Xnu) * / 
/* NewFunc=f(Y1,--,YN,··•Ymy) */ 
/* relation: (Y1, .. ,YN) = (X1, .. ,XN). Substitution */ 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------------------------·--------------------------------------------* I 
apply_sub_expr_F(0, Substitution, OldFunc, NewFunc). 
apply_sub_expr_F(N, Substitution, OldFunc, NewFunc) :-
N>0, 
arg(N, OldFunc, Arg), 
apply _sub_expr([Arg], Substitution, [New Arg]), 
arg(N, NewFunc, NewArg), 
Nl is N - 1, 
apply_sub_expr_F(Nl, Substitution, OldFunc, NewFunc). 
!*######################################################*/ 
/* MANIPULATIONOFTIIBSUBSTITUI1ONS */ 
/*######################################################*/ 
/*--------------- -------------------------------*/ 
/* replace_var_sub(Var, Term, OldUnification, NewUnification) * / 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Var = variable * / 
/* Term = term * / 
/* OldUnification, New Unification : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation : New Unification is the result of remplacing all occurrence of * / 
/* Var (a variable) in T; of OldUnification by Term * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*----------- --------------- ---------------*/ 
replace_var_sub(Var, Term, [], []). 
replace_var_sub(Var, Term, [eq(V, T) 1 Olds], [eq(V, NewT) 1 News]):-
apply_binding(Var, Term, [T], [NewT]), 
replace_var_sub(Var, Term, Olds, News). 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
/* same_substitution(Subl, Sub2) * / 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
/* type : Subl, Sub2 : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation: Subl = [eq(V1, T1), •• ,eq(Vn, Tn)l */ 
/* Sub2 = [ eq(Yv 1, S1), .. ,eq(Yv m• Sm)] * / 
/* forallV;=WithenT1 =Si */ 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr) : out (gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------- --------*/ 
same_substitution([], Sub2). 
same_substitution([eq(V, T) 1 Subl], Sub2) :-




same_substitution([S I Subl],Sub2) :-




/* apply_sub_sub(Substl, Subst.2, NewSubstl) */ 
!*----------------------------------*/ 
/* type : Substl, Subst2, NewSubstl : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation: Substl = [eq(V1, T1), .. ,eq(Vn, T_n)] */ 
/* Subst2 = [eq(W!, S1), .. ,eq(Wm, Sm)] * / 
/* NewSubstl = [eq(V1, T1'), .. ,eq(Vn, Tn')] */ 
! * Ti' = Ti . Subst2 and it remove it if Ti' = Vi * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
apply_sub_sub([], Subst2, []). 
apply_sub_sub([eq(V, T) 1 Substl], Subst2, [eq(V, NewT) 1 NewSubstl]) :-
!, 
apply_sub_expr([T], Subst2, [NewT]), 
apply _sub_sub(Substl, Subst2, NewSubstl ). 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* make_fresh_substitution(ListV ar, Substitution, Number, NewNumber) * / 
/*---------------------------·--------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : List Var : list of variables * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* Number, NewNumber: integers * / 
/* relation:ListVar=[V_l, .. ,V_n] */ 
/* Substitution = [ eq(V n• V n.Number), .. , * / 
/* eq(V1, V1Number+n-1)] */ 
/* NewNumber=Number+n */ 
/* directionnality : in (gr, var, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--·---------------------------*! 
make_fresh_substitution([], [], Number, Number). 
make_fresh_substitution([Var I ListVar], [eq(Var, NewVar) 1 Substitution], 
Number, NewNumber) :-
name(V ar, ASCII_ Var), 
name(Number, ASCII_Number), 
append(ASCII_ Var, ASCII_Number, ASCII_NewVar), 
name(NewVar, ASCII_NewVar), 
Numberl is Number + 1, 
make_fresh_substitution(ListVar, Substitution, Numberl, NewNumber). 
/*-------------------------*/ 
/* member_sub(V ar, Substitution, Expr) * / 
/*----·-----·------------ ------------*/ 
/* type : Var : variable * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* Expr : term or atom * / 
/* relation: Substitution= [eq(V1, T1), .. ,eq(Vn, Tn)J */ 
/* there is i such that V = Vi then T = Ti * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
!* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
member_sub(Var, [eq(Var, Expr) 1 Substitution], Expr) :-
!. 
member_sub(Var, [S I Substitution], Expr) :-
/* not(V ar = S) 
member_sub(Var, Substitution, Expr). 
*/ 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* GENERALPREDICATES * / 
/*######################################################*/ 
:- compile(library(basics)). 
/* the definitions of member and append */ 
!*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* list_var(Expression, OldList, NewList) * / 
!* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Expression= list of terms and/or atoms = expression * / 
/* NewList, OldList = lists of variables * / 
/* relation : New List is (OldList + the list of Expression's * / 
/* variables) without duplicates * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
list_ var([], OldList, OldList). 
list_var([Var I Expression], OldList, NewList) :-
is_ var(V ar), 
!, 
( memberchk(Var, OldList) -> 
list_ var(Expression, OldList, New List) 
list_ var(Expression, [Var I OldList], New List) 
). 
list_var([Func I Expression], OldList, NewList) :-
/* not(is_var(Func)) 
Func = .. LI NewFunc], 
append(N ew Func,Expression, New Expression), 
list_var(NewExpression, OldList, NewList). 
*/ 
/*---- ------ -------------------*/ 
/* is_ var(V ar) * / 
!*------ -------------------------*/ 
/* relation: Var is a variable (Var is of the form 5 ... ) * / 
/* 36 is the ASCII code of 5 * / 




name(V ar, [36 1 _J). 
:- compile(counter). 
!* [36] = 'S' *! 
/* compile the counter predicates * / 
/* init_int/1, add_int/2. read_int/2, init_float/2, add_float/2,read_float/2 * / 
!*#########################################################*/ 
/* here is the code of the C prograrn that is used to manipulate the counters * / 
/*#########################################################*/ 
#ifndef lint 






ctr_im[Coumer] = 0; } 
void add_integer(Counter ,Value) 
int Counter; 
long Value; 
















IIPn' iR f!;ÏVPII the rode of t,hp proc<'d1trP solve and find_new_goaLresult pr<'8<'lllPd 
in su bsect.ion ;3,;3.,.i, The other JHOCE'd ures of the lllE'ta-int.erpr<>\.er an' t.h<' 
R,une as in the previous one. 
This met.a.-int.erpreter only 81.ops wlH'll il. finds a. Rol11tio11. 
ï2 
~===================~., 
/* solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, * / 
/* ListResult, LastV ar, Depth, Derivation) * / 
r===================='"I 
/* type : Check in { non, empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg, sig, svr, sir, * / 
/* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * / 
/* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * / 
/* (svr,dt), (sir.dt)}. * / 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* Substitution : list of bindings * / 
/* ListGoal, ListResult, Derivation : lists of expressions * / 
/* LastVar, Depth: integers */ 
/ * relation : * / 
/* When the derivation is * / 
/* Go=>{C1,9i} ... =>ÜJc.1=>{Ck,8it}ÜJc */ 
/* has been constructed, the meanings of the parameters are the following: * / 
/* Goal= Gk (also used for loop checking); * / 
/* Substitution = the list of bindings representing 91 ... Bk * / 
/* restricted to the variables of Go; * / 
/* LastV ar = the number of variables used (needed for * / 
/* standardization apart.) * / 
/* Input parameters for loop checking: * / 
/* Check= the loop check that is used; * / 
/ * Resultant = GoS1 ... Sk; * I 
/* ListGoal = [ÜJc.1, ... , Go]; * I 
/* ListResult = [G0S1 ... Sk, ... , Go]; * / 
/* Depth = k. */ 
/* FI= 1/21(1 + 1) and 1/2(1-1)-l<D ~ 1/2i (i+ 1) */ 
/* if D = FI then D is a triangular number * / 
/* If a double triangular check is used, ListGoal (ListResult) * / 
/* contains only the goals (resultant heads) with a triangular * / 
/* index. When "non" is used, these lists are not maintained. * / 
/* ListResult is only maintain for loop checks for resultants * / 
/* or "empty" loop check. * / 
r===================="'I 
/* if a solution is found (the goal to be solved is empty) * / 
solve(Check, [], Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastV ar, DepthJ, FI) :-
nl, write(Substitution). 
/* used to solve built-in predicates, define is syst * / 
solve(Check, [Literal I Goal], Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, 
ListResult, LastVar, Depth, L FI):-
syst(Literal), !, 
call_syst(Literal, CAS), 
apply_sub_expr(Goal, CAS, NewGoal), 
apply _sub_expr(Resultant, CAS, NewResultant), 
apply_sub_sub(Substitution, CAS, NewSubstitution), 
update_detph(Depth, I, FI, NewDepth, New 1, New FI), 
solve(Check, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult], 
LastVar, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI). 
/* we perform the loop check (Check) to see if we can continue, then * / 
/* we compute the next goal to be solved and the substitution * / 
/* (NewSubstitution) and the new resultant (NewResultant) and solve * / 
/* the new goal * / 
solve(Check, Goal, Resultant, Substitution, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastVar, Depth, I, FI):-
/* Goal is not empty and ists first literai is not a built-in predicate * / 
check(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, 
Depth, FI, NewListGoal, NewListResult), 
!, 
find_new __goal_resultant(Goal, Resultant, Substitution, LastV ar, 
NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewLastVar), 
update_detph(Depth, I, FI, NewDepth, NewL New FI), 
solve(Check, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewListGoal, 
NewListResult, NewLastVar, NewDepth, Newl, NewFI). 
!*---------------------------*/ 
/* find_new _goal_resultant(PrevGoal, Prev Resultant, Substitution, * / 
/* LastVar, NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, * / 
/* NewLastV ar) * / 
/*-----------------------·---- ---------------------------* I /* type : PrevGoal, PrevResultant, NewGoal, NewResultant : expressions * / 
/* Substitution, NewSubstitution : lists of bindings * / 
/* LastVar, NewLastVar: integers */ 
/* relation: NewGoal is PrevGoal where we replace the first litteral by its * / 
/* body (Body) if it exist else by the atom 'false' * / 
/* NewResultant is PrevResultant to which we apply the * / 
/* unification computes to found Body * / 
/* The new variables are numered from LastV ar to NewLastV ar. * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr, gr, gr, var, var, var, var) * / 
/* out(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------------------------------------------------------* / 
find_new _goal_resultant([A I Goal],Prev Resultant, Substitution, LastV ar, 
NewGoal, NewResultant, NewSubstitution, NewLastVar) :-
statistics(runtime, _), 
d_clause(A, Goal, NewGoal, SubstitutionClause, LastVar, NewLastVar), 
apply _sub_sub(Substitution, SubstitutionClause, NewSubstitution), 
statistics(runtime, L , T]), 
add_float(2, T), 
statistics(runtime, _), 
apply _sub_expr(Prev Resultant, SubsùtutionClause, New Resultant), 
statistics(runtime, L , Tl]), 
add_float(l, Tl), 
add_int(2, 1). 
/*- -------- ---------- -------*/ 
/* d_clause(Head, Goal, NewGoal, Unifier, Number, NewNumber) * / 
/*-------------------------*/ 
/* type : Head: f(t1, .. ,tn) * / 
/* t; = term * / 
/* Goal, NewGoal : expressions * / 
/* Unifier : list of bindings * / 
/* Number, NewNumber : integers * / 
/* relation : if there is a clause in the program (H :- B) * / 
/* and an unifier Unifier such that * / 
/* Head . Unifier = H . Unifier * / 
/* then Body = B . Unifier * / 
/* and ail the variables mat appear in H and B are * / 
/* renamed, NewNumber - Number is the number of * / 
/* variables renamed * / 
/* directionnality: in (gr. gr, var, var, gr, var) : * / 
/* out (gr. gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------------------------------- ---- ------*/ 
d_clause(Head, Goal, NewGoal, Unifier, Number, NewNumber) :-
functor(Head, F, N), 
functor(NewHead. F, N), 
clause(NewHead, B), 
fresh_variables([NewHead 1 [B]], [H 1 [Bl]], Number, NewNumber), 
d_unif([H], [Head], Unifier), 




Here is the code of the pre-compiler presentecl in the drnpt.er ,l, It. t.ra11sfor111s 
a. PHOLOG progrnm into a11ot.her PHOLOG progra111 t.hat. uses t.he loop 
rhecking media.nisms (in fact ra.Ils the procedure loop_check). 
The ca.11 to the pre-compiler is 
pre_com pile(lnputFile, OutputFile, UserQuery, Arity) 
where 
lhputFile is thP 1rnme of tlH' lil<' t.hat. ro11t.ai11s t.hP progr:1111; 
Output File is the name of the file wliere tlw t.ransfornwd program is wri 11 <'Il: 
UserGoal is the na.me of the predicat<• 1.hat the IISN uses as a. qt1E'l',\' q11d Arity 
il.s arit,v. 
When the user asks the quer,v he has t.o add a last pararn<>I.N whirh is 
the kind of loop check to be perfornwd. Tlw procedure loop_check must. l>P 
loa.ded with the transfornwd progra111. 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/* Jean HENRARD 14 may 1991 * / 
/* CWI - Amsterdam -The Netherlands * / 
/* FNDP -Namur - Belgium * / 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/* There is the structure of the pre_compile program * / 
/* pre_compile * / 
/* transform_clause * / 
/* print * / 
/* protray * / 
/* write_body * / 
/* find_dupl * / 
/* find_dupl_F * / 
/* append */ 
/* member_var * / 
/* make_new _head * / 
/* append */ 
/* make_new _body * / 
/* make_new_body_l */ 
/* transform literal * / 
/* sys */ 
/* append */ 
/* mlb */ 
/* add_unif * / 
/* make_user_goal * / 
/* create_list_ var * / 
/* append */ 
/* print * / 
/* protray * / 
/* write_body * / 
/*#########################################################*/ 
!*=====================-"\ 
* pre_compile(lnputFile, Ou.,.,,,.-i:;;1 4 TT04...r.,...~1 .l.-nn,\ * ,u.1,yuu. .u,,._,, '1J.;Jo'-'.I. ....... V4-L.I., CU4'-J J 
*======================================* 
* type : InputFile, OutputFile, UserGoal : atoms 
* Arity : integer 
* relation and side effect 
* InputFile is the name of an existing file 
* It creates a new clause : 
* UserGoal(X1, .• ,X:Arity• Check):-
* UserGoal(A1, .. ,XArity• Check, 
* [[OldHead)), [OldHead), 
* [OldHead),OldHead,0,ListGoal, 
* ListResult, LastGoal, Depth). 
* with OldHead = UserGoal(Xi, .. ,XArity) and puts it in the fi.le 
* OutputFile. 
* Transforms the program of file InputFile to a new 
* program that uses the loop_checking and puts this new 
* program in the file OutputFile after the clause 
* "UserGoal ( .. )" 


















pre_compile(InputFile, OutputFile, UserGoal, Arity):-
see(InputFile ), 
tell(OutputFile), 
write('/* new program created by transforming the file '), 
write(InputFile), 







* transform_clause(OldClause) * 
*********************************************************** 
* type : OldClause : a clause * 
* relation: transforms (to use de loop checking) all the clauses * 
* from OldClause to the end of the input stream and puts * 
* the transform edclauses into the output stream. * 





/* OldClause \= 'end_of_file' */ 
/* check if OldClause has a body (OldClause is a * / 
/* function with two arguments and':-' as functor) * / 
name(F, (58, 45]), /* (58, 45] = ':-' * / 
functor(OldClause, F, 2), 
1 
., 
/*makes the head of the newclause * / 
arg(l, OldClause, Headl), 
find_dupl(Headl, 0, ListCouple, Head, ListVar), 
make_new_head(Head, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, 
LastDepth, NewHead), 
/* makes the body of the new clause * / 
arg(2, OldClause, Old.Body), 
make_new _body(OldBody, Check, ListGoal, 
ListResult, LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, 
LastDepth, NewBody), 
add_unif(NewBody, ListCouple, NewBodyl), 
/* creates the new clause * / 
functor(NewClause, F, 2), 
arg(l, NewClause, NewHead), 
arg(2, NewClause, NewBodyl), 
/* prints the new clause in the output stream * / 
print(N ewClause ), 
/* read the next clause in the input stream * / 
read(N extClause ), 
transform_clause(N extClause ). 
transform_clause(OldClausel ):-
/* OldClause has no body (it isn't a function with 
/* ':-' as functor 
/* makes the head of the newclause 
find_dupl(OldClausel, [], ListCouple, OldClause, List Var), 
make_new_head(OldClause, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, 
LastDepth, NewHead), 
/* makes the body of the new clause 
add_unif(loop_check(Check, [), ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, LastListGoal, LastListResult, 
LastLastGoal, LastDepth), 
ListCouple, NewBody), 
/* creates the new clause 
name(F, (58, 45]), 
functor(NewClause, F, 2), 
arg(l, NewClause, NewHead), 
arg(2, NewClause, NewBody), 
/* prints the new clause in the output stream 
print(N ewClause ), 
/* read the next clause in the input stream 










* make_new_head(Head, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
~~:-=-:--:--·-----------*\ 
* 
* * Resultant, Depth, LastListGoal, LastListResult, 
* LastLastGoal, LastDepth, NewHead)  --.t'---. .i. ..... YY ,&..a,_. ....... , * 
* 
* type : Head. NewHead : tenns 
* Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, 
* LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth : 
* variables 
* relation : Head = f(X 1, .. .Xn) 
* NewHead = f(X1, .. .Xn,Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
* Resultant, Depth, LastListGoal, LastListResultant, 
* LastLastGoal, LastDepth) 
* directionnality : 
* in (novar, var,var,var, var,var,gr,var,var,var,var,var) 











* \*-------------- ---- ---------------------------------------------* I 
make_new _head(Head, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
NewHead):-
Head = .. List.Arg, 
append(ListArg, (Check, ListGoal, ListResult, 




New Head= .. New List.Arg. 
/*------------------ --------*\ 
* make_new_body(OldBody, Check, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, * 
* Resultant, Depthl, * 
* LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, * 
* New Body) * 
*------------ ---------------------------------* 
* Tiùs procedure allows the user to say if he is sure that the clause * 
* can not generate a loop, he put "no_loop_check" as the first litera! * 
* of the body. Tuen the precompiler produces a body that does not * 
* performs the loop check but just updates the differents parameters * 
* (this is done by using the kind of loop check "non"). * 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* type : OldBody, NewBody : * 
* Check, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, Resultant, Depthl, * 
* LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth : * 
* variables * 
* relation: OldBody = Cb1(Y1), .. ,bnCYn)) * 
* if b1 = 'no_loop_check' * 
* then NewBody = ( * 
* loop_check(non, ListBody, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, * 
* Resultant,Depth,ListGoall, ListResultl,LastGoall, * 
* Depthl ), * 











bn(Y n,non,ListGoaln, .. ,Depthn, 
LastListGoal, .. ,LastDepth) 




b1(Y1,Check,ListGoal1, .. Depth1, 
ListGoal2, ... ,Depth2 
* bn(Y n,Check,ListGoaln, .. ,DepÙln, 
* LastListGoal, .. ,LastDepth) 
* directionnality : 
* in (novar,any,var,var,var,var,gr,var,var,var,var) 




















make_new_body(('no_loop_check',Old.Body), Check, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, 
!, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
New Body):-
make_new_body_l(OldBody, non, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, 
Resultant, Depthl, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
NewBodyl), 
mlb(Old.Body, ListBody), 
NewBody = (loop_check(non, ListBody, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, ListGoall, ListResultl, 
LastGoall, Depthl), 
NewBodyl). 
make_new_body('no_loop_check', Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant.. Depth, 
!, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
New Body):-
NewBody = loop_check(non, [), ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth). 
make_new_body(OldBody, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
New Body):-
/" Old.Body\=- (no_loop_check, Body) * / 
make_new_body_l(Old.Body, Check, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, 
Resultant, Depthl, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
NewBodyl), 
mlb(Old.Body, ListBody), 
NewBody = (loop_check(Check, ListBody, ListGoal, ListResult, 
LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, ListGoall, ListResultl, 
LastGoall, Depthl), 
New Body!). 
/* ............................................................................................... *\ 
* make_new_body_l(Old.Body, Check, ListGoall, ListResultl, * 
* LastGoall, Resultant, Depthl, * 
* LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, * 
* New Body) * 
* 
* type : Old.Body, NewBody : 
* Check, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoal 1, Resultant, 
* Depthl, LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, 
* LastDepth : variables 
* relation : Old.Body= (b1 (Y 1), .. ,bn(Y n)) n >= 1 
* NewBody = (b1(Y1,Check,ListGoal, .. Depth, 
* ListGoal1, ... ,Depth1 
* 
* bn(Yn,,Check,ListGoaln-1' .. ,Depthn-1, 
* LastListGoal, .. ,LastDepth) 














* in (novar,any,var,var,var,var,gr,var,var,var,var) * 
* out (novar,any,var,var,var,var,grvar,var,var,novar) * 
* 
\* ............................................................................................... */ 
make_new_body_l((Arg, Next), Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, 
!, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
(NewArg, NewNext)):-
transform_literal(Arg, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, 
Depthl, NewArg), 
make_new_body_l(Next, Check, 
ListGoall, ListResultl, LastGoall, Resultant,Depthl, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal, LastDepth, 
NewNext). 
make_new_body_l(LastArg, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, Resultant, 
Depth, 
LastListGoal, LastListResult, LastLastGoal. LastDepth, 
NewLastArg):-
transform_literal(LastArg, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Depth, LastListGoal, LastListResult, 
LastLastGoal, LastDepth, NewLastArg). 
/*,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,*\ 
* transform_literal(Literal, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, * 
* LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, NextListGoal, * 
* NextListResult, NextLastGoal, NextDepth, * 
* newLiteral) * 
* * ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
* This procedure allows to define some "system predicate" mat we do * 
* not have to transform. * 
* * ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
* type : Literal, NewLiteral: terms * 
* Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, Resultant, Depth, * 
* NextListGoal, NextListResult, NextLastGoal, NextDepth * 
* variables * 
* relation : if syst(Literal) * 
* Ùlen NewLiteral = Literal * 
* and ListGoal = NextListGoal * 
* ListResult = NextListResult * 
* LastGoal = NextLastGoal * 
* Deptll = NextDepth * 
* else (not(syst(Literal))), Literal = fX1, .• , X,,) * 
* NewLiteral = f(X1, .. , X,,, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, * 
* LastGoal, Resultant, Deptll, NextListGoal. * 
* NextListResult, NextLastGoal, NextDepth ) * 
* directionnality * 
* in(novar,any, var, var,var,var, var,var,var,var,var,var) * 
* out(novar,any, var,var,var,var,var,var, var,var,var,novar) * 
\*,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, */ 
transform_literal(Literal, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 




transform_literal(Literal, Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
Resultant, Deptll, NextListGoal, NextListResult, NextLastGoal, 
NextDepth, NewLiteral):-
/* not(syst(Literal)) * / 
Literal = .. ListLiteral, 
append(ListLiteral, [Check, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, Resultant, 
Depth, NextListGoal, NextListResult, NextLastGoal, 
NextDepm], 
NewListLiteral), 





* find_dupl(Head, ListVar, ListCouple, NewHead, NewListVar) * 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* type : Head, NewHead : terms * 
* List Var, NewListVar: lists of variables * 
* ListCouple : list of lists of 2 elements * 
* relation: the variables Ùlat appear in Head= X1, .. .Xn * 
* andX11 =X12, .. xkl =Xk2 * 
* witll X11, •• .Xkl in [X1, .. Xnl union ListVar * 
* X12, .. ,Xk2 in rx1, .. .Xnl * 
* ListCouple = [[X11.x'izl, .. ,[Xk1X'KiJ] -. 
* New Head is Head where X12, .. .Xk2 are replace by * 
* [X'12, .. ,Xd * 
* X\2, .. ,Xk2 are variables that are unique (new variables) * 
* directionnality : in(novar, novar, var, var, var) : * 
* out(novar, novar, novar, novar, novar) * 
\*------------------------------------ ---- ---*/ 




find_dupl(Head, ListVar, 0, Head, [Head I ListVar]):-
/* not(member_var(Head, ListVar)) */ 
var(Head), 
!. 
find_dupl(Head, ListVar, ListCouple, NewHead, NewListVar):-
/* not(var(Head)) * / 
functor(Head, F, N), 
functor(NewHead, F, N), 
fmd_dupl_F(N, Head, List Var, ListCouple, New Head, NewLlstVar). 
find_dupl_F(O, Head, ListVar, 0, NewHead, ListVar). 
find_dupl_F(N, Head, ListVar, ListCouple, NewHead, NewListVar):-
N > 0, 
arg(N, Head, Arg), 
find_dupl(Arg, ListVar, ListCouplel, NewArg, ListVarl), 
arg(N, NewHead, NewArg), 
Nl is N - 1, 
find_dupl_F(Nl, Head, ListYarl, ListCouple2, NewHead, NewListVar), 
append(ListCouplel, ListCouple2, ListCouple), 
!. 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*\ 
* add_unif(Body, ListCouple, NewBody) * 
*----------------- ---------------------------------------* 
* type : Body, NewBody: clauses 
* ListCouple : list of lists of 2 elements 
* relation: ListCouple = [[X11,Xd, .. ,DCn1,XniJ] n>=O 
* Body= (L1, .. ,L,,,) m >=1 
* NewBodyClause = (unif(X11.X1i), .. ,unif(Xn1.X,,i). 
* L1, .. ,L,,,) 
* directionnality : in(novar, novar, var) 








* \*------ -------------------------------------------------* / 
add_unif(Body, [], Body). 
add_unif(Body, [[X, Y} 1 ListCouple], (unif(X, Y), NewBody)):-
add_unif(Body, ListCouple, NewBody). 
/***********************************************************\ 
* make_user_goal(Name, Arity) * 
************************************************************ 
* type : Name : atom * 
* Arity : integer * 
* relation : puts on the output stream the clause : * 
* Name(X1, .. ,XArity,Check):- * 
* copy_term([OldHead],OldHeadChange), * 
* Name(X1, .. .XAncy,Check.[OldHeadChange], * 
* OldHeadChange,[OldHead],OldHead,O, * 
* ListGoal,ListResult.LastGoal,Depth). * 
* where OldHead = Name(X1, .. ,XArity) * 
* directionnality : in (gr, gr) : out (gr, gr) * 
\***********************************************************/ 
make_user_goal(Name, Arity):-
/* creating the head * / 
create_list_ var(Arity, List Var), 
append(ListV ar, [Check], ArgHead), 
Head= .. [Name I ArgHead], 
/* creating the body * / 
OldHead = .. [Name I List Yar], 
append(ListV ar, [Check, [OldHeadChange ], OldHeadChange, [OldHead]. 
OldHead, 0, ListGoal, 
ListResult. LastGoal, Depth], 
Argi'l" ew Head), 
New Head= .. [Name I ArgNewHead], 
/* creating the clause * / 
name(F, [58, 45)), /* [58, 45] = ·:-· * / 
functor(Clause, F, 2), 
arg(l. Clause, Head), 




* create_list_var(N, ListVar) * 
*-----------------------------------------------------* 
* type : N : integer 
* ListVar : list of variables 
* relation : List Var is a list of N differents variables 






create_list_ var(O, []). 
create_list_var(N, [Var I ListVar]):-












* type : Clause : clause 
* side effect : prints the clause Clause on the output stream 
* if Clause= h(X) :- b1 cY1), .. ,bn(Yn) 









\*-----· -------------------------------* / 
portray(Clause):-
name(F, [58, 45]), 
functor(Clause, F, 2), 
arg(l, Clause, Head), 
write(Head), write(F), 
arg(2, Clause.Body), 
write _body(Body ), 
write('.'), 
nl. 
/* [58, 45] = ':-' *! 
/* ............................................................................................... *\ 
* write_body(Body) * 
* ................................................................................................. * 
* type : Body : * 
* side effect : prints Body on the output stream. * 
* directionnality : in (gr) : out (gr) * 




















/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* mlb(Body, ListBody) * / 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Body is the body like you recieve it from * / 
/* clause(Head, Body) * / 
/* ListBody : expression * / 









The loop_check procedure 
1-Iere is the code of the loop_check procedur<:' that: lllt18l: be used wit.h J>rP-
compiled programs. 
/*#########################################################*/ 
/* Jean HENRARD 14 may 1991 * / 
/* CWI - Amsterdam - The Netherlands * / 
/* FNDP - Namur -Belgium * / 
/*#########################################################*/ 
!*============================"'\ 
* loop_check(Check, Body, ListGoal, ListResult, LastGoal, 
* Resultant, Depth, NewListGoal, NewListResult, 





* type : Check in { non. empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg, sig, svr, sir, * 
* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * 
* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * 
* (svr,dt), (sir,dt)}. * 
* Body : expression * 
* ListGoal, ListResult, NewListGoal, NewLlstResult: * 
* lists of expressions * 
* LastGoal, Resultant, CurrentGoal : expressions * 
* Depth, NewDepth: integers * 
* relation : NewListGoal = the new list of the goals need for the further * 
* loop_check * 
* NewListResult = the new list of the resultants need for the * 
* further loop_check * 
* CurrentGoal is the current goal to be selve = LastGoal with its * 
* first element replaces by Body * 
* NewDepth = Depth + 1 * 
* directionnality : * 
* in (gr,novar,novar,novar,novar,novar,gr,var,var,var,var) * 
* out (gr,novar,novar,novar,novar,novar,gr,novar,novar,novar,gr) * 
\*'=====================*! 
loop_check(Check. [1, ListGoal, ListResult, [H], Resultant, Depth, 
[[] 1 ListGoal], ListResult, 0, NewDepth):-
l, 
NewDepth is Depth + 1, 
nl, write('true '), 
nl, write([[] 1 ListGoal]), 
nl, write(NewDepth). 
loop_check(Check. Body, ListGoal, ListResult, [H I Goal], Resultant, Depth, 
NewListGoal, NewListResult, CurrentGoal, NewDepth):-
/* \+Body= 0 */ 
NewDepth is Depth + 1, 
append(Body, Goal, CurrentGoal), 
check(Check, CurrentGoal, Resultant, ListGoal, 
ListResult, NewDepth, NewListGoal, NewListResult), 
!. 
loop_check(Check, Body, ListGoal, ListResult, [H I Goal], Resultant, Depth, 
[CurrentGoal I ListGoal], ListResult, CurrentGoal, NewDepth):-
/* This clause could be removed if we don't want to know when * / 
/* a derivation is pruned * / 
/* \+ Body = D and\+ check( ... ) * / 
NewDepth is Depth + 1/*, 
append(Body, Goal, CurrentGoal), 
nl, write('prune '), 
nl, write([CurrentGoal I ListGoal]), 
nl, write(NewDepth)*/, 











































/* Tiffi LOOP CHECKS PROCEDURES * / 
/*#################################################*/ 
check(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
NewListGoal, NewListResult) 
check use CASE 1 : ///// 
CASE 2 : check_EVG 
renaming 
CASE 3 : check_EIG 
compute_substitution 








CASE 6 : check_SVG 
incl_ren 
CASE 7 : check_SIG 
incl_sub 










CASE 10 : check_t 
check_EVG, check_EIG, check_EVR, 
check_EIR, check_SVG, check_EIG, 
check_SVR, check_SIR 
CASE 11 : check_t 
check_EVG, check_EIG, check_EVR, 











































/* type : Check in { non. empty, evg, eig, evr, eir, svg, sig, svr, sir, * / 
/* (evg,st), (eig,st), (evr,st), (eir,st), (svg,st), (sig,st), (svr,st), * / 
/* (sir,st), (evg,dt), (eig,dt), (evr,dt), (eir,dt), (svg,dt), (sig,dt), * / 
/* (svr,dt), (sir,dt)}. * / 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* ListGoal, ListResult, NewListGoal, NewListResult : * / 
/* lists of expressions * / 
/* depth : integer * / 
/* relation : Check is the kind of loop check to be performed * / 
/* Depth is the depth where the loop check occur * / 
/* if ListGoal=[G1,··•Gnl */ 
/* ListResult = [R1, .. ,Rn] * / 
/* then there is no i such that Goal 'is sufficiently similar' * / 
/* to Gi w.r.t. Check * / 
/* and Resultant 'is sufficiently similar' to R; w.r.t. Check * / 
/* NewListGoal = [Goal I ListGoal] * / 
/* NewListResult = [resultant I ListResult] * / 
/* exept if Check = *** _d_t then * / 
/* if Depth in { 1/2 i(i + 1) 1 i in N} * / 
/* then NewListGoal = [Goal I ListGoal] * / 
/* NewListResult = [Resultant I ListResult] * / 
/* else NewListGoal = ListGoal * / 
/* NewListResult = ListResult * / 
/* directionnality : * / 
/* in(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, var, var) : * / 
/* out(gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
!*====================="! 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 1 no loop check 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(empty, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult]) :-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]). 
check(non. Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, ListGoal, 
ListResult) :-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 2 Equals Variant of Goal 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(evg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
ListGoal, ListResult):-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_EVG(NewGoal, ListGoal). 
/*---------------------------------------------------* / 
/* check_EVG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal : list of expressions = [G1, .. ,Gn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renaming 8 such that Gi 8 = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
check_EVG(Goal, []). 
check_EVG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-
\+ renaming(G, Goal, Renaming), 
check_EVG(Goal, ListGoal). 
!***********************************************************\ 
CASE 3 Equals Instance of Goal 
\***********************************************************! 
check(eig, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
ListGoal, ListResult):-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_EIG(NewGoal, ListGoal). 
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* check_EIG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
/*-----------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal : list of expressions = (G_l, .. ,G_n] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 0 such that Gi 0 = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*------------ -------------------------*/ 
check_EIG(Goal, []). 
check_EIG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-
\+ compute_substitution(G, Goal, Substitution), 
check_EIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
!***********************************************************\ 
CASE4 Equals Variant of Resultant 
\***********************************************************/ 
check(evr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], (NewResultant I ListResult]):-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_EVR(NewGoal, NewResultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*---------------------------------*/ 
/* check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions = (Gi, .. ,Gn] * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R1, .• ,Rn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renaming 0 such that Gi 0 = Goal * / 
/* and Ri 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*---------------------------------------------------------*/ 
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, [], []). 
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], (R I ListResult]):-
\+ same_EVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*--------------------------------*/ /* same_EYR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * / 
/*--------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation : there is a renaming e such that G e = Goal * / 
/* and R 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*--------------------·------------- ---*/ 
same_EYR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
renaming(G, Goal, RenamingGoal), 
renaming([R], [Resultant], RenamingResultant), 
same_substitution(RenamingResultant, RenamingGoal). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 5 Equals Instance of Resultant 
\***********************************************************! 
check(eir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult]):-
copy_term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_EIR(NewGoal, NewResultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*----------------------- ---------*/ 
/* check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
/*---·--------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions= [G1, .• ,Gnl * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R 1, .• ,Rn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 0 such that Gi 0 = Goal * / 
/* and Ri 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*--------------------------*/ 
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, [], []). 
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], [R I ListResult]):-
\t- same_EIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
!*------------------------*/ 
/* same_EIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * / 
/*---------·------------ ------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution e such that G e = Goal * / 
/* and R 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
/*------------------------------------------------*/ 
same_EIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
compute_substitution(G, Goal, SubstitutionGoal), 
compute_substitution([R], [Resultant], SubstitutionResultant), 
same_substitution(SubstitutionGoal, SubstitutionResultant). 
!***********************************************************\ 
CASE 6 Subsumes Y ariant of Goal 
/***********************************************************/ 
check(svg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
ListGoal, ListResult):-
copy_term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_SYG(NewGoal, ListGoal). 
!*----------------------------*/ 
/* check_SYG(Goal, ListGoal) * / 
/*---------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal : expression * / 
/* ListGoal : list expressions= [G1, .• ,Gnl * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renaming e such that Gi e = Goal * / 
/* directionnality : in(gr, gr) : out(gr, gr) * / 
!*----------------------·------------*/ 
check_SYG(Goal, []). 
check_SYG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-
\+ incl_ren(G, Goal, Renaming), 
check_SYG(Goal, ListGoal). 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 7 Subsumes Instance of Goal 
\***********************************************************! 
check(sig, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
ListGoal, ListResult):-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
/*----------------------------------------------------- ----------------* I 
1 * check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal) *! 
!*--------·--- -----------------------------* I 
!* type : Goal : expression 
/* ListGoal : list expressions = [G1, .. ,Gn] 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 0 
/* such that Gi 0 = Goal 






!*-------------------------------· -------------------* I 
/* check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal) 
/* true if Goal . Substitution is not include in ListGoal 
check_SIG(Goal, []). 
check_SIG(Goal, [G I ListGoal]):-





CASE 8 Subsumes Variant of Resultant 
\***********************************************************! 
check(svr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult]):-
copy_term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_SVR(NewGoal, NewResultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*-------------------------------*/ 
/* check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
!*--------------------·---- -------------------------------*! 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions= [G1, .. ,Gn] */ 
/* ListResutl = list of expressions = [R1, .. ,Rn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and renaming 0 such that Gi 0 include in Goal * / 
/* and R; 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------* I 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, [], []). 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], [R I ListResult]):-
\+ same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * / 
/*------ --------------- -------------------------------------* I 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation: there is a renaming 0 such that G 0 include in Goal * / 
/* and R 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--- ---------------------*/ 
same_SVR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
incl_ren(G, Goal, RenamingGoal), 
renaming([R), [Resultant), RenamingResultant), 
same_substitution(RenamingResultant, RenamingGoal). 
!***********************************************************\ 
CASE 9 Subsumes Instance of Resultant 
\***********************************************************! 
check(sir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult]):-
copy _term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_SIR(NewGoal, NewResultant, ListGoal, ListResult), 
!. 
/*--------------------------*/ 
/* check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal. ListResult) * / 
/*--------- -------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/* ListGoal = list of expressions = [G1 •.. ,Gn] * / 
/* ListResult = list of expressions = [R1 •.. ,Rn] * / 
/* relation : there is no i and substitution 0 such that Gi 0 include in Goal * / 
/ * and R;_ 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr. gr. gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) */ 
/*---------------· -------------------------* / 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, [], []). 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, [G I ListGoal], [R I ListResult]):-
\+- same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R), 
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*------------- ------- ------------------------------* / 
/* same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R) * / 
/*------ ------ -------------------------------*/ 
/* type : Goal, Resultant, G, R : expressions * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution 0 such that G 0 include in Goal * / 
/* and R 0 = Resultant * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, gr) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------- ---·--------------------------*/ 
same_SIR(Goal, Resultant, G, R):-
incl_sub(G, Goal, SubstitutionGoal), 
compute_substitution([R], [Resultant], SubstitutionResultant), 
same_substitution(SubstitutionResultant, SubstitutionGoal). 
!***********************************************************\ 
CASE 10 Single triangle loop checks 
\***********************************************************/ 
:- compile(library(math)). 
check((Full,st), Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
[NewGoal I ListGoal], [NewResultant I ListResult]):-
copy_term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
Value is (1 +(8 * Depth)), 
sqrt(V alue, I), 
( I is float(integer(I)) -> 
). 
check_t(Full, NewGoal, [NewResultant], ListGoal, ListResult) 
true 
/***********************************************************\ 
CASE 11 double triangle loop checks 
\***********************************************************/ 
check((Full,dt), Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult, Depth, 
NewListGoal,NewListResult) :-
Value is (1+(8 * Depth)), 
sqrt(V alue, 1), 
( I is float(integer(I)) -> 
copy_term([Resultant I Goal], [NewResultant I NewGoal]), 
check_t(Full, NewGoal, [NewResultant], ListGoal, ListResult), 
NewListGoal = [NewGoal I ListGoal], 
NewListResult = [NewResultant I ListResult] 
NewListGoal = ListGoal, 
NewListResult = ListResult 
). 
/*---------------------------*/ 
/* check_t(Check, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult) * / 
/*----- ------------------------*/ 
/* type: Check in {non, evg, eig,evr,eir,svg,sig,svr,sir) */ 
/* Goal, Resultant : expressions * / 
/ * ListGoal, ListResult : lists of expressions * / 
/* relation: ListGoal = [G1, .. ,Gn] * / 
/* ListResult = [R1, .. ,Rn] * I 
/* there is no i such that Goal, Resultant is sufficiently * / 
/* similar to Gi,Ri w.r.t. Check * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, novar, novar, novar, novar) * / 
/* : out (gr, novar, novar, novar, novar) * / 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------* / 
check_t(evg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EVG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(eig, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(evr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(eir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_EIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(svg, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SVG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(sig, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SIG(Goal, ListGoal). 
check_t(svr, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SVR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
check_t(sir, Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult):-
check_SIR(Goal, Resultant, ListGoal, ListResult). 
/*#####################################################*/ 




/* compute_substitution(Left, Right, Substitution) 
/*--------------------------------------------------------
/* type : Left, Right = expressions 
/* = lists of terms and/or atoms 
/* Substitution : list of bindings 
/* relation : there is a substitution Substitution such that 
/* Left . Substitution= Right 









/*-------------------------------- --------------------* / 
compute_substitution(Left, Right, Substitution):-
compute_substitution_l(Left, Right, [], Substitution). 
/*-------------------------------






!* type : Left, Right = expressions 
/* = lists of terms and/or atoms 
/* FirstSubstitution, Substitution : list of bindings 
/* relation : there is a substitution 8 such that Left . 8 = Right 
/* Substitution = [8 1 FirstSubstitution] 
/* without duplicates 









compute_substitution_l([], [], FirstSubstitution, FirstSubstitution):-
!. 




( member_sub(L, FirstSubstitution, Term) -> 
R=Term. 
compute_substitution_l (Left, Right, FirstSubstitution, Substitution) 
compute_substitution_l(Left, Right, [eq(L, R) 1 FirstSubstitution], 
Substitution) 
). 
compute_substitution_l([L I Left], [R I Right], FirstSubstitution, 
Substitution):-
/*\+ var(L) * / 
functor(L, F, N), 
\t- var(R), 
functor(R, F, N), 
L = .. [FI ListL], 
append(ListL, Left, NewLeft), 
R = .. [F I ListR], 
append(ListR, Right, NewRight), 
compute_substitution_l (NewLeft, New Right, FirstSubstitution, 
Substitution). 
/*-----------------------------------------*/ 
/* renaming(Left, Right, Renaming) * / 
/*---------------- -----------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of tenns and/or atoms * / 
/* Renaming : list of bindings * / 
/* relation : there is a renaming Renaming such that * / 
/* Left . Renaming = Right * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
!* ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /
renaming(Left, Right, Renaming):-
compute_substitution(Left, Right, Renaming), 
compute_substitution(Right, Left, Renamingl ). 
/*·------------ ---------------*/ 
/* incl_sub(Left, Right, Substitution) * / 
/*'-------------------------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions * / 
/* = lists of tenns and/or atoms * / 
/* Substitution : list of binding substitutions * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution Substitution such that * / 
/* Left . Substitution include in Right * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*·--------------------------*/ 
incl_sub(Left, Right, Substitution):-
incl_sub_l(Left, Right, [], Substitution). 
!*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* incl_sub_l(Left, Right, OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution) * / 
/*--------------- ------------ -----*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution : * / 
/* lists of binàings * / 
/* relation : there is a substitution theta such that * / 
/* Left . El include in Right * / 
/* NewSubstitution = [El I OldSubstitution] * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
incl_sub_l([), Right, OldSubstitution, OldSubstitution). 
incl_sub_l([ExprL I Left], (ExprR I Right], OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution):-
compute_substitution_l([ExprL], [ExprR], OldSubstitution, 
NewSubstitutionl), 
incl_sub_l(Left, Right, NewSubstitutionl, NewSubstitution). 
incl_sub_l(Left, [ExprR I Right], OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution):-
incl_sub_l(Left, Right, OldSubstitution, NewSubstitution). 
/*--------- -----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* incl_ren(Left, Right, Renaming) * / 
!* -------------------- -------------------------------------------* / 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of tenns and/or atoms * / 
/* Renaming : list of bindings * / 
/* relation : there is a renaming Renaming such that * / 
/* Left . Renaming include in Right * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr. gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*-------------------------------------*/ 
incl_ren(Left, Right, Renaming):-
incl_ren_l (Left, Right, [], Renaming). 
/*------------------------- ----*/ 
/* incl_ren_l(Left, Right, OldRenaming, NewRenaming) * / 
/*----------------------------*/ 
/* type : Left, Right = expressions = lists of terms and/or atoms * / 
/* OldRenaming, NewRenaming : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation: there is a renaming Renaming such that * / 
/* Left . Renaming include in Right * / 
/* NewRenaming = [Renaming I OldRenaming) * / 
/ * directionnality : in (gr, gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*------------ --- --------- ------------------*/ 
incl_ren_l([), Right, OldRenaming, OldRenaming). 
incl_ren_l([ExprL I Left], [ExprR I Right], OldRenaming, NewRenaming):-
renaming([ExprL], [ExprR], Renaming), 
same_substitution(Renaming, OldRenaming), 
append(Renaming, OldRenaming, OldRenamingl), 
incl_ren_l(Left, Right, OldRenamingl, NewRenaming). 
incl_ren_l(Left, [ExprR I Right], OldRenaming, NewRenaming):-
incl_ren_l(Left, Right, OldRenaming, NewRenaming). 
I"'=====================~ 
* unif(Left, Right) * 
I"'=====================~ 
* type : Left, Right : expressions 












unif_l([L I Left], [R I Right]):-







unif_l([L I Left], [R I Right]):-






unif_l([L I Left], [RI Right]):-
/* \+ var(L) and\+ var(R) 
functor(L, F, NL), 
L = .. [FI ListL], 
functor(R, F, NL), 
R = .. [F I ListR], 
append(ListL, Left, NewLeft), 
append(ListR, Right, NewRight), 
unif_l(NewLeft, NewRight). 




* occur_check(Var, Expr) * 
*********************************************************** 
* type : Var : variable * 
* Expr : single expression * 







Expr = .. [F I LT], 
occur_check_list(V ar, LT). 
occur_check_list(Var, []). 
occur_check_list(Var, [TI Ts]):-
occur_check(V ar, T), 
occur_check_list(Var, Ts). 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* MANIPULATIONOFTIIE SUBSTITUTIONS */ 
/*######################################################*/ 
/*-- ------------------ ---------*/ 
/* same_substitution(Subl, Sub2) * / 
/*------------------------------------- ------------*/ 
/* type : Subl, Sub2 : lists of bindings * / 
/* relation: Subl = [eq(V1, T1), .. ,eq(Vn, Tn)l */ 
/* Sub2 = [eq(W1, S1), .. ,eq(Wm, Sm)l * / 
/* for ail V;= Wi then T1 = Si * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr) : out (gr, gr) * / 
/*----------------·-------------------------------*/ 
same_substitution([], Sub2). 
same_substitution([eq(V, T) 1 Subl], Sub2):-




same_substitution([S I Subl], Sub2):-
same_substitution(Subl, Sub2). 
/*---------·--------------------------- ----*/ 
/* member_sub(V ar, Substitution, Expr) * / 
/*--------------------- -------------------*/ 
/* type : Var: variable * / 
/* Substitution: list of bindings */ 
/ * Expr : term or atom * / 
/* relation:Substitution=[eq(V1,T1), .. ,eq(Vn,TJ] */ 
/* there is i such that V = Yi then T = Ti * / 
/* directionnality : in (gr, gr, var) : out (gr, gr, gr) * / 
/*--------------------- --------------------*/ 
member_sub(Var, [eq(V, Expr) 1 Substitution], Expr):-
Var V, 
!. 
member_sub(V ar,[S I Substitution], Expr):-
/* \t- Var= S 
member_sub(Var, Substitution, Expr). 
*/ 
/*######################################################*/ 
/* GENERALPREDICATES */ 
/*######################################################*/ 
:- compile(library(basics) ). 
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